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INTRODUCTION 
Fort Madison has been engaged in pi ann ing for a number of years. In 
1947, the Mayor's Civic Planning Committee prepared a report entitled 
"Improvement and Development Program." This was a tangible evidence of 
excellent citizen cooperation. 
A Comprehensive City Plan was prepared between 1958 and 1960, 
along with the adoption of the zoning ordinance and a building code in 1959. 
In 1965, due to new industry, anticipated local highway improvements and 
population increases, updating parts of the Comprehensive Plan became 
imperative. 
To fulfill so many needs for a city requires visionary planning firmly 
based on the community's socio-economic needs, its physical assets, as well 
as its ability and willingness to move ahead. 
The updating of the Comprehensive Plan for Fort Madison 
of meeting the c hallenge of its future. 
• 1S a means 
The updating of the Comprehensive Plan includes (1) physical factors 
for planning studies such as geographic base, existing land use, commercial 
and industrial; (2) community facilities including public utilities, schools 
and parks, public buildings, housing and neighborhood analysis; (3) socio-
economic factors for planning; (4) street, thoroughfare and transportation; 
(5) public works program; (6) zoning and (7) housing code review. 
The following reports were published separately and parts are included 
in this Comprehensive Plan report as a composite updating of the original Com-
prehensive Plan. 
In 1965, a report was published entitled "The Importance of a Housing 
Code", in which the importance of such legislation to upgrade the condition 
of structures for the city was detailed. 
In May 1966, the Socio-Economic Factors for Planning analyzed the 
stability and potentiality of the economic base of the city, the present 
commercial economy and future requirements, and the future population, 
the age, composition, rate of family formation and housing needs. 
The Transportation Planning Report published in September 1966, 
in brief analyzes major traffic movements including external and internal trips, 
major route systems and detailed street and road improvements. 
Consideration of the pl~nning proposals by the Planning and Zoning 
Commission, the City Council, the public and the press, as well as their 
active support and participation are vital to the future of Fort Madison. Only 
through civic commitment can planning hope to fulfill its function of mak ing 
the city a better place to live . 
•• 
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INTRODUCTION 
The visible development of a community is the direct result of socio-economic activity in 
the community itself as well as in its hinterland. The purchase of a home requires employment, 
the development of a business requires customers, the success of on industry requires markets 
a nd advantages to operate in a given location, and the existence of a community requires 
revenue from residents, businesses and industries. 
Since the total physical plant of a community is a reflection of its socio-economic vitality, 
it is necessary to analyze the underlying socio-economic forces to make possible toi lor-made 
p lanning for future developments. The improtance of tailor-mode planning, in turn, is shown 
by the foe t that the I ife span of a community's physico I investments is measured in terms of 
generations. Buildings lost 30 to 50 years, streets and utilities determine the spatial direction 
of expansion for a long time, and long-term over-building as well as under-building is almost 
e qually as harmful. 
This report presents the socio-economic foundation on which the physical plan for the City 
of Fort Madison, Iowa, can be built. Introducing this report, this chaper identifies in gen-
eral the objectives of this study and the methodology used. This analysis of Fort Madison was 
performed by North American Research Corporation under assignment by Don C. Shafer and 
Associates, who is the prime contractor for the city's comprehensive planning effort. 
TO BETTER UTILIZE ITS LOCATIONAL ASSETS, THE CITY OF FORT MADISON DESIRES TO 
COORDINATE ITS COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING EFFORTS WITH SHORT AND LONG-TERM 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC TRENDS 
As shown on the next page, Fort Madison, the county seat of Lee County, is located in 
the extreme southeast portion of Iowa. The city stretches itself along the west bank of the 
Mississippi River at one of the river's widest and most picturesque points. 
The topography of Fort Madison is similar to the one of other river communities adjoining 
the mighty Mississippi. This topography is characterized by relatively steep bluffs which 
rise from the flat ground along the river, and behind which the terrain is gently undulating. 
In Fort Madison, the upland plain has an elevation of approximately 700 feet above sea 
level, while the low terrain on which most of the city is built, has an elevation from 525 to 
550 feet. 
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The City of Fort Madison is named after an old military post which was erected at that site 
in 1808, five years after the Louisiana Purchase, by a Lieutenant Kingsley. The Fort was 
built for the protection of early settlers and travelers and was named in honor of James Madi-
son, then President of the United States. The Fort was the first structure erected by white 
men on the Iowa side of the Mississippi River. 
In 1812, Fort Madison had to be abandoned when it was no longer able to withstand re-
peated attacks of hostile Indians. The soldiers burned all buildings; only a stone chimney 
remained. The place became known as "The Lone Chimney" and the Indians began calling 
it "Potowonoku meaning "Place of Fire." Now a monument marks the spot where the fort 
once stood. 
Twenty years later, in 1832, General John H. Knapp, from New York State, became the 
first white man to settle permanently at Fort Madison. Having come up the Mississippi from 
New Orleans, he built a large frame house at the site and established a trading post. Other 
settlers followed and the community grew rapidly. 
In July, 1836, Congress recognized the importance of the settlement and passed an act 
authorizing the layout of the Fort Madison site into town lots. The settlement incorporated 
as a town by an Act of the Wisconsin Territorial Legislature on January 18, 1838. During the 
same year, a group of Presbyterians organized the first church in Fort Madison and the first 
newspaper, the Fort Madison Patriot, began its publication. In 1839, the Iowa State Peni-
tentiary was established at the site. It is the oldest penal institution west of the river and 
seven years older than the State of Iowa itself. Finally, in 1841, the Lee County Courthouse 
was built; it is the oldest courthouse in continuous use in Iowa. 
As the years passed, Fort Madison grew steadily. The city acquired excellent rail and 
good highway transportation, diversified industries, and strong distributive trades. However, 
growth in the planning area has been restrained by Fort Madison's geographical location be-
tween Burlington and Keokuk. Not only is the city wedged in between these two strong urban 
centers which co.mpete for business in the trade territory west of the Mississippi, it also has 
less favorable transportation connections to the common hinterland. The highway network in 
Lee County plus toll arrangements on the Mississippi River bridges make it easier for rural 
residents to reach Keokuk and Burlington than Fort Madison. 
In addition, powerful forces are changing the allocation of economic resources in the 
United States today. The economy has shifted from agriculture to manufacturing, and more 
recently to a service-industry orientation. Increases in agricultural productivity deplete the 
countryside of peop I e and consumers. Improvements in transportation and economic mob iIi ty 
allow factory goods to be shipped over long distances; and mechanization, automation and 
new mass production techniques frequently enable a single factory to supply a nationwide 
market advantageously. 
These shifts have led to a concentration of socio-economic activity in urban centers and 
the degree of urbanization in an area correspondingly can be taken as an indicator for socio-
economic well-being. As a consequence, rural communities have begun to feel a sometimes 
severe relative drain of socio-economic power. Some rural communities did not grow at all 
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during the recent past; others grew only slightly; and many communities have experienced 
repeated losses in their socio-economic activities despite significant increases in the nation. 
The main forces causing this change are technology and the increasing availability of 
capitol to substitute for labor. Both are charocteristical of all mature and advanced economies 
and both are anticipated to make their influence felt with accelerating speed. But communi-
ties are not completely subject to trends they cannot control. They continue to be man-mode 
by forward looking civic leaders and community authorities, who strive to toke advantage of 
changes beyond their influence and work to shape the developments within their grasp. 
In light of this situation, the City of Fort Madison wants to improve the things it can do to 
further the well-being of its residents, property owners, merchants, industrialists as well as of 
the people and formers living in the area. Thus to enhance its own and the area's prospects for 
future growth, the city is undertaking a comprehensive community plann1ng program of which 
this study comprises a mo 1or phose . 
TO ASSIST FORT MADISON IN PLANNING FOR FUTURE EXPANSION, THE BASIC OBJEC-
TIVE OF THIS STUDY WAS TO ANALYZE THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC FORCES WHICH AFFECT 
THE PLANNING AREA 
For the purposes of this report, the term "socio-economic" describes both social factors 
such as population and family formation, and economic factors such as employment, retail 
soles and industrial activity. The connection of both adjectives by a hyphen indicates the 
in ter-re I oti on of both factors 1 n community deve I opmen t. 
Concerning the socio-economic forces that underlie developments in the planning area, the 
basic objective of this study was threefold· 
• 
• 
• 
To analyze the structure, stobi lity and potentialities of the economic base in 
the city and the surrounding region; 
To study the commercial and related economy in the planning area and esti-
mate the spatial requirements of that economic sector to perm1t balanced 
zoning; and 
To determine the future population, its age composition, family formation, 
and the corresponding housing needs. 
To fulfill this threefold basic objective, a numberofsub~ob jective~ hod to be pursued. 
These include: assessment of the city 's business climate, o measurement of fomdy earnings 
and consumer spending patterns, evaluation of the labor force, and its copobil1ties, and the 
identification of future housing needs. 
The results of this study are to establish guidelines for planning the future of the Fort Madi-
son area in terms of physical layout, zoning and community action. Conversely, the factors 
causing the city not to develop in the past as anticipated must be identified and analyzed. 
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THIS REPORT DEALS ONLY WITH THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC PHASES OF THE PLANNING 
PROGRAM AND NOT WITH THEIR PHYSJCALIMPLEMENTATION 
The basic aim of this study was to determine 1 from a socio-economic point of view 1 the 
potential as well as the capabilities of Fort Madison through 1980-1985. Accordingly, any 
concern with the city's physical plant and its arrangement was beyond the scope of the assign-
ment. This aspect of city development will be analyzed in a later report, which will deal 
specifically with such considerations. 
Within the framework of this approach the socio-economic phase of the area development 
deals with population factors and the economic forces active in the area. It develops quanti-
tative planning benchmarks to guide in the subsequent phase of planning the physical plant. 
In a manner of speaking, it provides the idea of a house without furnishing the actual blue-
prints. 
The physical planning phase on the other hand is concerned with converting the idea and 
benchmark data into the physical form for the planning area. It determines, for example, 
where what kind of housing should be built to serve anticipated needs, where retail outlets and 
shopping centers should be located, and where industrial operations would be performed most 
advantageously for the community as well as industry. It recommends the kind of zoning that 
best would accommodate desired future area developments. 
THIS ANALYSIS OF THE PLANNING AREA WAS PREPARED IN CONSIDERATION OF 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS IN THE GREATER FORT MADISON REGION 
A socio-economic analysis of any planning area must consider socio-economic developments 
in the region to permit reasonable forecasts. The mobility of people, the rapid distribution of 
goods, and improving manufacturing techniques hove begun to dissolve socio-economic boun-
daries and have increased the inter-dependence of communities and regions. Today it is easier 
for families to move in search of better opportunities; commuting 40 to 60 miles is no longer 
considered unusual; and the output of one or two factories can serve a complete national 
market. 
Normally, if a cluster of cities, towns and villages has been developed, the communities 
can be grouped according to the functions they perform within the area. Smaller communities 
may provide for "dormitory, and some necessary retail requirements, while larger communities 
contain manufacturing, well-rounded medical facilities, education and full line department 
stores. The center city or cities usually take the lead in the area supplying bonking, inter-
regional transportation, warehousing and shipment breakpoints, and communications such as 
radio 1 TV, daily newspapers, etc. 
This pattern is especially obvious in agricultural regions where the leading center commun-
ity or communities combine governmental (county seat) with economic and commercial functions. 
Here, the genera I increase in mobi I i ty acts in two ways. On the one hand it increases the 
strength and operational span of active socio-economic centers and thus enhances their 
growth. On the other hand, it tends to make less important communities even more vu I nerab I e 
and dependent. In the ideal case 1 a mutually beneficial relationship between the centrat 
pi ace and its sate IIi te communities can be estab I i shed. 
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Thus, Fort Madison's future socio-economic function and potential must be seen and de-
veloped as one of the leading elements of the region rather than as an independent unit. 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF FORT MADISON'S SOCIO-ECONOMIC POTENTIAL MUST BE 
MADE IN CORRESPONDENCE TO ITS COMPETITIVE POSITION. 
Intra-state and intra-community competition for new industrial and commercial development 
has increased rapidly over the past 10 years. Governmental and municipal officials, especial-
ly those in so-called depressed areas, have become pa1nfully aware of the necessity of keeping 
and adding to their inventory of industrial activities and employment opportunities. 
The economic evaluation of a community must be made on the same basis as the economic 
evaluation of a business. Assets and liabilities must be ascertained in light of the competitive 
setting to identify and rank promising developments, and to decrease the vulnerability of any 
community undertaking. In this way, the available community resources can be channeled 
into those efforts which promise an optimum return. 
Fort Madison's principal competitors in the fight for socio-economic improvements are the 
neighboring counties as well as municipal corporations in the socio-economic region. In area 
development as in industry, competition is carried out on many levels. Not only does a 
community compete with other communities of its own size, it also competes with other larger 
and smaller communities. Because of this competitive environment and the related strategies, 
the arplication of modern marketing principles could be a significant factor in promoting Fort 
Madison as an area in strong socio-economic demand. 
THE Fl NDINGS OF THIS STUDY REPRESENT LONG-TERM ESTIMATES 
Nobody, of course, can forecast the future exactly; no one can venture to predict specific 
economic movements of a long period ahead when one cannot even be sure what the stock 
market will do on Monday morning. With much work and painstaking research, however, one 
can indicate and measure broad future trends. Generally the course of future developments 
is estimated by analyzing past and present trends, by determining their inter-acttons, and by 
assessing the numerous forces on the local as well as state and national levels which shape 
urban commun 1 ties and metropolitan counties. 
Unfortunately, estimates of future developments tend to lose in certainty in proportion to 
increases in the length of the projection time. Current conditions change as time goes by. 
All long-term forecasts, therefore, should be reviewed periodically tn order to reappraise 
their findings in the light of new developments. Since the planning period covered in this 
report requires such long term forecasts, regular reviews of the study results are recommended 
in order to keep Fort Madison development on a course most likely to best serve the ultimate 
goals of its citizens and communities. 
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NATIONAL, REGIONAL AND LOCAL FACTORS INFLUENCING 
BASIC PLANNING AREA DEVELOPMENTS IN THE FUTURE 
Men in business, government, education and science i tse If rea I i ze that they must I ook at 
I east two decades ahead just to keep abreast. This is forced by the fact that technology has 
advanced more rapidly in the past 50 years than in the previous 500. It is then no surprise 
that gazing into the future has become a sizeable business, although forecasting is an art that 
still has few textbooks. The predictions made by the futurists, as they sometimes call them-
selves, are by no means all new, but taken together, they present a remarkable vision. 
The most frequently used benchmark for that vision is the year 2000. It is a rounded date 
that is nearer than we rea I i ze. We are now within 34 yecrs of the 21st century and 35 years 
past the election of Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1931. Some of the predictions made for the 
year 2000, of course, will come true at a much sooner date--perhaps within the planning 
period of this study, which has a 1985 forecasting benchmark. As with the objectives of this 
study, predictions made today influence the policies made today to shape the future. It was 
therefore considered necessary to incorporate the findings of future exploration studies as far 
as they pertain to the basic parameters of area development and as far as the scope of the 
present project would permit. 
Within the context of this report, the basic parameters of development are concerned with 
the economic foundations of human life. In terms of economic sector analysis, they comprise 
agriculture, manufacturing industries and the resident labor force. In contrast to distributive 
and service economic functions, the basic economic parameters refer mostly to the actual 
physical creation of tangible goods and the directly related activities. 
In mature economies such as the United States, however, all economic activities depend 
upon transportation and communications. Transportation and communications determine how 
efficiently the written and spoken word as well as goods, people and services can get in and 
out of a community. Transportation and communications set the framework within which an 
area ond/or community is able to lock itself into the mainstreams of activity in a nation's 
economy. Without transportation and communications, there would be little room for diversi-
fication, for the division of labor, and for the utilization of all available resources which is 
a major factor in the growth of productivity and therewith the wealth of a nation. 
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TRANSPORTATION IS THE KEY CHALLENGE AND OPPORTUNITY FOR FUTURE FORT MADI-
SON DEVELOPMENTS 
There is a definite relation between immobility and poverty. Transportation is an essential 
ingredient of almost everything man does to supply h1mself with the necessities of life. While 
food, shelter, health, education and useful jobs are the ultimate development goals, transport 
is the necessary catalyst to realize these objectives. 
The City of Fort Madison fortunately enjoys strong assets in all fields of transportation. 
Thus the city will benefit from all transportation developments during the planning period 
regardless which way they wi II turn. 
The Federal Government is Beginning to Increase its Efforts Towards the Development of a 
Well-Balanced and Integrated National Transportation System 
The U.S. government has become seriously concerned about the nation's transportation 
system. Today jets bring passengers from Los Angeles to New York in 4-1 / 2 hours; but it 
takes almost 2 hours to get by cab from the airport in New York to Manhattan during the rush 
hour. Commuting in metropolitan areas can add as much as 50°/o of the time a man works to 
his time away from home during the working day. Statisticians f1gure that for a dozen eggs 
which sell for 69c;, there is about 10¢ in transportation cost. The vast U.S. transportation 
activity currently absorbs one out of every five dollars of the gross national project. 
These facts indicate how deeply transportation shapes the environment in which the U.S. 
I i ves and works. The federa I government recognizes that it is not enough to prescribe what 
transport accommodations are needed to keep the nation growing. Industrial technology itself 
is dictated by transport potentials and limitations. Since the final objective is higher standards 
of living and not merely higher standards of moving, future technology may make ultimately 
more significant contributions to transport by eliminating the need for transport than by supply-
ing more capacity. 
However, according to Washington sources, the future of U.S. transportation during the 
next decade wi II depend upon the capabi I i ty to choose from the transportation systems now 
already on the shelf and not from the development of a new transportation and/ or industrial 
technology. The near term objectives include~ 
• 
• 
• 
To keep the commuter services going, 
To give the railroads more leeway in competing with rival forms of transporta-
tion; and 
To finance research and development for all forms of private enterprise transpor-
tation as the government already does to a large degree for airlines and highways. 
In turn, every effort to overcome or at least stabilize the tremendous cost in time and money 
that the movement of people and goods entails, will benefit the planning area by making it 
more accessible to the large concentration of socio-economic activity in the ma1or urban areas. 
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The Containerization of Cargo and Freight is Well on its Way to Tie Rail, River, Highway and 
Ocean Carriers Together into One Big Transportation System 
When container ships are loaded or unloaded, it has been found possible for a crew of men 
to move 500 tons per hour as compared to 25 tons by conventional methods. To pump tallow 
into a bulk carrier costs 50~ a ton; to put it aboard a cargo ship the old way in drums costs 
$10.00 a ton. The technology is already tested and available, for improved freight and cargo 
handling . It goes all the way, including automatic handling equipment, all-container ships, 
special gantry cranes and conveyors, liquid cargo facilities, and the like. 
Furthermore, the technology is already applied on a more or less limited basis. All major 
U.S. shipping lines have or are in the process of providing containership service to all Euro-
pean and many South American ports. On the other hand, the European counterpart of the 
U.S. container network is being bu i It up rapidly. Ten years ago, the U.S. rai I roads carried 
only 168,000 carloads of piggyback freight; the 1965 total is estimated to have surpasses 
one million. Containerization is taking over with increasing speed. 
Containerization as developed provides a new transportation system, not just a big box. 
Negotiations are under way to standardize the container size for the U.S. as well as all 
European countries. The system under consideration is intended to handle 8' x 8' containers 
ranging in length from 10' to 40' in intervals of 10'. Being interchangeable between barge, 
rail, ship, truck and the new air cargo carriers scheduled to fly in the late 1960's, container-
ization will benefit every form of freight transportation. It will reduce the need for berth 
capacity by speeding port operations, and it wi II stretch the supply of shipping space by 
shortening the turn-around time for cargo vessels, barges, rai I road cars and trucks. 
As a result, containerization will benefit locations such as Fort Madison which enjoy 
transportation assets encompassing all forms of inland cargo movements. But to take advantage 
of transportation developments, the city must plan now to set aside and provide space for fa-
cilities which enhance the integration and interchange of all kinds of freight movements. 
The Recommendation by the Army Corps of Engineers to Provide an Access Channel in the 
Mississippi to the Fort Madi son-Port Lee Industrial Sites Should be Supported 
An area of more than 15,000 acres adjoining the downstream limits of Fort Madison has 
been or could be made available by the city for industrial developments. Most of the area is 
relatively flat and all of it is above the stage of a 100 year frequency flood on the Mississippi 
River. The area currently is served by improved roads and highways, two major rail lines and 
four pipelines carrying petroleum, natural gas and liquified petroleum gases. 
At the present time there are no facilities for handling water-borne freight at Fort Madi-
son. Petroleum products were once received by pumping from barges moored a considerable 
distance from shore. But continued silting in the river has made this operation impractical. 
On the other hand, shipments through Lock No. 19, approximately 20 miles downstream 
from Fort Madison, amounted to about 11,985,000 tons in 1964. Initial prospective commerce 
through the Fort Madi son access channel is estimated by the Army Corps of Engineers at 82,600 
tons e1nnually, resulting in an estimated transportation cost savings of $188,490. The Corps 
1 1 
estimates that the total prospective tonnage at the present time would amount to 107,913 tons 
annually. 
But the development of an access channel at Fort Madison must not only be evaluated in 
terms of today's inland waterway transportation technology. Future developments promise to 
revolutionize the barge transportation industry. New types of vehicles, further mechaniza-
tion, and the use of electronics for navigation are anticipated to expand the role of water 
transport throughout the world. 
Two developments are of direct interest for the long term development of the planning area. 
A U.S. shipping company, Prudential Lines, proposed in 1965 to build 16 ships unto which 
fully loaded lighters or barges would be loaded directly at the rate of one every 15 minutes. 
The job would be done by a huge crane moving fore and aft on the ship's main deck. As pres-
ently suggested, a 700 foot, 22,100 ton ship would carry 50 barges each with a capacity of 
16,000 cubic feet and over 350 tons. The faster turnaround in port would permit the new 
ships to make about 50o/o more voyages per year than a high-speed conventional ship. In ad-
dition, barges could be unloaded offshore and towed into po(t or inland waterways. This 
would expand the capacity of congested ports and also provide access to shallow draft ports in 
rivers and canals, which are off limits now. The line is applying at the U.S. Maritime Commissior 
for 170 sailings per year from Atlantic, Gulf and Great Lakes ports to overseas. 
The other development concerns the development of high speed cargo hydrofoi I boats. 
Russia is reported by Industrial Research Magazine to be working on hydrofoi I boats designed 
to carry 100 to 130 tons of cargo at speeds of 85 to 125 mph. Some of these boats are speci-
fically developed for inland waterway travel while others are designed to travel at sea even in 
stormy weather. Barge traffic today in contrast moves in general at speeds of 6 to 12 mph. 
However, on the upper Mississippi River, barges also corry a lot of weight. They are up to 
300 feet long with a capacity of up to 3,000 tons. Here single tows, moved by diesel tow-
boats, may con to in as many as 17 barges. But as i ndi co ted in statements from Washington, 
the federal government sees great possibilities in the new ships under development by the 
aero-space companies. These ships like the Russian hydrofoils, skim the water instead of 
plowing through it. 
Finally, Litton Industries, Inc., which has made it a practice to anticipate new develop-
ments, is studying the feasibility of developing shipbuilding facilities on the Great Lakes. 
Although the company is better known for its aero space and defense efforts, it also operates 
one of the few major U.S. shipbuilding companies. Litton proposes to apply the systems con-
cept, complete with intermediate stockpiling or warehousing, to inland water.vay transporta-
tion. The ship designs under consideration include a power plant-payload approach calling for 
highspeed power units which can be separated from the payload while it is being unloaded or 
moved as a barge to the optimum unloading site. 
As a result of these developments, inland waterway traffic will increase in terms of tonnage 
cs well as the variety of goods moved. Present day traffic in barges will not be replaced but 
rather augmented by the new developments. In turn, the industrial potential of river locations 
such as Fort Madison wi II be strengthened considerably. Also, many new industrial processes 
need vast supplies of water which can be most economically supplied at a riverside location. 
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Thus 1 in long-term considerations as required by the present study 1 the importance of reserving 
adequate space and access to the river for future industria I developments cannot be over-
emphasized. 
The Rai I roads Wi II Bring Increased Importance to Fort Madison Locations 
Fort Madison is served east and west by the main line of the Santa Fe and is the division 
point between Chicago and Kansas City. The city is also served north and south by the Bur-
lington to St. Louis and by the Burlington and Rock Island to Minneapolis and St. Paul. 
Switching operations ore carried on in the planning area on a 24 hour a day basis due to the 
large-scale activities of the Santa Fe and the Burlington. 
For decades, the railroads' share of. the U.S. intercity freight has been falling, from 74°/o 
in 1930 to 50°/o 10 years ago, to approximately 43o/o in 1961 / 62. Since then the railroads 
have held that share steadily in a market that is growing. If they merely continue to hold 
their present shore, shipments, measured in ton/ miles, wi II increase 33°/o by 1975. 
But this is not the whole story. Being car-happy, the U.S. in the past has done nothing 
for the railroad industry except to hobble it with rules and regulations written half a century 
ago. In addition, federal, state and local governments spent in 1964 about $12 billion in 
tax money on highway programs while during the same period the railroads barely were able 
to invest about $1.36 billion of their own money to improve their operations. 
However, the railroads are now entering a period of intensive change which should lead to 
promising developments. In connection with the new federal transportation planning, serious 
attempts are made in Washington to de-regulate the industry and enhance its genuine com-
petitive function and position. This means more freedom in rote making and the scheduling of 
trains. Furthermore, the merger movements currently under way promise to consolidate the 
1ndustry during the planning period of this study. 
The railroads on their side, of course, are doing many things to achieve their full future 
transrortation potential. They ore undergoing substantial management changes due to im-
provements in communications, the increased use of computers, and the application of exist-
ing as well as new technology. The average railway car, for example, is moving and loaded 
about 5% of the time. If that could be raised to 6%, it could save the railroads some $100 
mi Ilion a year. Having a big, capital investment in plant foci I ities, that is, trackage, 
bridges, terminals and rolling stock, the railroads must achieve mass-production of transport 
services to be profitable. Because of the relatively large utilization of their existing plant 
facilities, the railroads ore now in a position to handle a great increase in traffic at a small 
increase in cost. 
The future of railroading, consequently, will be different from the operations as they are 
known today. Intercontinental passenger trains as well as passenger service outside the com-
muting sphere of metropolitan areas ore expected to give room to the airplane, the bus and 
the car. Many carriers are already curtailing small freight services of less than a carload. The 
roi I rood thus wi II tend to assume a greater role in the fast, long distance moving of freight 
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between the major urban areas and, in turn, they will be more active in the industrial and 
socio-economic development of those areas. 
In the long term, Fort Madison can only benefit from the future rai I road developments. Its 
position is strengthened because of its existing railway network, its distance from existing 
metropolitan areas which prevent it from being swallowed up in the consolidation of railroad 
operations, and its other transportation assets. In the short term, the city must continue fts 
efforts to industrialize with all determination in order to strengthen its attraction to future 
developments and minimize its intermediate vulnerability before the long term trends have an 
effect. The city is judged to be in an excellent position to do this. 
Highway Developments Will Require Continued Attention by Fort Madison Authorities During 
the Planning Period 
At the present time, the City of Fort Madison is served by U.S. Highway 61 and by three 
state roads, Iowa Routes 2, 88 and 103. The city also is served by twelve major truck lines. 
In 1963, about 21,800 vehicles were registered in Lee County--about 18,000 autos, 3,500 
trucks and 270 motorcycles. 
In the U.S., the automotive mobility is forecast to increase substantially. In 1964 there 
were about 71.8 million automobiles, 14.1 million trucks and 150,000 buses registered. By 
1975, according to the Brookings Institution, an independent research organization working for 
the government, there will be 125 million automobiles, 24.5 million trucks and about 500,000 
buses in the United States and Canada. 
In the past the U.S. automotive mobility was aided by the Interstate Highway Program 
which has created the necessity for another program. The highway program made travel from 
city to city by auto or truck increasingly easy. But in doing so, it has created severe traffic 
problems for the cities. The highway program is scheduled to be completed in 1972, and there 
is substan tial determination not to have a second interstate highway program. By 1972, accord-
ing to the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, the great need will be for secondary roads, city streets, 
county roads, special roads and beltways linking the outlying metropolitan areas and the suburbs. 
This shift in emphasis on highway construction is prompted by the fact that downtown sec-
tions of major U.S. cities are already between 45°/c:, and 70% paved. In add1tion, surging land 
prices have raised the cost of building freeways in urban areas to between $5 million and $40 
million per mile. Thus, the increasing need for intercity and intracity travel must be met 
through improvement of other modes of transport. 
In conclusion, Fort Madison, with the support of Burlington and Keokuk, should do every-
thing to get the region's Interstate Highway Program completed before 1972. This would pro-
vide improved highway transportation to other cities and round out the transportational assets. 
As a resu It, it can be said that the region is rather rich and that the actua I medi urn income 
of families might be in the $6,000 annually category. For a comparison, the 1960 median 
income of families in Iowa's standard metropolitan areas ranged from $5,539 annuall y in Sioux 
City to $6,491 in the Tri-Cities. It is estimated that family incomes in all areas increased by 
about 3% annually since 1960. 
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ANALYSIS OF CONSUMER SPENDING PATTERNS INDICATES THAT A RETAIL SALES DE-
MAND OF APPROXIMATELY $16.4 MILLION WAS GENERATED IN THE PLANNING AREA 
DURING 1965 
A survey of consumer expenditure patterns in rura I non-farm areas in 1961 indicates that 
about 86.7o/o of the total family income is spent on current consumption items. The survey was 
conducted by the U.S. Deportment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics; current consumption 
expenditures, according to the Department, were calculated by deducting taxes, gifts, con-
tributions and personal insurance from the total income. 
On this basis, the 1965 current expenditures for consumption in the planning area can be 
calcu Ia ted at approximately $22. 1 mi II ion. Since, however 1 about 18. 8o/o of the expendi-
tures for current consumption go for items such as rent, mortgages and uti I iti es, and about 
6.7o/o for non-retail effective doctor and hospital bills, education, recreation and other per-
sonal expenditures 1 the retai I effective and related expenditures in the planning area can be 
calculated at $16.4 million, 74.5o/o of the 22.1 million. In detail, the average spending 
patterns of expenditures for current consumption in rura I non-farm areas of the Fort Modi son 
income level break down as follows: 
Breakdown of Retai I Effective Consumer Spending 
Expenditures for Current Consumption 
All Expenditures 
Food 
Tobacco 
Alcoholic beverages 
Household operations 
House furnishings and equipment 
Clothing, clothing materials, services 
Retai I Effective: 
Persona I Core 
Medical Care 
Recreation 
Reading 
Education 
Transportation 
Other expenditures 
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
December, 1963. Data refers to 1961 • 
o/o of Total 
100 .Oo/o 
25. 2o/o 
1 . 9o/o 
1.8% 
4.9% 
5.1% 
9. 8o/o 
1.4% 
3.1% 
1 . 7o/o 
0. 5°/o 
0.4% 
16. 7°/o 
2 .Oo/o 
74 . 5o/o 
In evaluating the foregoing data, it should be noted that white collar workers are concen-
trated in urban areas where most of their employment opportunities are given. 
Corresponding to the forces that shape the occupational demand and supply, the unemploy-
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Table 1 
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF THE WORKING POPULATION 
BY MAJOR OCCUPATION GROUPS- 1940, 1950 AND 1960 
Major Occupational Group 1960 1950 1940 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 
White Collar Workers 42.2 36.6 31 . 1 
Professional, technical and 
kindred workers 11 . 4 8.6 7 .5 
Managers , offici a Is and propri e-
tors, excluding farm 8.5 8.7 7.3 
CIeri co I and kindred workers 15.0 12.3 9.6 
Sa I es workers 7 .4 7.0 6.7 
Manu a I and Service Workers 51 . 5 51 . 6 51 .5 
Manu a I Workers 39.7 41 . 1 39.8 
Craftsmen, foremen and 
kindred workers 14.3 14. 1 12.0 
Operatives and kindred workers 19.9 20.4 18.4 
Laborers, except farm and mine 5.5 6.6 9.4 
Service Workers 11 . 8 10.5 11 . 7 
Private household workers 2.8 2.6 4.7 
Service workers, except private 
household 9.0 7.9 7. 1 
Farm Workers 6.3 11 . 8 17.4 
Formers and farm managers 3.9 7.4 10.4 
Form laborers and foremen 2.4 4.4 7.0 
Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census; 
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics . 
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Unemployment 
Rates 
January, 1963 
6.6 
-
1 . 9 
1 . 3 
4.0 
5.7 
-
-
8.0 
9.0 
17.8 
-
5.0 
6.8 
-
1 . 1 
10.4 J 
• 
ment rates shown reflect the pattern of a technologically advanced economy which typically 
requires more ski II and less muscle to operate. The relatively low unemployment rates among 
amangerial and professional people, whether in agriculture or industry, represent adjustment 
movements while the high rates among manual workers highlight definite structural economic 
defects. 
As a result of these changes in the U.S. economy, rural areas not only experience employ-
ment decline in their key economic resource, they also find fewer opportunities to make up for 
this loss. In addition, most of the rural work experience is in occupations which are subject 
to rather high unemployment rates. 
On the positive side, however, employment in rural areas is relatively inexpensive and 
usually is characterized by high productivity and quality output. Furthermore, education 
generally is highly stressed and training programs are available to adapt the labor force to the 
new 1 ndustr i a I needs. 
In response to these trends, Fort Madison and Lee County should set up a training program 
for the adult population in the surrounding rural area. Such an undertaking would help to in-
crease earning power by improving labor force ski lis. Si mu I taneously, it would strengthen the 
city's industrialization endeavors by raising the quality of the labor price supply. 
AGRICULTURE IN FORT MADISON'S HINTERLAND IS EXPECTED TO ADD MATERIALLY TO 
THE PLANNING AREA'S FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
The importance of agri cuI tu re in economic growth and deve I o pmen t was rediscovered on I y 
recently. Though it is difficult to give credit to any single individual, a movement by British 
economists in the middle of the 1950's provided the starting point for renewed and intensive 
analysis. Though most of the discussion sti II centers on the development of less advanced 
countries, the findings appear to have application to the development of U.S. rural areas as 
well. 
Anticipated Agricultural Developments in the U.S. Point to a Growing Emphasis on Business 
Management Methods, More Capital and Less Labor in Farm Operations 
The corporate revolution that transformed manufacturing and commerce is now beginning to 
spread to agri cuI ture. Like the corner grocer, the family farmer--hi stori call y an owner, man-
ager and laborer all in one--is being challenged by farm corporations. By parceling out own-
ership, management and labor to separate specialists, corporations can profit from large capital 
assets, a staff of experts and efficient mass production. As a result, according to News Front 
Magazine, farmers have to become more and more businessmen, and the family farm is being 
rivaled by specialized, capitalized farm corporations. 
The beginning of the trends toward this corporate type development is already clearly dis-
cernible. While competition is weeding out small farmers at a rate of 100,000 per year, 
with 2.2 million more still to go, large farms ($10,000 plus in sales) have tripled in number 
during the past 30 years. The trend toward highly capitalized farming is truly breathtaking. 
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In 1941 , according to News Front Magazine, a $5,000 investment in I and, I i vestock and 
equipment was sufficient to maintain a farm. By 1961, it took over $25,000 for the average 
farmer, and the large pace-settlers were using $75,000. Professor Timmons, Iowa State Uni-
versity 1 forecasts that farmers in the future wi II need as much as $500,000 to $1 ,000 1 000 to 
get off to a promising start . Since 1946, the investment in agriculture has doubled and in 
1962 it was estimated at $204 bi II ion. At that time the farm investment was equal to about 
70<7o of the current assets of a II U . S . corporations. 
The cost/price profit squeeze in U.S. agriculture 1 plus increased food exports under com-
mercial as well as foreign aid programs, add to this development. Only large farmers can 
now afford and efficiently use all the equipment needed to cut costs and to compensate low 
margins with greater volume. Now, however, the competitive pressure for expansion appears 
to open the door to more and more outside venture and risk capital and therewith outside 
ownership. 
The trends discussed above already are i ndi co ted in past developments, as shown in the 
to b I e fo II owing · 
Valuation or Production Assets Used in Agri culture, and 
Percentage Change in Value, 1940, 1950, and 19601 1 
1940 1950 1960 Percent Change 
Billion Billion Billion 1940-60 1950-60 
Kind of Asset Dollars Dollars Dollars Percent Percent 
Toral Production $ 83.3 $ 95.9 $ 108.6 30 13 
Asse ts: 
Farm rea I estate 58.2 63.4 7 1 . 1 22 12 
Livestock 12.9 13. 1 15.4 19 18 
Machinery & motor vehicles 4. 1 8.6 10.3 151 20 
Other2/ 8. 1 10.8 11 . 8 46 9 
1/ In 1947-1949 prices. 
2/ Includes crop inventories held for livestock feed and the portion of demand deposits 
owned by farmers estimated as being he I d to meet farm production costs. 
Per Farm3 / 
Per Farm Worker 
1940 
Dollars 
$13,118 
7,347 
1950 
Dollars 
$16,979 
9,625 
1960 
Dollars 
$23,921 
14,707 
Percent Change 
1940-60 1950-60 
82 
100 
41 
53 
3/ Based on number of farms as reported by the Department of Agri cu I ture, according 
to 1954 Census definition. 
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Report No. 28, 
March , 1963. 
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Corresponding to the cha II enge of I arge co pi to I needs on family farm ownership is the pres-
sure of the farm operator's managerial and entrepreneurial capabilities. To handle a Iorge 
investment, to use complex equipment effectively and to operate in a tight and highly com-
petitive market, a successful farm operator must be an expert in accounting, industrial 
economics, market analysis, mechanical engineering, maintenance, scheduling, agronomy 
and organization. Repeated failures in any one of these fields could easily lead to bankruptcy 
of the entire operation. 
Agriculture in Lee County is Strongly Owner-Operated 
A comparison between the farm profile in Lee County with that of the southeast Iowa agri-
cultural district shows that Lee County farmers allocate about 40°/o of their acreage to pasture. 
Specifically, the comparison is as follows~ 
Farm Profile in the Lee County Region- 1963 
Farm Structure 
Number of farms, January, 1964 
Average size of farms (acres) 
T ota I I and in farms (acres) 
o/o of farm acreage owned by operator 
0/o of farm acreage rented by operator 
0/o of total acreage harvested for all purposes 
0/o of total acreage all pasture 
% of toto I acreage a II hay 
% of crop land not harvested or pastured 
o/o of total land in lots, roads, buildings, woods & waste 
% other land uses 
Lee County 
1 ,693 
182 
308,950 
71 . 8 
28.2 
25.6 
39.8 
8.4 
6.0 
6.0 
14.2 
100.0 
Southeast 
District 
17,282 
188 
3,243,866 
62.4 
37.6 
25.7 
33.0 
9.3 
7. 1 
7.8 
17. 1 
100.0 
Source: Iowa Department of Agriculture, Division of Agricultural Statistics, Annual 
Farm Census, 1963. 
The Southeast Iowa agricultural district includes the following eleven counties: Davis, 
Des Moines, Henry, Jefferson, Keokuk, Lee, Louisa, Mahaska, Van Buren, Wapello and 
Washington. 
Although the anticipated consolidation in the number of farms will affect the rural farm 
population, it will not be disastrous for the county. Most of the county's population already 
lives in urban areas, as shown in the table following, or in the small communities: 
According to the U.S. Bureau of the Census, the urban population is comprised of all per-
sons living (a) in incorporated places of 2,500 inhabitants or more, or (b) in the densely settled 
urban fringe areas of major communities whether incorporated or not. 
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Table 2 
THE INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL ECONOMY IN FORT MADISON 
Average 
No. of Average Annua I 
Company Products Employees Payroll 
Industry • 
Ajax Manufacturing Co. Camping & utility trailers, 121 $ 618,000 
tool stands, lawn spreaders 
Aluminum Foil Packaging Pie plates, trays, frozen 5 16,000 
Co. 
American Paper Products Ammunition containers 27 150,000 
Anchor Metals Co. Electrical transmission tow- 57 260,000 
ers, power swi tchyard 
structures 
Boyles Galvanizing Co. Hot dip galvanizing 37 85,000 
California Chemical Co. Anhydrous ammonia, ni tri c 234 1,390,000 
acid, carbon dioxide, com-
plex fertilizers 
Crandon Mi II Co. Paper corrugated medium 150 780,000 
E. I. DuPont de Nemours Decorative and protective 291 2,029,000 
finishes 
Gleason Corporation Whee Is, hand tru cks, auto- N . A. 500,000 I motive safety equipment 
Midwest Wax Paper Co. Waxed paper products 115 530,000 I Pi lly Brush Co. Industrial brushes and boiler 13 69,000 
scrapers 
W .A . Sheaffer Pen Co. Fountain pens, mechanical 1 ,240 6,972,000 I pencils, ballpoints, marketing 
instrumen ts, writing accessories 
. I 
Subtota I 2,290 $13,400,000 
Rai I roads I 
Santa Fe 575 $ 4,238,000 
Burlington 23 140,000 I 
Subtota I 598 $ 4,378,000 
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.. 
Company 
Utilities 
Union Electric Co. 
Northwest Bell Telephone 
Municipal Water Company 
North Central Public 
Service Company 
Communications 
KXGI Radio 
Evening Democrat 
Governmental & Simi lor 
City Administration 
Pub I i c Schools 
Iowa State Penitentiary 
Post Office 
Sacred Heart Hospi ta I 
Table 2--Conti nued 
Products 
E I e c tr i c i ty 
Telephone service 
Water 
Gas 
Subtotal 
Broadcasting 
Newspaper 
Sub toto I 
Subtotal 
GRAND TOTAL 
Sources: City of Fort Madison, Iowa; 
Fort Madison Chamber of Commerce. 
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Average 
No. of 
Employees 
46 
44 
16 
24 
130 
10 
34 
44 
75 
276 
330 
37 
160 
878 
3,940 
Average Annua I 
Payroll 
$ , 367,000 
212,000 
80,000 
160,000 
$ 819,000 
N.A. 
$ 200,000 
$ 200,000 
$ 332,000 
1 ,220,000 
1,619,000 
216,000 
N.A. 
$ 3,387,000 
$22,183,000 
Settlement Patterns in the Lee County Region 
Popu lotion %of 1960 0/o Change - 1950-1960 
Density Popu lotion 
1960 Per Square Total 
County Popu loti on Mile, 1960 Urban Rura 1 Population Urban Rural 
Des Moines 44,605 109. 1 78.4 21.6 6. 1 14.3 -16.0 
Henry 181 187 41 .3 40.4 50.6 -2.8 25.6 -15.7 
LEE 44,207 84.7 71 .4 28.6 2.6 1 . 5 5.3 
Louisa 10,209 25.5 0.0 100.0 -7.3 0.0 -7.3 
Von Buren 9,778 20. 1 0.0 100.0 -11 . 2 0.0 -11 . 2 
State of Iowa 2,757,537 49.2 53.0 47.0 5.2 16.9 -5.5 
Many Agri cuI turo I Changes Forecasted are Expected to Toke Place During the Planning Period 
for Fort Modi son 
The time period for the current Fort Madison planning program extends to 1985 1 but many 
experts agree that technological advances wi II revolutionize farming in the U.S. within the 
next 15 years. 
According to the agricultural experiment station at Iowa State University, crop and live-
stock output ore expected to i ncreose 34°'o and 52°1o 1 respective I y, by 1980 For the some 
time, form I obor is forecast to decrease 34°/o and the number of farms 50°'o. In contrast, the 
number of acres per farm is anticipated to increase by two-thirds and the investment per farm 
wi II double. 
As a result of these trends, Fort Madison will continue to hove an available labor force. 
The city also has every chance to become the center of significant agricultural production ac-
tivities during the planning period. It should be mentioned in this regard that the Chicago 
metropolitan complex, the major market for the area, is forecast to hove a population of 10 
to 12 million people by 1980, and to include Elgin, Aurora and Joliet within its urbanized 
areas. 
THE INDUSTR IAL AND INSTITUTIONAL ECONOMY IN THE PLANNING AREA IS STRONG 
AND DIVERSIFIED 
The industrial and institutional economy in the planning area consists of manufacturing in-
dustries, the railroads, utilities and governmental and similar organizations. As shown in Table 
2, they provide employment for more than 3,900 people. 
The table shows that the industrial economic base of Fort Madison is well diversified. The 
list, however, is not quite representative of Fort Madison's total industrial development. 
Fruehauf Corporation, which manufactures trailers and a variety of other cargo transportation 
equipment 
1 
has begun to construct a factory in the city's industrial park located outs1de of the 
corporate limits, and plans to employ ultimately about 11 500 persons . 
All the non-manufacturing orgon1zotions named in the list represent econom1c units which 
act as a genuine addition to Fort Madison's economy since they create incomes and business 
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demands. The outstanding economic feature of these organizations is that they are not subject 
to business fluctuations. They are relatively steady in employment over long periods of time. 
In this way they act as stabi I izers to the area economy. 
Overall, the industrial world in the 1980's will be as different from today as today is dif-
ferent from the 19th Century. The Gross National Product is forecast to reach the nearly 
incre0ible total of $1.2 trillion by 1980, as compared to the $670 billion expected for 1966. 
Products will be made with a reliability known today only in space undertakings. To a larger 
and lorger extent, products or major sections of products will be made in one piece, often in 
one machining operation. The new production processes, of course 1 wi II require an increased 
amount of I abor ski II and unsk iII ed and the semi-ski lied worker wi II be in decreasing demand. 
THE EMPLOYMENT OF FORT MADISON RESIDENTS IS STRONG IN THE MANUFACTURING 1 
TRANSPORTATION AND TRADE FIELDS 
The employment profile of Fort Madison residents broken down by industry affiliation re-
flects the character of the area as a manufacturing 1 trade, transportation and service center. 
It shows how little the area depends directly on agricultural, forestry and fishery pursuits. A 
com pari son to State of Iowa averages is as follows: 
Comparison of the Industry Affiliation of Employed 
Fort Madison Residents with State of Iowa Averages, in Percent- 1960 
State of Iowa 
Fort Rural Rural 
Industry Madison Total Urban Non-Farm Farm 
Agriculture, forestry & fisheries 0.3 20.6 1 . 7 9.2 76.5 
Mining 
- 0.2 0.2 0.5 0. 1 
Construction 3.0 5.2 5.6 8.0 1 • 7 
Durable goods manufacture 20.3 9.6 12.7 9.0 2.7 
Non-durable goods manufacture 9.8 9. 1 12.0 8.2 2.2 
Transportation 1 communications and 
other public utilities 15.9 6.2 7.8 7.6 1 . 6 
Wholesale and retail trade 19.5 19.4 23. 1 25.6 5.2 
Finance 1 insurance and real estate 2.4 3.6 5.0 3.0 0.8 
Business and repair services l . 0 2.0 2.4 2.8 0.5 
Personal services 6.6 4.8 6.0 5.2 1 • 6 
Entertainment and recreation services 0.9 0.6 0.9 0.6 0. 1 
Professional and related services 10.6 12.8 15.6 14.6 4. 1 
Public administration 6.4 3.2 4.0 3.6 1 • 0 
Industry not reported 3.2 2.5 3.0 2. 1 1 • 7 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce 1 Bureau of the Census 1 1960. 
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Table 3 
COMPARISON OF THE OCCUPATIONAL PROFILE OF 
FORT MADISON RESIDENTS WITH STATE OF IOWA AVERAGES, 1960 
State of Iowa 
Fort Percent 
Male Employed Madison Distribution 1950-60 1940- 60 
Profession a I , technical & kindred workers 7. 1 7.7 35.4 70.4 
Farmers and farm managers 0.2 21.6 -22.2 -24.8 
Managers, officials, proprietors, exclud-
ing farm 13.4 9.7 -6.3 4.5 
Clerical and kindred workers 8.7 5. 1 2.7 35.6 
Sa I es workers 6.7 6.6 3.9 8.8 
Craftsmen, foremen and kindred workers 21 .4 14.5 0.5 43.8 
Operatives and kindred workers 21 .2 16.2 11 . 4 54.5 
Private household workers 0.2 -40.9 -32.3 
Service workers, except pri vote households 9.3 4.4 5. 1 28.8 
Farm I a borers and foremen 0. 1 5.0 -45.4 -62.7 
Laborers excluding farm & mine 8.0 5.5 -17.5 -6.5 
Occupation not reported 3.7 2.6 90.8 258.6 
100.0 100.0 -6.2 2.8 
Female Employed 
Professional, technical & kindred workers 11 . 4 14.6 23.2 34.3 
Farmers and form managers - 1 . 5 98. 1 58.6 
Managers, offic1als, proprietors, exclud-
ing farm 2.6 3 .3 48.8 
Clerical and kindred workers 30 .2 28.3 38.7 141 . 3 
Sales workers 8.8 8. 8 9.3 78.4 
Craftsmen, foremen & kindred workers 0.5 1 . 0 - 143.2 
Operatives and kindred workers 20 .7 9.9 16.5 114.9 
Private household workers 6.4 6.8 33.7 -29.5 I Service workers except private household 13.7 18. 1 53. 1 141 .2 
Farm I a borers and foremen - 3.4 -35.5 475.2 
Laborers, excfudi ng form & mine 0.3 0.5 -33 .7 -21.9 I Occupations not reported 5.3 3 .8 47.0 219.3 
100.0 100.0 25.9 81.0 
Source: U.S . Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1960. 
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Particularly noteworthy is the strength of Fort Madison's resident employment in the durable 
goods manufacturing field. This represents a very desirable deviation from the State of Iowa 
averages which indicate the state's dependence on agriculturally-oriented industries. Fort 
Madison has the potential of becoming a strong industrial center in eastern Iowa. 
THE OCCUPATIONAL PROFILE OF FORT MADISON RESIDENTS IS STRONG IN OCCU-
PATIONS EXPERIENCING FAVORABLE GROWTH TRENDS 
The occupational profile of Fort Madison residents is strong in the managerial, clerical, 
craftsmen, operatives and service worker fie Ids. Tobie 3 shows a com pari son between the 
occupational structure of Fort Modi son and State of Iowa averages. Furthermore, the future 
outlook for professional, managerial and skilled occupations is optimistic, while unemploy-
ment is and wi II remain high among the unski lied. A study by the U.S. Department of Labor 
indicates the strong relationship between occupational achievements and unemployment as 
well as occupational growth: 
Employment Growth and Unemployment by Occupation 
Occupational Group 
Professional, technical and kindred workers 
Managers, officials and proprietors, except 
farm 
CIeri co I and kindred workers 
Sa I es workers 
Craftsmen, foremen and kindred workers 
Operatives and kindred workers 
Service workers 
Laborers, except farm and mine 
Change 
Forecast 
1960-1970 
43o/o 
21o/o 
31o/o 
23°/o 
20°/o 
13°/o 
34o/o 
Oo/o 
Unemployment 
1963 
1.9% 
1 • 3o/o 
4 .Oo/o 
5. 7°/o 
8.0% 
9 .0°/o 
5. 9o/o 
17 .8°/o 
Sources: Forecast-U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Feb. , 1963; 
Unemployment-U.S. Department of Labor, Monthly Report on the Labor 
Force, Feb. , 1963. 
In evaluating the foregoing data, it should be kept in mind that unemployment among the 
craftsmen and operative groups may be influenced by seasona I factors. Neverthe I ess, the 
Department of Labor data documents the generally anticipated trends very well. It must be 
remembered that technology is expected to reduce drastically the relative amount of assembly 
operations which are now the backbone of most manufacturing undertakings. This development 
is already here in many facets of the electronics industries where micro-miniature circuits, for 
example, are grown rather than made. 
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EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENTS OF A COMMUNITY1S ADULT POPULATION BECOME MORE 
AND MORE IMPORTANT FOR ENSURING FAVORABLE FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS. 
Educational attainments of a community•s adult population dictate on orea•s adjustment 
copob iIi ties to techn i co I and economic progress. 
The dramatic technological changes since World War II must not be considered a one-time 
resu It from mi I itory research. Rother they srgnol a new stage of fundamental change that 
promises to occe I erote more sharply as it progresses. 
On a nationwide economic scale, technology has increased the labor force tremendously, 
although in certain individual jobs and factories, men were replaced by machines. Despite 
the unprecedented growth of technology after World War II, the labor force, personal income 
and s tondord of I i vi ng hove reached new highs every year. 
To dote, the social effects of the current technological revolution might be identified as 
fo I lows~ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Fewer and fewer people work in factories, 
Less human effort is required for monotonous and tedius work, 
The work week is shortened; 
Leisure is becoming the center of life, rather than the fringe, 
The individual is freer by having both the time and the means to trul y develop 
himself; 
Workers ore quite likely to experience several occupational shifts dunng their 
working I i fe; and 
Special sk ill s con become obsolete very quickly, and general capabilities hove 
become the necessary foundoti on for ocqu iring new spec i a I ski II s. 
' 
l 
Many of these effects, of course, ore caused by automation, which is the backbone of 1 
moss-production technology. Automation seems to improve working conditions in several ways. 
For example, it increase s safety and permits cleaner and more pleasant surroundings. Some 
foundry workers never touch the molding sand, many refinery workers could wear white gloves 
on the job, and automated groin mi lis hove el iminoted all dust. 
However, automation does not upgrade workers, it upgrades the jobs and the 1ob require-
ments. The traditional man/ machine relationships hove changed and will continue to do so as 
the need for physical exertion gives way to the growing amount of mental effort expected from 
operators. But the major impact of automation and technology most likely is found in their 
capacity to do entirely new things which ore not possible today. To toke advantage of these 
trends requires occupational mobility wh1ch appears to increase in correlation to on rncreose 
in the educational ochrevements. 
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The Educational Achievements of Fort Madison's Population 25 Years of Age and Older ore 
Strong in the High School Category 
The educational attainments of the Fort Madi son adult population compare reasonably well 
with State of Iowa averages, as shown following: 
Comparison of Educational Achievements of the Fort Madison Adult 
Popu I at ion with State of Iowa Averages, 1960 (In Percent) 
Persons 25 Yrs . Old and Over 
No school years completed 
Elementary: 1 to 4 years 
5 & 6 years 
7 years 
8 years 
High School: 1 to 3 years 
4 years 
Collage: 1 to 3 years 
4 years or more 
Median School Years Completed 
Fort 
Madison 
0.7 
3.1 
4.2 
5.2 
24.4 
7.6 
32. 1 
7.6 
4.1 
100.0 
11 • 0 
Total 
State 
0.5 
2.5 
4.6 
6.1 
24.3 
9.6 
30 .3 
9 .6 
6.4 
100.0 
11 . 3 
State of Iowa 
Urban 
Area 
Residents 
0.6 
2.5 
4.4 
5 .3 
20 . 3 
10.8 
30 .1 
10.8 
8.8 
100.0 
11 . 9 
Non-Form 
Residents 
0.6 
3.3 
5.7 
7 . 3 
26.7 
8.5 
27 . 5 
8 . 5 
5. 1 
100.0 
10.3 
Source: U.S. Deportment of Commerce, Bureau of the Cer'lsus, 1960. 
Form 
Residents 
0.2 
1. 7 
4.0 
6.5 
31 . 1 
8.0 
33.6 
8.0 
2.1 
100.0 
10.5 
Educational achievements of the adult population constitute, of course, an important labor 
force factor. Fort Madison in this regard appears to be in a favorable position, since many 
employers now require at least some high schoo l education as a prerequisite for employment. 
Economically, Education is a Very Good Investment 
Although it is by no means certain that money invested in education will pay dividends, it 
usually does. Higher incomes 1 of course, ore due to a variety of factors, inc luding individ-
ual differences in intelligence, home environment, and family connections. However, for 
every year for which data can be presented, the completion of an additional period of school-
ing was regularly associated with a higher average income . The differences in income be-
tween elementary and high schoo l graduates and between high school and college graduates 
were as follows: 
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Correlation of Income to Educational Achievements 
Percent Percent 
Elementary / High School H1gh School / College 
Year Income Differential Income Differential 
1946 35°/o 48°/o 
1949 39°/o 62°/o 
1956 41 o/o 63o/o 
1958 44o/o 70°/o 
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1961 . 
The data compares the estimated incomes of men from 25 to 64 years of age. The increases 
in the differential s from 1946 to 1958, particularly between the high school and college grad-
uates, reflect the impact of technology with its higher job requirements. This data correlates 
to those on unemployment, and stresses the value of college education . 
Newer data on the monetary value of education help to present figures closer to today's 
economic conditions . Based upon 1960 census information, a college graduate 1 for example, 
can look forward to earning about $417,000 during hi s lifetime, assuming no subsequent 
drastic changed in the economic conditions . This would be about $170 1000 more than the 
average I ifetime earnings of a high school graduate. Moreover, the value of an education 
can also be demonstrated for occupations in which one does not expect education to be of 
significance. According to the U.S. Department of Labor, craftsmen and foremer. 1 if they 
comp I eted high schoo I, average about $36,000 more during their I i feti me, than grade schoo I 
graduates. Even the semi-ski lied, the operatives and kmdred workers, stand to earn some J 
$24 1 000 extra during their working life, if they have a high school diploma 
Estimated Lifetime Earnings by Education 
Years of School Completed 
Elementary School· Less than 8 years 
8 years 
High School: 1 to 3 years 
4 years 
College 1 to 3 years 
4 years or more 
Lifetime Earnings from 
Age 18 to 64 
$1431000 
1841000 
212,000 
247,000 
293,000 
417,000 
Source: Testimony of Herman P. Miller before Subcommittee of Employ-
ment and Manpower, U.S. Senate Committee on Labor and 
Public Welfare (88th Congress, 1st Session), July, 1963 . 
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The reasons for this are not hard to find. Occupational outlook information indicates that 
employers prefer high school graduates because of their better trainability and potentially 
higher productivity. Unlike the less educated and often also less trained person, the gradu-
ates are also the last to be laid off in slack times. 
Again, it must be stressed that education is only one ingredient for success, even though it 
is a very important one. In 1961 , about 2.6 mi II ion men--46°/o of all college-educated 
males--had annual incomes under $7,000, whereas 3.3 million men--23°k of the male high 
school graduates--earned more than that amount. 
Nevertheless the implications of the foregoing data are obvious. The value of thorough 
schooling and also the potential of adult education cannot be stressed enough . Community 
emphasis upon education will not only aid the resident labor force and young people, it also 
will help to attract favorable socio-economic developments in competition with other com-
munities. 
THE FUTURE SOCIO-ECONOMIC EXPANSION OF FORT MADISON DEPENDS UPON A 
CONTINUATION OF ITS EXCELLENT INDUSTRIAL CLIMATE AND PROMOTIONAL EFFORTS 
Thanks to the efforts of leading citizens, the city administration and the Chamber of Com-
merce, the industrial climate in Fort Madison is excellent. The citizens and officials pursue 
an active and systematic program to maintain an excellent community attitude towards indus-
try. 
Fort Madison has a number of assets to back its industrial development endeavors. These 
assets include available industrial sites and space for expansion, an outstanding education 
system, a good labor supply and harmonious labor relations, recreational resources in the 
community itself, as well as in the immediate vicinity, and an outstanding transportation base. 
The implications of the foregoing analyses for community development are significant. 
They require that communities be developed as an attractive place for total living rather than 
just a locality for working 1 shopping, eating and sleeping. To realize its future potential, 
Fort Madison must undertake a number of basic economic development efforts simultaneously. 
These must include: (1) continued attention to enhance the excellent transportation base; 
(2) continuing industrialization efforts; and (3) continuing emphasis upon education develop-
ments. With these recommendations in mind, the future outlook for the community is judged 
to be very promising. 
As history has shown, the days of the strictly local industries are over. As political boun-
daries have become more and more meaningless in relation to movements of economic supply 
and demand, business has gained greater freedom in locatton of its operations. Today, only 
few locations still enjoy exclusive economic advantages. Generally, numerous localities 
compete for a single business enterpnse. Immediate development competition for Fort Madi-
son will be found in neighboring counties, neighboring communities and even distant loca-
tions on the river as well as the city's railroad lines. Thus, Fort Madison must continue to be 
highly competitive in every respect. 
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EXHIBIT 1 
PO PULATI ON DEVELO PMENTS OF COMMUN ITI ES IN LEE COUNTY 
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POPULATION, HOUSING AND RELATED FACTORS IN THE PLANNING AREA 
This sec tion deals with the analysis of Fort Madison's population, its structure and the 
city 's housing si tuation. Because of their close inter-re lationship, the analyses of population 
and housing are presented together . 
FORT MADISON'S FUTURE POPULATION DEVELOPMENTS DEPEND MAINLY UPON THE 
CITY'S CAPABILITY TO ATTRACT AND RETAIN INDUSTRY 
Like many communities in predominantly rural areas , Fort Madison must anticipate slow 
growth or even a loss in its population without a successful program of industrial development. 
Fort Madison is Located in a Region of Population Decline 
Estimates by the Iowa State Department of Health, Divi sion of Vital Statistics, show that 
with the exception of Des Moines County, all counties bordering on Lee County lost in popu-
lation. The popu lotion change was as follows: 
County 
Des Moines 
Henry 
LEE 
Louisa 
Van Buren 
Population in the Lee County Region, 1950-1963 
0/o Change 
1950-1960 
5. 1 
-2.8 
2.6 
-7.3 
-11 . 2 
Estimated 
Population** 
July 1 , 1963 
44,800 
17,900 
44,100 
10,200 
9,600 
o/o Change 
1960-63** 
0.29 
-1 . 51 
-0.31 
-0.68 
-1 . 51 
Sources: *U .S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census , 1960; 
**Iowa State Department of Health, Division of Vital Statistics , 
Annual Report, 1963. 
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It must be mentioned in this context that the county's population decline would have been 
sharper had the communities in the area not grown. Since for the future the form and related 
population is-forecast to continue its decline 1 the future population growth in Lee County 
depends upon success in the economic development of its major cities--Fort Madison and Keo-
kuk--as well as population developments in the county's other cities and towns. 
In Contrast 1 the Population in the United States Continues to Grow Rapidly 
In 1960 1 the U.S. Census reported a total population of just short of 180 million people in 
the nation. Recently, the Census stated that the U.S. popu lotion surpassed the 195 mi II ion 
persons mark. Between now and 1985, the total population in the United States is estimated 
to increase by some 72 million people and to reach a total of 267 million persons. 
This large population increment is forecast despite the fact that the birth rote, which has 
been declining since the late 1950's, may continue to decline. The reason for expecting the 
continued growth is found in the fact that the number of persons in the reproductive ages 
will about double in the coming generation. Women 20 to 29 years of age do most of the 
child-bearing. They numbered 11 million in 1960 1 butthe1 numberwill increase to about 
20 million by 1980. 
However, most of the popu lotion growth is indicated to take place in the urban population, 
that is the population living in places of2,500or more people. From 1900 to 1960 1 the in-
crease in the urban popu loti on accounted for 92% of the toto I popu loti on growth. But the 
increase in the urban population during the 1950-1960 decade accounted for more than 100o/o 
of the toto I growth . Thus 1 for the first time in U.S. hi story, the rura I popu I at ion dec I i ned 
during a census decade. In 1960 1 the rural farm population was approximately half the ab-
solute number it had in 1910. 
Furthermore, the population growth is heavily concentrated in the metropolitan areas, 
while many smaller urban areas did not grow. From 1900 to 1960, the increase in the metro-
politan area population accounted for 85o/o of the total U.S. population growth. Between 
1950 and 1960, the increase in the metropolitan population made up 97°/o of the total. 
But the concentration of the popu lotion and its growth does not end here. Among metropol-
itan areas growth is heavily concentrated in the larger ones. In 1900, there were only five 
metropolitan areas in the United States which had one million or more people. By 1960 1 
their number had grown to 24. From 1900 to 1960, the large metropolitan areas accounted for 
48% of the total popu lotion growth; between 1950 and 1960 their share exceeded 60o/o. Of 
course 
1 
this concentration of the population has been accompanied by a decentralization of 
the population within the large areas. More and more people have begun to live outside the 
central cities in the suburban rings of the metropolitan and large urban areas. 
Consequently, the people for Fort Madison population growth are there, if Fort Madison 
can attract them. Fort Modi son wi II get people 1 if it gets industry and provides an attractive 
community for living 1 education and leisure time pursuits. 
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Fortunately, the city has all the assets available that are needed. It is not too far away from 
major urban centers and improvements in transportation wi II continue to shrink that distance· 
On the other hand, the large urban areas have become rather unwieldly despite efforts to 
relieve the transportation disadvantas::~es. Future improvements in urban transportation and the 
urban population growth are bound to find a balance where it becomes more attractive to lo-
cate into new centers of socio-economic activity such as Fort Madison. By that time, another 
metropolitan area comprising Fort Madison, Burlington and Keokuk might be in the making. 
FORT MADISON'S 1985 POPULATION IS FORECAST TO EXCEED 19,000 PEOPtE 
Population forecasting requires the appraisal of the strength and future effect of all the 
factors that influence change. Also, every population projection is based upon certain assump-
tions. These assumptions anticipate that the trends derived from an analysis of past and cur-
rent developments wi II also hold true for the future. 
The population residing in an area changes in only three ways: (1) By births; (2) by deaths; 
and (3) by migration--in or out, the net result of which is called 11 net migration . ., The factors 
which cause these population cha,ges are almost infinite in their variety. They depend upon 
the structure of the population as well as economic developments in the region. 
Two population projections were established to gain benchmarks for estimating Fort Madi-
son's future population- developments. The two methods are the arithmetical and the geometri-
cal projection methods. Both methods have the advantage that they are easy to use; both, 
however, assume that past population development factors wi II remain unchanged during the 
future planning period~ Extrapolating past trends, arithmetical projections tend to give prob-
able minimum figures, while geometrical projections tend to result in max imum figures . Ex-
hibit I charts three Fort Madison population projections according to the geometrical fore-
casting method. The exhibit also shows the popu lotion developments for Lee County 
communities during the 1940-1960 Census periods. 
In making the Fort Madison population projections, it must be recognized that population 
factors other than in the past most likely will be active in the planning area in the future. 
This has been documented in the discussions in Chapter Three of this report as well as in the 
preceding section of this chapter. In addition, the State of Iowa industrial bond provisions 
will help to attract industry to a higher degree than has been, possible in the past. This, too, 
is already demonstrated by a flood of recent announcements, where major companies chose Iowa 
communities for new plant locations. Finally, due to the work of the Army Corps of Engineers, 
the Mississippi River is becoming a waterway of rapidly increasing value for its adjacent areas . 
It is difficult, of course, to measure exactly the impact of these trends and changes on the 
planning area population within the scope of a limited program. In addition, the future Fort 
Madison population will depend on actions taken by planning area residents and leaders, for 
example, how successful they will be in making living in the city socio-economically more 
attractive than commuting to the neighboring communities. 
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In light of these conditions , it was judged reasonable to use the highest possible forecast 
for future Fort Madison population projections. In evaluating this forecast, it must be kept 
in mind that a significant share of the population growth caused by Fort Madison economic 
developments will undoubtedly take place outside the city limits. As shown in Exhibit I 
this has already been the case in the past. Thus, nearby communities more and more will be 
cast in the role of dormitory suburbs in the area. 
Finally, in making the Fort Madison population forecast, i t was assumed that the prison 
population, which currently accounts for about lOo/o of the city's total population, would re-
main constant during the forecasting period. 
THE LACK OF POPULATION GROWTH lN FORT MADISON IN THE PAST SHOULD NOT 
CAUSE TOO MUCH CONCERN 
Although the population growth in Fort Madison was not ou ts tanding in th e 1950-60 decade, 
it was not much below average either . Burlington grew by 5 . 9o/o , Keokuk by 1.1 % , and Lee 
County grew by 2 .6o/o. Exhibit II presents the population growth in the townships adjoining 
Mad ison Townshi p, all of which have grown, with the exception of Des Moin es Townsh ip. 
Furthermore, as shown in Exh ibit I, the sma ll er communities in Lee County, w ith the ex-
ception of Mon trose , experienced population growth from 1940 to 1960 . Because of re latively 
high land and building prices in the area, many people prefer to commute. This is not nega-
tive, inasmuch as it amounts to a selec ti on of people who live in the planning area. As long 
as Fort Madison w ill get its share of the hinterland's retail sa les , no thing is really los t. Com-
muting in the more rural areas always was and will be ex te nsive . Data from Fort Madi son 
industri es indicate that as much as 35 to 50o/o of the emp loyed labor forces do not I ive in the 
ci ty. 
Finally, five of the Fort Madison manufacturing companies began operations in the second 
half of the 1950-1960 decade. There is sometimes a time lag of 5 to 19 years before the full 
impact of new employment in an area is fe It in corresponding popu I ati on developments. 
THE AGE STRUCTURE OF THE FORT MADISON POPULATION COMPARES WELL WITH THE 
STATE OF IOWA AVERAGES 
Like many urban places within an agricultural region, the City of Fort Madison too serves 
as a retirement community for the surrounding area. Nevertheless, the planning area popula-
tion appears to be remarkably young. The age structure for Fort Madi son residents compared 
with State of Iowa averages , as shown in Tab I e 4. 
The data indicates that Fort Modi son compares well with the averages for the State of Iowa, 
including the rural and larger urban areas. In evaluating this comparison it must be kept in 
mind that the city's age structure refers to the household population and thus excludes persons 
living in group quarters such as the state penitentiary. 
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Table 4 
Comparison of the Age Structure of the Fort Madison Household Population 
with State of )owa Averages 1 1960 
Age Structure 
Under 5 years 
5 to 9 years 
10 to 14 years 
1 5 to 19 years 
20 to 24 years 
25 to 29 years 
30 to 34 years 
35 to 39 years 
40 to 44 years 
45 to 49 years 
50 to 54 years 
55 to 59 years 
60 to 64 years 
65 to 69 years 
70 to 74 years 
7 5 years and over 
Fort Madi son 
Household Popu I ati on 
Male Female 
10.9 1 0. 1 
11 . 4 9.3 
1 0 . 1 8.9 
6 .6 6 . 8 
3 . 5 4.4 
4.8 4.9 
5 . 7 5 . 9 
7 . 0 6.8 
6.4 6.4 
6.0 5 . 5 
5.5 6.3 
5.4 5 .8 
4.8 5 .3 
4.9 5 . 1 
3 . 2 3 . 7 
3 .8 4.8 
100 . 0 100.0 
Total 
11 . 1 
10.6 
9.4 
7 .4 
5 .6 
5 . 5 
6 .0 
6.2 
6.0 
5 .7 
5 . 3 
4.9 
4.5 
4. 1 
3.3 
4.4 
100.0 
State of Iowa 
Rural 
Areas 
11 . 1 
11 . 1 
10.3 
7.5 
4.6 
5 .0 
5 . 6 
6 . 0 
6 .2 
5.9 
5 .4 
5 .0 
4.6 
4. 1 
3 .3 
4.4 
100.0 
Source: U .S. Department of Commerce 1 Bureau of the Census 1 1960. 
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Places of 
of 10 1 000 
or More 
10. 7 
9.6 
8.3 
7.7 
7.5 
6.3 
6. 1 
6.2 
5.7 
5 .4 
5.2 
4.8 
4.5 
4. 1 
3 4 
4.5 
100.0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
S i nee there is no reason to expect that retirement patterns and the age composition wi II 
change materially during the planning period 1 it is assumed that the age structure, as outlined 
in Table 4 1 will prevail through 1980. However, the study team is of the opinion that with 
the decline anticipated for the rural areas, the city will find a good opportunity to assume re-
gional retirement leadership. Social Security and attractive federal assistance ore already 
available and must be expected to expand during the planning period. The anticipated in-
crease of senior citizens among population thus will bring challenge, opportunity and reword 
to alert communities. 
The foregoing assumption is backed up by the population patterns found in the Greater Foat 
Madison region. The river communities and counties exhibit a significant similarity in the age 
structure of their populations . This is indicated as follows: 
Structure of the Population in Urban Places and in Counties in 
the Fort Modi son Reg ion, 1960 
Community 
Burlington 
Fai rfi el d 
Fort Madison 
Keokuk 
Mount Pleasant 
West Burlington 
Counties 
Des Moines 
Henry 
Lee 
Louisa 
Von Buren 
Population 
321430 
8,054 
15,247 
161316 
7,339 
2,560 
441605 
181187 
44,207 
101290 
9,778 
o/o Change 
1950-1960 
5.9 
10.3 
2.0 
1 • 1 
25.6 
58.6 
6. 1 
-2.8 
2.6 
-7.3 
-11 .2 
Age Distribution in Percent 
Under 18 
Yrs. Old 
33.3 
28.4 
31.4 
34.8 
24.9 
37.6 
34.5 
30.9 
34.8 
35.7 
32.5 
18 - 64 
Yrs. Old 
53.7 
56.7 
56.5 
52.8 
56.2 
53.0 
53.2 
52.7 
53.0 
51 .0 
50.6 
65 Yrs . 
& Over 
12.9 
14.9 
12. 1 
12.4 
18.8 
9.4 
12.3 
16.4 
12.2 
13.4 
16.9 
Source: U.S. Deportment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census . 
o/o of Total 
Popu lotion 
in Group 
Quarters 
1 • 2 
6.3 
9.4 
1 • 2 
21 .3 
-
1 • 3 
9.0 
4. 1 
0.7 
1 • 3 
It should be noted that both Fairfield and Mount Pleasant ore college communities. How-
ever, the expansion of the Mount Pleasant population is not due to on expansion in that city•s 
college population. 
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Table S 
Fort Modi son Housing Profile - 1960 
Total Number of Housing Units 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E • 
Tenure and Vacancy Status 
Owner occupied 
Renter occupied 
Vacant 
• 
Condition 
Sound 
Deteriorating 
Dilapidated 
Sani tory Conditions 
Hot and cold water piped inside structure 
Flush toilet 1 exclusive use 
Bathtub or shower 1 exclusive use 
Public system or private company water source 
Pub I i c sewer service 
Number of Rooms Per Unit 
1 Room 
2 Rooms 
3 Rooms 
4 Rooms 
S Rooms 
6 Rooms 
7 Rooms 
8 Rooms or more 
Units in Structure 
1 
2 
3 and 4 
5 or more 
Trailers 
Median number of rooms 1 all units 
owner occupied 
renter occupied 
38 
41909 
6S. 2o/o 
28.3% 
6. S0lo 
100. 0°lo 
78. 9o/o 
16.4°lo 
4. 7°/c, 
100. 0°lo 
93 .S0Io 
90. 0°'o 
89 . 1 ere, 
91 . 5o/o 
91. S0lo 
3 .0°lo 
2. 8°lo 
11 . 3°'o 
19 9°/o 
29. 3o/o 
19 . 0°'0 
7 2°' • /0 
7 . So/o 
100. 0°lo 
4. 9 
S .3 
4.0 
79 .0°lo 
7 . 9°lo 
S. 9°lo 
S. 2°lo 
2. 0°lo 
F. Year Structure Bu i It 
1955 to March 1 1960 
1950 to 1954 
1940 to 1949 
1939 or earlier 
Table 5-- Conti nued 
G. Value 
Owner O ccupied - Number of Units 
Less than $5,000 
$ 51000 to $ 7 1400 
$ ? I 500 tO $ 9 I 900 
$1 0 1000 to $12 1400 
$12 I 500 tO $14 I 900 
$1 5 I 000 tO $19 I 900 
$20 1000 to $24 1900 
$2 5 1000 or more 
Median value 
Renter Occupied - Number of Units 
Gross rent less than $20 . 00 
$ 20 to $ 39 
$ 40 to $ 59 
$ 60 to $ 79 
$ 80 to $ 99 
$100 to $119 
$120ormore 
No cosh rent 
Median Gross Rent 
Source: U. S. Deportment of Commerce 1 Bureau of the Census , 1960 . 
39 
6 . 7o/o 
7 . 0°/o 
7 .3% 
79 . 0°/o 
100 . Oo/o 
21984 
12 . 9o/o 
20 . 6o/o 
18 .2% 
17 . 5o/o 
12 . 3°/o 
9 . 3o/o 
4. 7o/o 
4. 5°/o 
100 . Oo/o 
$91800 . 
1 1392 
1 . 8% 
11. 2o/o 
32 . 3°/o 
29 . 9°/o 
10 . 1o/o 
4 . 3°/o 
0 . 9°/o 
9 . 5o/o 
100 . 0°/o 
$60 . 
THE NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CITY OF FORT MADISON WILL INCREASE BY 
27. 5o/o BY 1985 OVER 1960 
The overage population per household in Fort Madison amounted to 3.00 persons in 1960. 
The number of households increased 3. 3°/o from 1950 to 1960. In com pori son, the number of 
persons per household for the state in 1960 was 3.19, and in urban places 3.07. In 1960, 
Fort Madison had a total of 4,601 households. 
Fort Madison, of course, is expected to continue functioning as a retirement center for 
the surrounding population. Normally this would indicate a decline in the number of persons 
per household. In addition, a declining birth rote will reduce the number of persons per 
household although the number of households will increase in general. On the other hand, 
economic developments in the planning area wi II undoubtedly attract and retain more younger 
families with larger households. This, in turn, tends to increase the average household size. 
Bolanci ng these two trends, it was found reasonable to assume that the average household size 
would remain constant during the planning period. 
By 1985, about 17,600 people of the city's estimated 19,000 person population are fore-
cast to live in households. This estimate assumes that the prison population and the popula-
tion living in group quarters, such as retirement homes, by that time will amount to 1,400 
persons. In 1965, the average prison population amounted to 1,245 persons. In evaluating 
this assumption it must be remembered that trends in penal processes point to greater emphasis 
on correction and rehabilitation. This, in turn, lessens the overage time a prisoner spends in 
the penitentiary. In addition, increased efforts in crime prevention, crime detection and the 
general education will tend to decrease the incidence of serious crimes in the long run. 
In view of the foregoing analysis, it is then estimated that by 1985 Fort Madison will 
hove about 5,860 to 5,870 households vs. about 4,600 in 1960. This estimate was arrived 
at by dividing 17,600 by 3.00 (the average number of persons per household). 
THE CITY OF FORT MADISON HAS ATTRACTIVE HOUSING CONDITIONS 
Housing in the United States is measured in terms of housing units. A "housing unit," oc-
cordi ng to the U.S. Census, is a house, an apartment, or other group of rocms occupied or 
intended for occupancy as separate living quarters. The Fort Madison housing profile is 
shown on Table 5. 
The data on the value of the owner occupied housing units represent owner estimates, in-
cluding both land and buildings. They indicate what the owners thought their property was 
worth in April, 1960. Since these estimates more or less ore based upon the then market 
value, it will be in the best interest of the property owners to support vigorously the economic 
development efforts in the city. In this way they can contribute directly towards increasing 
the value of their own property. 
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Gross rent, according to the Census, is computed to include the monthly contract rent plus 
the average monthly cost of utilities, if such items are paid for by the renter. The median 
1960 contract rent, or cash rent, in the city amounted to $47.00 per month. 
Finally, in terms of the Census, deteriorating housing units are classified as needing major 
repairs to forestall dilapidation. A dilapidated housing unit is considered beyond repair and 
unfit for human occupancy. Since 79% of the housing units in the planning area were built 
prior to 1940, the city might prepare itself for a major urban renewal undertaking during the 
planning period. 
In view of the household developments in the planning area and the fact that almost all 
Fort Madison households live in their own housing units and doubling up is negligible, it can 
be concluded that the city should need about 1,500 new housing units by 1985. Of course, 
these housing units can be contained in one-family or townhouses or apartment building 
structures. 
This estimate was arrived at by assuming that about 25o/o of the existing 4,909 housing 
units need to be replaced by urban renewal and that their current space would be taken up by 
commercial, industrial and recreational developments. Previous calculations indicate that in 
addition, 1 ,265 new househo Ids wi II need housing by 1985. 
THE PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT IN THE PLANNING AREA IS VERY FAVORABLE 
According to building permits, 129 new residences were built in the planning area from 
1960 to 1965. This new building activity represents a substantial upgrading for Fort Madison 
housing values since most of the permits fall into the $15,000 to $22,000 price category. In 
evaluating this conclusion, it must be taken into consideration that building permits do not 
include the value of the land while the data from the U.S. Census of Housing does. 
As shown on the map on page 41 , most of the new residential building activity took 
place in the north and northwest sections of the city. This corresponds well with the 
spatial distribution of property va lu es in the community, which is indicated on page43. 
The existing spatial distribution of property values lends itself advantageously to a rational 
distribution of socio-economic activity in the planning area in the future. Values are com-
paratively low in the west and southwest sections, which promise to be most desirable for 
industria I deve I opments. In contrast, Fort Modi son's north, northeast and north -northwest 
areas appear to be prime prospects for future residential and recreational developments. 
Property values in the planning area show a promising trend. Real property values in-
creased from a total of $11.7 million in 1959 to $14.6 million in 1963, while personal property 
during the same period increased from $2.9 million to about $3.3 million. Thus, the future of 
the community's property valuations and tax base can be considered sound. This is the more 
the cose as new industry adds more to the tax base than it takes out in service requ i rem en ts. 
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Table 6 
Comparison of the 1960 Income of Fort Madison Families with 
State of Iowa Averages - in Percent 
State of Iowa 
Urban Rural 
Fort Area Non-Farm 
I nco me Category Madison Total Forni I i es Forni I ies 
Under $1 1 000 2.7 6.7 3. 1 6.7 
$ 1 1 000 to $ 1 , 999 5.8 8.5 5.5 10.2 
$ 2 1 000 to $ 2 , 999 7. 1 1 0. 1 6.8 10.8 
$ 3 , 000 to $ 3 1 999 1 0. 1 11 . 2 8.8 13.0 
$ 4 I 000 tO $ 4 I 999 10.5 12.6 12.0 14.9 
$ 5 1 000 to $ 5 I 999 16.3 12.9 14.4 13.8 
$ 6 I 000 tO $ 6 I 999 12.5 10.4 13.0 9.4 
$ 7 , 000 to $ 7 1 999 10.0 7.7 10.0 6.2 
$ 8 I 000 tO $ 8 I 999 7.0 5.5 7.2 4.4 
$ 9 1 000 to $ 9 , 999 5.2 3.8 5. 1 2.8 
$10 1 000 and over 12.8 10.7 14. 1 7.7 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Median Income of 
Forni I i es $51841 $51069 $51955 $41626 
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce 1 Bureau of the Census 1 1960. 
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Rural 
Farm 
Forni I ies 
14.7 
13.5 
16.5 
14.8 
11 • 5 
8.6 
5.7 
4.0 
2.7 
1 • 8 
6.2 
100.0 
$31352 
I 
I 
FORT MADISON'S COMMERCIAL & RELATED ECONOMY 
According to the 1960 U. S. Census, the median income of Fort Madison families amounted 
to $5,841 annually. This compares to the median of $5,069 annually for the State of Iowa. 
The median income refers to the income of the family just in the middle of all families: 50o/o 
of the families have a smaller income than the median family and the other 50°/o have a larger 
income. As shown in Table 6, Fort Madison families concentrate in the lower-middle and 
middle-middle and in the higher income categories . 
The data preceding refers to the 1959 calendar year. For that year a total family income of 
about $21.4 million can be calculated for Fort Madison. The income for Lee County for the 
same year can be calculated at about $58.7 million, having had at that time 11,121 families 
and a median family income of $5,282 annually. 
However, with 3,670 families, Fort Madison accounted for only 33% of the county's total 
number of families but for about 36.6o/o of the area's total family income. Roughly it can be 
said that_the family income of an area equals the total income except if the area contains 
many family-unrelated individuals such as college students. Assuming then a 3% annual in-
crease in family income from 1959 to 1965, would bring the Fort Madison 1965 area income 
to $25.58 mi II ion. 
Iowa tax data indicates the importance of urban vs. rural occupations in Lee County. Ac-
cording to the Iowa State Tax Commission, 86.2% of the county's 12,793 returns were classi-
fied as urban returns. A comparison between Lee County and the other counties in the region 
is shown as follows: 
Distribution of Individual Tax Returns According to 
Urban or Rural Residence - 1964 
Percent Distribution 
County 
Des Moines 
Henry 
Jefferson 
LEE 
Louisa 
Van Buren 
Washington 
Total Number 
of Returns 
14,760 
5,618 
4,838 
12,793 
3,079 
2,626 
6,255 
Urban Returns Rura I Returns 
91 .5 8.5 
71 .3 28.7 
74.3 25.7 
86.2 13.8 
64.1 35.9 
57.0 43.0 
66.8 33.2 
Source: Division of Research and Statistics, Iowa State Tax Commission, 
Annual Statistical Report for the Fiscal Year ended June 30, 1964. 
The table reflects the strong rural character of Louisa, Van Buren and Washington Counties 
vs. the strong urban character of Des Moines and Lee Counties. Jefferson and Henry Counties, 
so to speak, are in the middle in terms of the breakdown between urban and rural income gen-
eration. 
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The available data on socio-economic characteristics for leading communities in the Fort 
Madison region show Fort Madison as a significant manufacturing income center in the area. 
According to the U.S. Census, 31.8o/o of the city's employed residents work in manufacturing 
industries vs. 31 .6°/o in Burlington and 37 .2o/o in Keokuk. 
It is then no surprise that Fort Madison's family income compares well with other communi-
ties in the region. This is shown in the table following: 
Social and Economic Characteristics for Urban Places and 
Counties in the Fort Madison Region, 1960 
Community Population 
0/o of 
Employed 
Persons 
Working 
in Mfg. 
Industries 
Incorporated Places of More than 2,500 Inhabitants: 
Burlington 32,430 31 . 6 
Fairfield 8,054 25 .7 
FORT MADISON 15,247 31 .8 
Keokuk 16,316 37.2 
Mount Pleasant 7,339 12 .7 
Washington 6,037 17 .4 
West Burlington 2,560 42 .6 
Counties 
Des Moines 44,605 30.0 
Henry 18, 187 12 .9 
Jefferson 15,818 21 . 8 
LEE 44,207 30.6 
Louisa 10,290 13 .2 
Van Buren 9,778 13.8 
State of Iowa 2,757,537 18 .6 
Median 
Income 
$5,848 
5,461 
5,841 
5,458 
5,524 
5,287 
5,927 
$5,733 
4,639 
4,708 
5,282 
4, 169 
3,286 
$5,069 
Forni I ies 
Percent 
With Incomes of 
Under 
$3,000 
14 .6 
17.0 
15.7 
19. 1 
19.4 
19.2 
9 . 1 
1 6 . 1 
29.5 
26 .8 
21 . 7 
29.7 
45.5 
25 .3 
$10,000 
& Over 
13.7 
9.3 
12.8 
11 . 7 
12.4 
13.8 
15.0 
13.4 
9.6 
7.4 
10.7 
8.3 
3.8 
10.7 
Sourc~: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1960. 
The income information of the area indicates the existence of significant pockets of pov-
erty, if one accepts the definition of the federal government, according to which families 
with I ess than a $3,000 onnua I income ore considered poor. However, the Census enumerates 
only the regular monetary incomes of families, excluding income received in kind, such as 
food produced and consumed in the home, or free living quarters . Thus the real income of 
farm areas or its equivalent con be under-estimated by as much as 30o/o to 40o/o. 
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As a result, it can be said that the region is rather rich and that the actual medium income 
of families might be in the $6,000 annually category. For a comparison, the 1960 median 
income of families in Iowa' s standard metropolitan areas ranged from $5,539 annuall y in Sioux 
City to $6,491 in the Tri-Cities. It is estimated that family incomes in all areas increased by 
about 3% annually since 1960. 
ANALYSIS OF CONSUMER SPENDING PATTERNS INDICATES THAT A RETAIL SALES DE-
MAND OF APPROXIMATELY $16.4 MILLION WAS GENERATED IN THE PLANNING AREA 
DURING 1965 
A survey of consumer e x penditure patterns in rural non-farm areas in 1961 indicates that 
about 86.7o/o of the total famil y income is spent on current consumption items . The survey was 
conducted by the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Stati stics; current consumption 
expenditures , according to the Department, were c alculated by deducting taxes , gifts , con-
tributions and personal insurance from the total income. 
On this basis, the 1965 c urrent e xpenditures for consumption in the planning area con be 
calculated at approx imately $22.1 mill ion. Since, however, about 18.8% of the ex pendi-
tures for current consumption go for i terns such a s rent, mortgages and uti I i ties, and about 
6. 7°/o for non-reta i I effective doctor and hospi to I b iII s , education, recreation and other per-
sonal expenditures, the retail e ffective and related expenditures in the planning area con be 
calculated at $16.4 million, 74. 5o/o of the 22.1 million. In detail, the overage spending 
patterns of expenditures for c urrent consumption in ruro I non-farm areas of the Fort Modi son 
income level break down as follows: 
Breakdown of Retai I Effective Consumer Spending 
Expenditures for Cutrent Consumption 
All Expenditures 
Food 
Tobacco 
AI coho I i c beverages 
Househo I d ope roti ons 
House furnishings and equipment 
Clothing, clothing materials, services 
Retai I Effective: 
Persona I Care 
Medical Care 
Recreation 
Reading 
Education 
T ronsportati on 
Other expenditures 
Source: U.S. Deportment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Stoti sti c s , 
December, 1963. Data refers to 1961 . 
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0/o of Toto I 
100. Oo/o 
25.2% 
1 . 9o/o 
1.8% 
4.9% 
5.1 % 
9 .8% 
1 . 4o/o 
3. 1o/o 
1 . 7o/o 
0.5% 
0. 4o/o 
16. 7o/o 
2.0% 
74. 5o/o 
The preceding data reflects the impact of the transportation mobility upon the average 
family budget. Almost all of the transportation expenditures indicated ore spent on the auto-
mobile and re Ia ted i terns. 
FORT MADISON GAINED ABOUT 45o/o OF ITS RETAIL SALES FROM OUTSIDE THE PLAN-
NING AREA 
Retail sales calculated from information of the Iowa State Tax Commission indicates that 
Fort Madison's retail soles in fiscal year 1965 amounted to about $21.0 million. Thus, the 
planning area, which generates $16.4 million in retail sales demand, gains at least about 
22°/o of its sales volume from customers living outside of the city. 
The retail sales demand generated in the planning area is, of course, not totally satisfied 
by the planning area merchants. The Burlington, Iowa and Quincy, Illinois retail communi-
ties provide strong competition. Surveys by the Fort Madison Chamber of Commerce reveal 
that about $4.5 million in retail dollars annually are spent outside the city by Fort Madison 
residents. This amounts to about 21.5% of the current Fort Madison annual retail volume. 
The data corresponds well to the results of local interviewing among Fort Madison residents 
and merchants. These interviews i nd i cote that about 45o/o of the toto I retai I sa I es come from 
outside the pi ann i ng area. 
A breakdown of retail sales by store category on the basis of Iowa State Tax Commission 
information, unfortunately, is only available on a county basis. For Lee County, the 1965 
sales breakdown is as follows: 
Structure of Retail Sales in Lee County 
Store Category 
Food stores 
Appore I stores 
Genera I merchandise 
Furniture and equipment 
Motor vehicle 
Lumber and materia Is 
Service 
Public utilities 
All other 
o/o of Total County 
Retail Sales, 1965 
27.6 
5.0 
22.7 
3.6 
8.2 
6.2 
2.3 
11 . 2 
13.2 
100.0 
Source: Iowa State Tax Commission, Division of Research and Statistics, 
Annual Tabulation of Collections for Fiscal Year ending June 30, 
1964. 
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The Iowa State Tax Commission data and the resu Its of the U.S. Department of Labor survey 
are not comparable because of differences in definitions, the type of area covered, and spatial 
spending habits and allocations. All the money earned in a given area seldom is spent com-
pletely within that area. 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF SELECTED SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS IN LEE COUNTY INDICATES 
CONSIDERABLE COMMERCIAL STRENGTH IN THE FORT MADISON AREA 
• 
Selected service establishments, according to U.S. Bureau of the Census, include hotels, 
motels, laundries, beauty and barber shops, funeral homes, business services, auto repair 
stations and garages, electrical, furniture and shoe repair shops, motion picture theaters, 
and other amusement and recreation services such as dance halls and bowling alleys, etc. 
According to a 1963 survey by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Lee County had at that 
time 233 selected service establishments of which 48.5°/o were located in Fort Madison. A 
comparison of the distribution of selected service establishments within the five counties in 
the region shows the following: 
Percent Distribution of Selected Service Establishments in Counties and Cities 
of More than 2,500 Inhabitants in the Lee County Region, 1963 
Estab I i shments 
County 
Des Moines 
o/o in Burlington 
Total 
Number 
264 
88.1 
0/o in West Burling-
ton 2.7 
Henry County 136 
o/o in Mt. Pleasant 49.3 
Lee County 
% in Fort Madison 
0/o in Keokuk 
Louisa County 
Van Buren County 
233 
48.5 
20.2 
54 
61 
With 
Payroll 
Number 
130 
91 .7 
2.3 
48 
64.5 
109 
45.0 
41 .3 
20 
13 
Receipts 
Total All 
Establishments 
{$1,000s) 
9,930 
96.0 
0.7 
2,092 
52.5 
4,967 
50.0 
31 .3 
614 
435 
Estab I i shments 
With Payroll 
($1,000s) 
8,902 
97.0 
0.5 
1,644 
68.8 
4,149 
51 .2 
37.1 
350 
247 
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census 1963· I I 
Census of Business, Se I ected Services, Advance Report, 1965. 
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Payroll 
Entire Year 
(1 ,OOOs} 
2,383 
98.0 
0.6 
332 
75.9 
1 ,250 
48.0 
32.8 
65 
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The preceding data indicates that Fort Madison enjoys a strong central place position in 
Lee County. 
THE FORT MADISON TRADING AREA IS WEDGED IN BETWEEN THE BURLINGTON AND 
KEOKUK TRADING AREAS 
The problem of defining a meaningful hinterland and/or trading area for a community is not 
an easy one. Hinterlands and trading areas usually are shared between various communities, 
depending upon the mix of socio-economic functions the given communities perform and offer. 
Furthermore a community generally does not have a single well-defined trading area or 
hinterland. Rather it has numerous trading areas which vary in extent for each function the con · 
muni ty performs. For exam pie, the trading area for medical and other professional services may 
not coincide with that for the banking establishments, and the appare I store drawing area may 
differ from that for automobile dealers . Although varying in extent, intensity and depth of I 
coverage, the various trading areas tend to strengthen or weaken each other, depending upon 
their relative importance. 
Finally, trading areas and hinterlands do not have fixed limits. They are flexible and I 
respond to factors operating both in time and in space . A store under new and more aggressive 
management, for example, wi II tend to expand and / or intensify the trading area coverage and I 
a mbre efficient processor of goods from the hinterland most likely will enlarge that area too. 
Thus it becomes apparent that trading areas and hinterlands are man-made 1n a competitive 
se tting. 
In the case of Fort Madison, the problem of determining the city's trading area is parttcu-
larly complicated . The larger urban center of Burlington makes strong retail sales inroads 
into Fort Madison's "natural" trading area hinterland. In addition, the toll arrangements on 
the Santo Fe Rai I road and highway bridge, plus the location and direction of roads in Lee 
County, place considerable handicaps on an east-west expansion of the planning area trad1 ng 
reach. However, in competi tion with Keokuk, the Fort Madison retai I community appears to 
be in a position to hold its own. 
It is then no surprise to find through local interviews that the Fort Madison primary trad1ng 
area covers the townships of Washington, West Point, Franklin, Charleston and Jefferson. 
However, within this trading area there are strong local retail centers. These include Donnel-
son, West Point and Montrose. 
LOCAL TRAFFIC PATTERNS FAVOR THE FORT MADISON CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT 
A traffi c su rvey conducted by the Traffic and Highway Planning Department of the Iowa 
State Highway Commission, indicates that Fort Madison traffic patterns favor the central busi-
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ness district. The survey was made in August of 1962 in cooperation with the U.S. Bureau of 
Public Roads. 
The survey indicates that about 64% of all the 30,411 trips in the City of Fort Madison 
went in or through the city's Central Business District. The detailed breakdown of all trips 
is as fo II ows: 
Traffic Movements in the Fort Madison Urban Area, August, 1962 
%Breakdown 
17.38% 
30.40% 
7.80% 
8. 53o/o 
12.64% 
15.39% 
7. 54o/o 
0.23% 
Origin & Destination of Trip 
between the Central Business District and other internal (City 
of Fort Modi son) tracts; 
between internal tracts by way of the Central Business District; 
between external (outside Fort Madison) stations and the Cen-
tral Business District; 
between external stations and internal tracts by way of the 
Central Business District; 
between internal tracts avoiding the Central Business District; 
between external stations also avoiding the Central Business 
District; 
external through trips with no desire in the Fort Madison area; 
and 
trips within the Central Business District. 
Source: Iowa State Highway Commission. 
The above data indicates that 25.27o/o of all trips most likely were made in connection with 
doing business in Fort Madison's Central Business District. 
THE 1985 RETAIL SALES FOR THE CITY OF FORT MADISON ARE ESTIMATED TO REACH 
ABOUT $36.4 MILLION 
In estimating the future retail sales in the City of Fort Madison, it must be recognized that 
most of the changes result from a shift in the distribution of socio-economic activity in the area. 
The agricultural hinterland will decline while the city and its satellite communities will grow. 
Thus the share of sales the city gets from the outside might decline only slightly. 
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In a first approach to establish estimating benchmarks, a correlation of retail sales growth 
to anticipated population growth in the city would suggest a 21 .2o/o sales increase from $21.0 
million in 1965 to $25.45 million in 1985. The present Fort Madison population is estimated 
at 15,700 people a nd the 1985 population at 19,000 persons . 
Calculations in a second approach on the basis of the 1985 number of families and house-
holds timec: the median family income (5,870 x $5,841 = $34.3 million) plus an adjustment for 
annual income increases of about 60o/o over the next 20 years, lead to an area income of about 
$55.0 m iII ion. Then assuming roughly a continuation of current spending patterns and ad just-
ing the deductions for tax increases, the following results can be calculated~ $55.0 million 
minus 20°'o gives $44.0 million expenditures for current consumption, minus 25.5o/o for non-
retail effective expenditures leads to a retail sales demand of $32.7 million generated in 
1985 in the city . 
Assuming furthermore, under the second approach, that socio-economic activity in Fort 
Madison's hinte,.land will decline from the present level of about 25°/o in 1985, brings the 
subsequent assumption that only about 16.5°/o of the city's 1985 retail sales will come from 
the outside. Thus, the 1985 retail sales could be calculated at $39.2 million ($32 . 7 million 
would represen~ 83.5°/o of the total sales). 
Assuming in a third approach, finally, that the retail sales development would follow the 
general rate of 1ncrease in wealth as it was experienced in the past, which would suggest 
that the 1985 sa I es 1 ncrease by about 60% over their current I eve I , the Fort Modi son 1985 
retail sales can be calculated at $33.6 million. 
Since it is unlikely that the city's retail sa les are correlated to just the planning area's 
population developments, it was decided to average the results of the last two calculations. 
Both calculations accommodate 1n the making of the assumptions those figure s which can be 
taken as a composite result of the area's development factors. Consequently, it is estimated 
that the 1985 retail sales in the planning area will amount to $36.4 million. 
However, in planning for future Fort Madison commercial developments, it must be remem-
bered that retail sales do not include the total activities . Leisure is a growing 1ndustry . Not 
only is the national •ncome rising steadily--just as important, the average work week is a 
35 hour work week. Some un1on contracts already provide for a 25-hour week. While in 
1952 about 50°/o of all union contracts provided for a maximum vacation of two weeks or less 
and only 4o/o for four weeks or more, the figures have been almost completely reversed today. 
The statistics for leisure time developments are staggering. Attendance at the national 
forest, for example, jumped from 27.4 million in 1950 to 133 . 8 million in 1964; attendance 
at games of the National Football League from 2 mi Ilion to 4 . 6 mi Ilion; and attendance at rae 
tracks from 29 . 3 mill1on o 60 . 6 million. In 1950, the nation spent $463 million for admission 
to sw1mm1ng pool s , skating ri nks , bowling alleys and the like; in 1964 that figure exceeded 
$1.2 bill1on. Finally, expenditures for toys and sports equipment went from $1.4 billion to 
over $3 . 0 b d I ion . 
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Fort Madison enjoys many assets, particularly along the river, for capitalizing on the rec-
reation boom. And leisure time facilities might bring sufficient business to the planning area 
in the future. It must be recommended that the city, in conjunction with the county, plan 
now to be prepared for thi s opportunity. 
FORT MADISON'S 1985 RETAIL SPACE DEMANDS ARE ESTIMATED AT 520,000 SQUARE 
FEET WITH PARKING NEEDS FOR A MAXIMUM OF ABOUT 3,640 CARS 
To relate retail sales volume to retail floor space, an overall conversion factor of $100 
sales volume per square foot of sales area frequentl y is used. Applying this factor to Fort 
Madison's estimated 1985 retai I sales , a sales area need for 364,000 square feet can be cal cu-
lated. 
However, according to cu rrently prevai I ing trends in the calculation of store space re-
quirements, the sales area covers only about 70o/o of the total store area. The remaining 30o/o 
is used for storage, service and administration. Consequentl y , Fort Madison' s total retai I space 
requirements for 1985 are estimated at 520,000 square feet. 
In computing the parking space required for serving a retail area adequately, ratios of 
from 2 to 5 square feet of parking per square foot of sa I e s are a are used . Five square feet 
generally is used for the outlying shopping centers . Thus , to allow Fort Madi son the e stabli sh-
ment of an efficient central business district which must be walkable in order to comply to the 
human scale, it was decided to use a conversion factor of three square feet per square foot of 
sales area. 
Consequently, by 1985, Fort Madison should provide for about 1,092,000 square feet of 
parking space. Assuming finally about 300 square feet of parking space per parked car, thi s 
space would allow the parking of 3,640 automobiles for shopping purposes. Of course, these 
parking needs could be satisfied by on-street and off-street as well as private and public 
parking. It is judged that the estimated parking needs represent the max imum 1985 parking 
demands. 
FORT MADISON IS WELL SERVED BY FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
Fort Madison has three banks and a savings and I oan a ssociation . The 1965 assets of the 
banks amounted to $23.4 m iII ion, and those of the savings and I oan association to $6.8 
m iII ion. 
The operations of the Fort Madison financial institution reflect the basic character of the 
planning area residents which may be described as industrious , conservative, and progressive. 
Defaults and delinquencies on loans are rather low or non-ex istent. 
Finally, since money markets are rather fluid in the spatial allocation of funds, the Fort 
Madison financial institutions are in a position to make ample financial means avai I able to 
finance any futhre growth contemplated in the planning area. 
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PART TWO 
PHYSICAL 
FACTORS 
FOR PLANNING 

GEOGRAPHIC BASE 
The City of Fort Madison is located on the west bank of the 
Mississippi River at one of its widest and most picturesque points. The 
city is midway between Kansas City and Chicago, 200 miles north of 
St. Louis and about 175 miles southeast o Des Moines. Fort Madison is 
located almost midpoint between Burlington and Keokuk, or approximately 
20 miles between both cities. 
The topography of Fort Mad is on is simi I or to the other communities 
adjoining the Mississippi River. This topography is characterized by relatively 
steep bluffs which rise from the flat terrain along the river, and behind which 
the terrain is gently undulating. 
In Fort Madison, the upland plain has an elevation of approximately 
700 feet above sea level, while the low terrain on which most of the city is 
built, has an elevation of from 525 to 550 feet. 
There are topographic features of the Fort Madison planning area 
which will affect future developments. Such features include high bluffs to 
the north and east and three stream valleys which traverse the city in a north-
south direction. These creeks cut through bluffs and form natural drainage 
channels to the river. Big, French and Fork Creeks have their headwaters in 
relatively deep valleys approximately one mile into the bluff. These topo-
graphic features provide obstacles to development, but from the standpoint of 
protecting natural water courses they should be preserved and protected by 
public ownership. 
SOIL 
The planning area around Fort Madison has been extensively mapped 
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service as to the 
condition of soi Is. 
The condition of soils in the unincorporated but within the planning area, 
should be of particular importance to the city. If soils are not suitable to handle 
any building construction, then development should not be allowed. If 
permeability of the soil is poor, thus affecting the removal of effluent from 
septic tank filter fields, then such sewage disposal should not be permitted. 
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Soi I Number 
132 
l 1 
11 c 
283 
41 
105 
152W-0-1 
65 
378 
211 
364 
273 
187 
130 
260 
131 
80 
208 
TABLE 7 
SOIL TYPES IN THE FORT MADISON AREA 
Soi I Name 
Weller Silt Loam 
Colo-Gravi ty-0 lmi tz 
Colo-Gravity-0 lmi tz 
Complex 
Permeability 
Slow 
Slow to moderate 
Slow to moderate 
Dickenson Sandy Loam Rapid 
Haegner Sand or Loamy Very rapid 
Sand 
Chariton Silt Loam Slow to very slow 
Unnamed Si It Loam 
Lindley Loam 
Rough Broken Land 
Ed1na Silt Loam 
Grundy Si It Loam 
Olmitz Loam 
Unnamed 
Belinda Silt Loam 
Beckwith Wilt Loam 
Pershing Si It Loam 
Clinton Silt Loam 
Landes 
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Moderate to 
moderately slow 
Slow to very slow 
Variable 
Very slow 
Slow 
Moderate 
Moderately slow 
Slow to very slow 
Very slow 
Slow to very slow 
Moderately slow 
Rapid to very rap1d 
Other 
Alluvium soi I 
Possible flooding 
Wet 
The type of soil found surrounding Fort Madison is listed on Table 7. 
Soil s are important for the required efficiency of the septic tank 
soil absorption system for sewage disposal through a subsurface tile system 
laid in su ch a way that effluent from the septic tank is distributed with 
reasonable uniformity into the natural soi I. Criteria and standards used for 
rating soils are made on the basis of the soil limitations. Three groupings 
are made: slight, moderate and severe . 
Some factors important in determining the suitability of a soil for 
a filter field are (1) local experience and records of performance of existing 
filter fields; (2) permeability of the soils; (3) depth to consolidate rock or 
other impervious layers; (4) flooding; (5) ground water level; and (6) slope. 
Soils with moderate to very rapid permeability are rated as having 
a ttslight" soil limitation. Soils with a permeability at the slower end of 
the moderate range (about 1 .0 to 0.63 inches per hour) are rated as having 
a 11moderate 11 soil limitation unless measured results or experience show a 
"slight'' limitation. Soils with a permeability rate of less than 0.63 inches 
per hour are rated as having a "severe" soil limitation if used for a filter 
fie I d • 
Although soils with a rapid permeability have slight soil limitations, 
it should be noted that a contamination hazard exists if water supplies, 
streams , ponds, lakes or water courses are nearby. Very course textured 
soi ls with very rapid permeability have moderate or severe limitations . 
Experience has shown that soils having percolation rates (1) faster 
than 45 minutes per inch function satisfac torily; (2) between 45 and 75 
minutes per inch have moderate limitations; and (3) slower than 75 minutes 
per inch have severe limitations when used as filter fields for septic tanks. 
A season a I water I eve I shou I d be at I east four feet be I ow the so i I 
surface for soils rated as having a sligh t limitation. Soils with water level s 
at one to four feet below the soi I surface should be rated as having moderate 
or severe I imitations, depending upon the frequency or duration of wetting. 
Well drained and most moderately well drained soils that are readily perm-
eable have sl ight limitations. Somewhat poorly drained and some moderately 
well drained soi Is have moderate I imitations. Poorly and very poorly 
drained soils have severe limitations . 
Soi Is are also important from the standpoint of developing new roads 
and the location of various land uses. 
In 1967, a com pi ete so i I survey was started for Lee County and this 
work will take three to four years to complete. When the survey is completed 
and the area is mapped, Fort Madi son shou I d acquire such a so i I map, 
especially for the one mile planning area outside the corporate I imits. 
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FORT MADISON AND ITS ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL POSITION IN THE 
REGION 
For the purpose of the report, the Fort Madison region is limited to 
Lee County, of which the city is located along the easterly limits of the 
county. 
Fort Madison's future socio-economic function and potential must be 
seen and developed as on·e of the leading elements of the region rather than 
as an independent unit. Fort Madison's principal competition in the fight 
for socio-economic improvements are the neighboring counties as well as 
municipal corporations in the socio-economic region. In area development 
as 1n industry, competition is carried out on many levels. Not only does 
a community compete with other communities of its own size, it also competes 
with other larger and smaller communities. Because of this competitive 
environment and the related strategies, the application of modern marketing 
principles could be a significant factor in promot1ng Fort Madison as an area 
in strong soc 1 o-econom i c demand . 
The future socio-economic expansion of Fort Madison depends upon 
a continuation of its excellent industrial climate and promotional efforts. Fort 
Madison depends upon a continuation of its excellent industrial climate and 
promot1onal efforts. Fort Madison has a number of assets to back its industrial 
development endeavors. These assets include available industrial sites and 
space for expansion, an outstanding education system, a good labor supply 
and harmonious labor relations, recreational resources in the community itself 
as well as in the immediate vicinity and an outstanding transportation base. 
Communities like Fort Madison should be developed as an attractive 
place for total living rather than just a locality for working, shopping, eating 
and sleeping. To realize its future potential, Fort Madison must undertake a 
number of basic economic development efforts simultaneously. These must 
include: (1) strengthening of the already excellent transportation base; (2) 
continuation of industrialization efforts; and (3) even further emphas1s upon 
education developments. With these recommendations in mind, the future 
outlook for the community is judged to be promising. 
As history has shown, the days of the strictly local industries are over. 
As political boundaries have become more and more meaningless in relation 
to movements of economic supply and demand, business has gained greater 
freedom in location of its operation. Today, only few locations still en1oy 
exclusive economic advantages. Generally, numerous localities compete for 
a single business enterprise. Immediate development competition for Fort 
Madison will be found in neighboring counties, neighboring communities and 
even distant locations on the river as well as the city's railroad lines. Thus, 
Fort Madison must continue to be highly competitive in every respect. 
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EXISTING LAND USE 
PURPOSE OF LAND USE SURVEY 
A land use survey is an inventory of land, classifying I ike uses into 
groups, su ch as residential, commercial, industrial, vacant and community 
foe iIi ties . The purpose of a I and use survey is to establi sh current accurate 
data on the use, location and amount of land in the community These data 
can then be utilized in analytical studies that can help in formulating com-
munity goals, establishing planning alternatives and be used in the compre-
hensive plan process for the community ~ 
The land use survey is the most important compilation of facts 
available to public agencies Its application to both short and long-range 
planning projects serves the needs of city planners, public works officials, 
fire, police and eng ineering departments The land use report should be a 
continuous process--being constantly reviewed, revised and updated tohelp 
municipal officials and the public arrive at better decisions on all land use 
questions 
Listed below are some of the specific ways in which the land use 
survey data may be utilized: 
1. Provide data and background for the preparation and revision 
of the long-range comprehensive plan; 
2. Provide data for population and economic base studies; 
3. Provide data for transportation studies; 
4. Provide data for an evaluation of present and future public 
u t i I i ty n e e d s . 
5. Provide data for locating and improving community facilities. 
RESIDENTIAL 
Presently 679.5 acres or 19.3 percent of the total corporate area is 
devoted to single-family homes. The largest concentration of single-family 
homes is in the north, northwest and west sections of Fort Madison. Elsewhere 
single-family homes are scattered throughout the city and mixed with multiple-
family, commercial and industrial uses. 
Vacant land zoned for single-family use is located in the far northwest 
and west sections of the city. Large areas are available but the existing 
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Use of Land 
Sing I e-fam il y 
Two-family 
Multiple-family 
Farmsteads 
House trailer 
Retai I business 
General service 
Auto oriented 
Heavy commercial 
Public use 
Quasi-public 
Park 
Cemetary 
Light industry 
Heavy industry 
Rail roads 
Streets 
Water area 
Vacant land 
Totals 
Table 8 
EXISTING LAND USE 
Fort Madison, Iowa 
City CBD 
Square Feet Square Feet 
28,870,650 728, 100 
1, 693,000 401,900 
306,000 160,800 
477,000 -
174,000 -
684,000 321,240 
699,000 238,300 
618,400 108,310 
223,650 44,020 
4,828,400 169,260 
2,037,889 175,200 
2,078,053 283, 140 
1,389,805 -
1,032,000 124,300 
6,540,600 -
5,061,672 
18,931,575 1,475,000 
15,560,100 -
58,164,960 75,000 
149,370,754 4,304,570 
Total 
Square Feet 
29,598,750 
2,094,900 
466,800 
477,000 
174,000 
1, 005,240 
937,300 
726,710 
267,670 
4,997,660 
2,213,089 
2,361,193 
1, 389,805 
1 1 156, 300 
6,540,600 
5,061,672 
20,406,575 
15,560,100 
58,239,960 
153,675,324 
Total Developed Area 
Source: Don C. Shafer and Assoicates, Skokie, Illinois, August 1966. 
Total Acres 
679.5 
48.1 
10.7 
11 . 0 
4.0 
23. 1 
21 . 5 
16.7 
6 . 1 
114.7 
50.8 
54.2 
31.9 
26.5 
150.2 
116.2 
468.5 
357.2 
1, 337.0 
3,527.9 
1 '833. 7 
o/o of 
Developed 
Area 
37.1 °/o 
2.6 
0.6 
0 6 
0.2 
1 . 3 
1 . 2 
0.9 
0.3 
6.3 
2.8 
3.0 
1 . 7 
1 .4 
8.2 
6.3 
25.5 
-
100 .0°/o 
0/o of 
Total Area 
19.3°/o 
1 . 4 
0.3 
0.3 
0 . 1 
0.6 
0.6 
0.5 
0.2 
3.2 
1 . 4 
1 . 5 
0.9 
0.8 
4.2 
3.3 
13.3 
l 0. 1 
38 . 0 
100 .0°/o 
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terrain may affect any development. 
The total amount of land devoted to two-family use, including two 
flats and duplex units, is 48. 1 acres, or 1 .4 percent of the total corporate 
area. These figures reflect a low percentage of land generally used for two-
family dwellings, even though a large area of the city is zoned for such use . 
Land used for multiple-family structures, containing three or more 
housing units, totals 10.7 acres, or 0.3 percent of the total corporate area . 
In comparing multiple-family land use with the official zoning map, 
such a land use has not been retained within the zoned district, therefore, 
non-conforming uses have been created . 
Multiple-family uses are generally located east of 18th Street and 
south of Avenue C. There is not an estab li shed area where multiple-family 
uses are predom inent; they appear to have been located any place where 
land was available or where large single-family residences could be converted. 
In surveying the land uses in Fort Madison, there were 11 acres of farm-
steads, or 0. 3 percent of the total corporate area recorded. A farmstead 
includes only the land on a farm where the residence and farm buildings are 
located. This area is included within the residential land use calculations. 
Fort Madison, like most communities, has a number of house trailers. 
At the time of the I and use survey, there were four acres, or 0 1 percent of 
the total corporate area, used for house trailers. This land use was also 
included in the residential calculations. 
COMMERCIAL 
The commercial land use includes retail, general service, auto oriented 
and heavy commercial uses. The location of such uses, with the exception 
of the central business district, does not follow any set pattern of past develop-
ment. 
Th e retail uses amount to 23.1 acres, or 0.6 percent, of the total 
corporate area; 
The general service area includes 21 . 5 acres, or 0.6 percent of the 
total corporate area; 
Auto oriented land uses com.rpise 16. 7 acres, or 0.5 percent of the 
total corporate area; 
Heavy commercial uses cover 6.1 acres, or 0.2 percent of the total 
corporate area; 
All together, the commercial area occupies 1 . 9 percent of the total 
corporate area. 
Service commercial uses include professional and financial offices, 
69 
service and repair stores, and entertainment and recreation establishments. 
Auto oriented commercial uses include gasoline filling stations and allied uses 
associated with the automobile user. 
Some of the commercial uses located in strips along major thorough-
fares ore representative of neighborhood shopping such as drugs, hardware, 
beauty, barber, foods, bakery, drycleaning, laundryandshoerepair. 
INDUSTRY 
Industrial uses as surveyed in February 1966 covered 176.7 acres, 
or five percent of the total corporate area. 
The largest developed industrial area is located south of Avenue L 
between 15th and 20th Avenues. The next largest area is located north of I 
Avenue L and west of 34th Street. 
The third general industrial area is located between 1st and 2nd I 
Streets and U. S. Route 61 and between 1st and 4th Streets south of Avenue G. 
Other smaller industrial uses are spotted elsewhere in the city. 
The city is developing an industrial park west of the city which 
included a fertilizing plant and an allied use at the time of the land use 
survey. S1nce the land use survey the city has a large new industry located 
in the industrial pork area. 
COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
There are 251 .6 acres of land, or seven percent of the total corporate 
area in community facilities . These facilities include parks, playgrounds, 
cemeteries, schools, churches, libraries, hospitals and municipal buildings. 
Parks and playgrounds account for 54 .2 acres, or 1 .5 percent 
of the total corporate area. The parks within the city are Riverview, Old 
Settlers, Central, Ivanhoe and Victory Field. 
Rodeo Park, the largest, consists of 240 acres and is located north 
of the corporate area . 
All of the parks have some type of equipment and, with the exception 
of Central Park, all have shelter houses . 
Three cemeteries account for 31 . 9 acres, or 0 . 9 percent of the total 
corporate area. These are Oakland, Elmwood and the third cemetery located 
at Avenue H and 15th Street . 
Public and quasi-public buildings occupy 165 . 5 acres, or 4.6 percent 
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of the total corporate area. Among those land uses included in this category 
are public and parochial schoo ls (only non-recreational areas), churches, 
fraternal orders, the library and hospital, fire and police station and the 
municipal bui !ding. 
The Fort Madi son Community School District presently maintains a 
high school , a junior high school and four elementary schools within the city 
The schools are located on the existing land use map. 
There is one parochial high school and three parochial elementary 
schools in Fort Madison. 
TRANSPORTATION 
Thoroughfares and transportation facilities total 941.9 acres. The 
rights-of-way of streets, alleys, railroads and water courses are in thi s 
category. This represents 26.7 percent of the total corporate area and is 
second in quantity only to the amount of land used for residential purposes. 
The street pattern in Fort Madison, for the most part, follows a 
strict rectilinear pattern. Variations in the pattern are found east and west 
of the Dry Creek and not th of Avenue H. 
Currently 468.5 acres ore devoted to street and alley right-of-way; 
thi s accounts for 13 . 3 percent of the toto I corporate a rea . 
Railroad rights-of-way total 116.2 acres, or 3.3 percent of the 
toto I corporate I i m its. 
The Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad and the Atchison, 
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad follow the shore lin e of the Mississippi River. 
This land use separates the river from other land uses. 
There are 357.2 acres covered by water within the city, or 1 0 .. 1 
percent of the ground area. 
VACANT LAND 
Vacant land totals 1, 337.0 acres, or 38 percent of the total corporate 
area--more than two square miles. 
The largest vacant areas are located to the northwest and west 
sections of the city. Within the developed portion of the city there are very 
few scattered lots. This clearly shows a growth pattern from the center or 
the core area to the city toward the corporate limits. 
A compari son of the land use map with the present zoning maps 
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Table 9 
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT 
LAND USE 
Fort Madison, Iowa 
Lot Area Building Area Non-Structural 
Use Acres Square Feet S9uare Feet Area Square Feet 
Single-family 16.7 728,100 264,170 463,930 
Two-family 9.2 401,900 216,400 185,500 
Mu I ti pi e-fami I y 3 .7 160,800 126,600 34,200 
Retai I business 7.4 321 ,240 204,400 116,840 
General service 5 .5 238,300 260,330 22,030 
Auto oriented 2 . 5 108,310 42,050 66,260 
Heavy commercial 1 . 0 44,020 101,050 57.030 
Pub I i c 3 .9 169,260 44,160 125, 100 
Quasi-pub I i c 4.0 175 ~200 129,200 171, 1 00 
Parks 6.5 283, 140 - 275,900 
Light indus try 2.9 124,300 36,000 88, 300 
Streets 33.9 1 1475,000 - 1 1 475, 000 
Vacant land 1 . 7 75,000 - 75,000 
98.9 4,304,570 
Source: Don C. Shafer & Associates, Skokie, Illinois 
August 1966 
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indicates that a sizable amount of land is avai I able for residential and 
industrial development. 
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT LAND USE 
The central business district in Fort Madison is located in an east-
west corridor along Avenues G and H. The CBD reflects a pattern of un-
planned development with little thought of inter-relating commercial uses. 
There have been few new bui I dings constructed in the CBD and most 
of the bui I dings are marked by age. Some of the bui I dings have new fronts 
but almost in every case the facial improvements extends only to the second 
floor. New fronts without revitalizing the interior provides little affect to 
continuously inducing customers into such stores. 
The CBD occupies 98.9 acres, as delineated on the map following. 
The area is larger than the existing CBD in order to provide space for future 
development of commercial uses. Of this area, 16 4 acres include retai I, 
general service, auto oriented business and heavy commercial land use. 
At the time of the land use survey there were 67.4 acres of commercial 
land uses in the total corporate area of the city. This represents 1.9 per-
cent of the land uses in the total corporate area. Of this total, 23.8 
percent of the commercial land uses were located in the CBD. 
In the CBD as delineated there are various land use which range 
from single-family to light industry. 
The table on page 76 lists the types of land uses; total acres, lot area, 
building and non-structural areas. 
Commercial land use located within the CBD total 16.4 acres, this 
represents uses located on all floors of each building where it existed at 
the time of the survey. 
In the general services classification, 22,030 square feet of this use 
was located above the first floor. Heavy commercia I uses occupied 57, 030 
square feet of bu i I ding area above the first floor. 
Public and quasi-public uses occupied 18.4 acres of the pro;ected 
CBD area. This includes such uses as city hall, parks, churches, efc. 
In the CBD as delineated contains 2.9 acres of light industrial and 
29.6 acres of residential land uses. There is only 1 .7 acres of vacant land 
in the C BD area. 
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• 
"'-..1 
0. 
Land Use 
Single- family 
Two- family 
Mu I ti pie- family 
Commercial 
Light industry 
Heavy industry 
Rai I roads 
Public and semi - public 
Parks and playgrounds 
Streets and a I 1 eys 
Total Developed Area 
Vacant land 
Water area 
Total C 1ty Area 
Table 1 0 
AREAS OF EXISTING LAND USE 
1 2 
1958 I - 1966 I 
Fort Madison, Iowa 
Area in Acres Developed Area 
o/o of 
1958 1966 
Change 
Acres Change 1958 1966 
638 . 5 
40.7 
7 .7 
52.7 
50.7 
112 . 9 
116 .2 
174 .6 
57 . 5 
463 .2 
1,714.7 
1, 052 . 7 
129.3 
2,896.9 
694.5 
48.1 
10 .7 
67.4 
26 . 5 
150 .2 
116 .2 
197 .4 
54 .2 
468 . 5 
1, 833.7 
1, 337.0 
357.2 
3, 527.9 
+ 56.0 
+ 7.4 
+ 3.0 
+ 14.7 
8 .8°/o 
18.2 
39.0 
27 .9 
- 24 .2 -47 . 7 
+ 37.3 33 . 0 
-
+ 22 .8 
- 3.3 
+ 5 . 3 
+119.0 
+284.3 
+227 . 9 
6.8 
13 .0 
- 5.7 
1 • 1 
6.9 
27 . Oo/o 
176.3 
37. 3°/o 
2.4 
0.5 
3. 1 
2.9 
6.5 
6.3 
1 0 . 1 
3.3 
27 . 1 
37. 9o/o 
2.6 
0.6 
3.7 
1 . 4 
8.2 
4 ·• l 
10.8 
3.0 
25 . 5 
t631 .2 21 . 8°/o 1 00 . Oo/o 1 00 . 0°/o 
o/o of Total 
Incorporated 
Area 
1958 
22. 1°/o 
1 .4 
0 . 3 
1 . 8 
1 . 7 
3.9 
3.3 
6 . 1 
2 . 0 
16 . 0 
36.3 
4 . 3 
1962 
19. 7°/o 
1 . 4 
0 . 3 
l . 9 
0.8 
4.2 
5.5 
l . 5 
13 . 3 
38.0 
l 0 . l 
1 00 . Oo/o 1 00 . O~o 
Sources: 11 The Comprehensive Plan, Fort Madison, Iowa, prepared by Harland Bartholomew and Associates, St . Louis, Missouri 
21 Don C. Shafer & Associates, Skokie, Illinois 
-
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COMPARATI\iE LAND USES, 1958 AND 1966 
In 1958, Harland Bartholomew and Associates, city planners, were 
commissioned by the City of Fort Madison to prepare a comprehensive plan 
for the community . In the plan preparations the land uses of the city were 
recorded and measured in 1958. 
Table 3 shows the comparative land uses during 1958 and 1966 . 
The figures ore presented in acres, percent of developed area, percent of 
total incorporated area and percentage of change. A graphic presentation 
on the next page shows the changes in land use in all categories from 
19 58 to 1 966. 
From 1958 to 1966 the total incorporated area increased 21 .8 
percent, or from 2, 896.9 acres to 3, 527. 9 acres. 
The total developed area of the city from 1958 to 1966 increased 
6. 9 percent, or from 1, 714.7 to 1, 833.7 acres. Approximately 30 per-
cent of the area annexed to the city between 1958 and 1966 has been 
developed. 
In the residential classification the multiple-family land use reflected 
the largest percent of change or in particular, 39 percent. In the total 
the percentage of cnonge in residential uses amounted to 66 percent. 
Commercial uses for the some period increased by 27.9 percent, 
or 14.7ocres . 
Industrial uses and in particular light industry decreased in percent 
although this may be because of the difference in definitions of such uses 
between consu I tents. The percentage of decrease is 47.7. Heavy industry 
increased 33 percent during this period. 
The area of public and semi-public uses increased 13 percent, or 
72 .8 acres. Parks and playgrounds reflect a 3.3 percent decrease , here 
again definition of uses undoubtedly varies . 
The amount of land devoted to streets and alleys be tween 1958 and 
1966 increased 1 • 1 percent. 
The area in vacan t land and water increased 27 and 176.3 percent, 
respectively. As of the t ime the land use survey, the city has more than 
two square miles of vacant land for future development . 
Not all of the vacant land may hove buildable sites. This can only 
be determined at the time of a vacant land survey . 
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COMMERCIAL SURVEY 
The Chamber of Commerce in the post has conducted two shoppers 
surveys to determine the feeling of the shoppers toward the CBD of Fort 
Madison. One of the surveys was to determine what night of the week the 
shoppers desired the stores in the CBD to remain open In both of these 
surveys, comments by the shoppers were included and even though there was 
several months lapse between surveys, there was similarity of general comments. 
In the conclusion of the results of the shoppers survey conducted in 
May 1961, the following was stated in part: 
11 
••• urge every Fort Madison firm to take a critical and objective 
look at its business operations on the basis of these survey resu Its. 
They show what Fort Madison's shopping shortcomings are. The survey 
has absolutely no value unless corrective action is taken. Many 
cirticisms have been directed at all Fort Madison business firms and 
can be remedied only by the individual initiative of local business-
men. Study subcommittees w iII be appointed soon to work at 
receiving those undesirable shopping characteristics requiring a 
con so I i dated effort. 11 
In the fall of 1966, a shoppers survey was conducted through the 
cooperation of the Chamber of Commerce and the Fort Madison Evening 
Democrat. The survey was conducted with the use of a questionnaire 
printed in the Evening Democrat in order to reach as many shoppers within 
the Fort Madison trade area as possible to attempt to appraise the commercial 
trade position of the CBD of Fort Madison. 
The questionnaire was run twice in the newspaper and the total re-
sponse was the receipt of 23 returns. This response can only be classified as 
extremely poor since the daily circulation of the newspaper is 7100 within a 
50 mile area, with a mail subscription of 1850. 
The 23 questionnaires returned have been evaluated to attempt to 
determine if the CBD is being fully utilized as the prime retail area. If it 
has not been fully utilized then some of the reasons for only a partial 
uti I ization of the C BD must be considered. 
Since the response to the questionnaire was low it will be necessary 
to advance certain assumptions in analyzing the information obtained. 
Eighty-three percent of the returns were from the shoppers that live 
in Fort Madison, 13 percent live in the rural area of Lee County, and four 
percent live in Wever, Iowa. Therefore, the intent of the questionnaire 
to obtain shopping information from the rural area surrounding Fort Madison 
is not available because of the failure of shoppers to comply with the request 
to complete the survey. 
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Eighty-seven percent of the respondents to the questionnaire were 
females and the remaining 13 percent were males. All of the male responden ts 
are residents of the City of Fort Madison. 
According to information obtained from the questionnaire the percent-
age of shopper visits to the C BD of Fort Madison are as follows: 
Daily 
Weekly 
Semi-monthly 
Monthly 
S pee i a I sa I es 
Total Percent 
~ Shoppers 
17 . 3°/o 
52 .3 
17.3 
8.7 
4.4 
1 00. 0°'o 
From the question, ''What percentage of your home budget is spent 
in the CBD of Donnellson, West Point, Fort Madison, Burlington, Keokuk, 
Chicago, and any other princ1pal business locations, assumptions have to 
be ascertained due to the poor receipt of returns. 
If it can be assumed that answers to the questionnaires are represent-
ative of the shoppers in the trade area of Fort Madison, then the merchants 
of the CBD should be concerned. The results to this question as answered 
shows a relationship of shoppers preference for geographical location of 
retai I business The preference is either by vo lun tory choice or by forced 
choice due to I ack of ova i I obi I i ty of merchandise requested by the shopper. 
There was a high percentage of "no answers" to this questionnaire 
with the exception of where groceries are purchased. 
The percentage of "no answers'' in the questionnaire ran as high as 
26 percent. If it could be assumed that the no answer percentage would favor 
Fort Madison, then the city's C BD captured more than 60 percent of the 
gross sa les. The CBD of Burlington, according to the questionnaire received 
less than 30 percent of the retail trade from the Fort Madison trade area. 
The other ten percent of purchases ore mode in CBDs of West Point, Keokuk, 
Chicago and others. As to other CBDs, there were no localities identified 
by name. 
According to the respondents of the questionnaire, approximatel y 
70 percent of the shoppers ' furniture is purchased in the CBD of Fort Madison 
The remaining 30 percent is from Burlington, Keokuk and other CBDs not 
specified. 
If "no answers" percentages con be surmised to favor Fort Madison's 
CBD then almost eigh ty percent of all appliances ore purchased in this retail 
district. Burlington, West Point and other CBDs rece ived 20 percent of this 
type of business. 
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From the standpdnt of grocery purchases, the CBD of Fort Madison 
captured over 90 percent of this business. The remaining 10 percent of the 
purchases were made in West Point and Burlington. Purchasing groceries 
from Burlington is undoubtedly done when the shopper is in the city for some 
other purpose . 
The shopper an swering the questionnaire was requested to indicate by 
location where other types of merchandise was purchased. In this case, the 
CBE of Fort Madison rece ive d approx imately 40 percent of the gross sales and 
Burlington•s CBD almost 60 percent. Such listed items purchased varied from 
yard goods to mu sic. 
Twenty-one of the 23 returns indicated that they drove to the C BD. 
Two shoppers walked and no one indicated they used public transportation. 
As to the question 11Where did you last purchase $5.00 or more in 
groceries?" over 65 percent responded that they purchased their groceries 
from the neighborhood. Thirty-five percent purchased their five dollars 
worth of groceries from the C BD and other areas equally. 
Si x ty percent of the shoppers answering the questionnaire indicated 
that they did more than shop when they were in the C BD. Of the percentage 
answering uyes" the respondents indicated such activities as their attendance 
at work, religious and / or civic or professional services, entertainment and/ or 
recreation . 
As to when was the most recent purchase made in the CB[} of Fort 
Madison, indications varied from one day to two weeks prior to answering the 
questionnaire. Such items purchased varied from groceries to hardware and 
from appare I to app I i ances. 
The most recent purchases made in the CBD of Burlington according 
to the responding shoppers ranged from one day to seven months with the 
average about seven days. Such items purchased included BB pistols, yarn, 
glasses, music, mens suits, c lothing, yard goods, etc. 
The Keokuk CBD is used for such items as stationary, yard goods, ladies 
clothes and the frequency of such shopping visits to this CBD ranged from two 
months to several years previous to the survey. Therefore, the Keokuk CBD 
does not provide commercia I competition to Fort Madison. 
Following are some of the comments made by the respondent shoppers: 
1. More complete facilities for mens work clothing and more parking; 
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2 • More se I ec t ion in sizes, items and more competitive prices . 
We need a shopping center, more parking space - No parking 
meters in center. 
3. They need a shopping center or something to stimulate the 
present store owners to get on the boll. 
4. Deportment store (large) (discount). 
5. Need coordinated redecorating of store fronts (not complete 
remodeling) maybe just window boxes to signs or something 
with flowers. Places to sit in summer, public rest rooms . 
Parking to rear of stores, new signs. Make CBD like a shop-
ping center. 
6. We need some deportment stores to get people to shop in Fort 
Madison and some parking lots where you don't hove to pay to 
spend your money. 
7. There isn't much down there - I have to go out of town for most 
everything, except essent i a Is and I con' t a I ways find those here. 
8. Poor- bes1des the amazingly small selection, high prices, I 
think the attitudes of the shop owners, etc. IS BAD, as a rule, 
they usually oct as if they could care less if you're there!!! 
Never very he I pfu I ! ! ! ! 
9. Parking- stores to corry a full line, not come back next day 
or wi II order it for you. What a lot of bu II. Go to Burlington 
and just pick it up. 
10. More pork i ng, shopping center, cafeter io, better deportment 
store, ladies ready-to-wear, fill up empty business places, 
more active police, less riding around. 
11. Parking isn't my problem, its the stores which don't sat1sfy me 
enough- But its the midwest that usually get the latest fashion 
and several things- we need a shoe store. We are getting too 
many beauty solons -we need better quol1 ty stores to satisfy 
12 . 
our growing town . 
More parking- public rest rooms- stores open Wednesday 
afternoons . 
13 . Poor selection of clothing . I practically never find any clothing, 
except shoes for myself. I am going to buy new furniture but I 
wi II have to buy out-of-town. 
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14. Definitely needs department (good) stores and open longer 
than 5:00 p.m •• What about working women? 
15. A good I arge department store and shopping rna II . 
16. I do much of my shopping at Sears or Wards in Burlington so 
it is my opinion that if we had a large department store simi lor 
to theirs, then I would to happy to s tay in town and shop. 
Fort Madison merchants are so afraid of being overstocked that 
they have a tendency to understock on everything, mostly 
clothing in popular sizes . 
17. We are tall and can rarely find our size range in clothing; 
otherwise f1 nd merchants very eager to pi ease. 
18 ~ We need a large quality department store- don't merchants 
realize thi s would increase business? Large stocks- wider 
se I ection so things don't have to be ordered. 
19. Can't find merchandise wanted- merchants need to change 
their ways, clerks mostly and merchandise at a price ordinary 
peopJ e can afford • 
20. Parking facilities are needed- a center mall -no parking in it 
with ice skating, trees and flowers. 
21 ~ I think shopping is very good in Fort Madison . I a I ways find 
the things I want and it seems strange that other people can't. 
They just don 1 t look. 
22 There has been quite a bit of improvement here in the last five 
years. 
23. Fort Madison is still lacking a lot of things you can get in 
Keokuk and Burlington and Burlington Shopping Center. 
In conjunction with the same shoppers survey, parking information was 
requested in an attempt to be acquainted with parking problems the users of 
the CBD actually experienced. Only 4.3 percent of the shopper respondents 
to the questionnaire are employed regularly in the CBD of Fort Madison. 
There appears to be a strong correlation between the percentage of 
shoppers parking on the street and those preferring to park on the street. 
Sixty-five percent of the shoppers parked on the street and 70 percent of 
the respondents indicated that they preferred to park on the public street. 
Sometimes parking conditions prevent shoppers from remaining in the 
CBD as long as they would like, but 52 percent in this case stated that parking 
did not prevent a long stay in the prime rete i I area. 
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The time that was involved in locating a parking space ranged from no 
time to 15 minutes to no available space. Most of the recorded time was 
either five or 10 minutes. 
Turn over rates of parked cars of the shoppers parked on the street 
varied from 15 minutes to all day with most of the stays being from 15 minutes 
to one hour. 
Shoppers hove always complained about the distance they hove to 
walk after parking. In Fort Madison the distance varied from "none 11 to four 
blocks with the average distance being about one and a quarter blocks. 
According to the survey 35 percent of the porkers paid five cents for 
parking, 26 percent did not pay any fee, 4.3 percent paid over time parking 
fines. 
In ascertaining whether new off-street parking facilities would be 
recommended 1n the Central Business District Development Plan, a question 
was included to attempt to see what shoppers would pay for parking for 
three hours and all day parking. To this question the shopper indicated that 
on overage of 13 cents for a three hour I imi t would be paid and 29 cents 
for all day parking. Most of the respondents indicated 10 cents for a three 
hour parking period and 25 cents for all day parking. 
The answers supplied to the questionnaire, even though the response 
was poor, clearly pointed out and agreed with other studies and shoppers 
surveys conducted in the post. Even on a small scale, it indicated that the 
C BD was not capturing most of the gross soles on merchondi se, furniture and 
appl ionces that ore requested by the shoppers. 
It was strongly, indicated in the survey that the consumer would shop 
in the CBD of Fort Madison if they could purchase what they ore looking for. 
This means that the merchant should provide full lines of merchandise, modern 
apparel, furniture and appliances, popular sizes and prices that ore right for 
Fort Madison. Almost every respondent to the questionnaire indicated that 
a shopping center is needed, therefore, they ore looking for conveniences 
including availability of merchandise, parking, etc. that is associated with 
shopping centers. 
If the CBD of Fort Madison is to function as a prime facility and if 
the greatest amount of gross soles receipts ore to be captured, it must funct1on 
as a regional shopping center. Merchandise, parking, circulation, comfort, 
convenience and overall appeal should be provided. If the negative approach 
is token as to building a strong CBD in Fort Madison and a shopping center is 
developed in the city, then the present prime retail area could become a 
wholesale district with all the disadvantages, including the loss of tax 
revenue either through gross so I es or in property tax returns. 
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BUSINESS SURVEY 
A representative commercial survey of all types of businesses main-
taining a business address in the CBD was undertaken at the same time as the 
shoppers survey was conducted. Answers provided by the merchants reflect 
similarity to those of the shoppers. 
The sample survey was represented by over half of the business in the 
delineated CBD. 
After an appeal to the merchants for their cooperation in returning 
the completed questionnaire the percentage of return was 70 percent 
It was anticipated that there would be more response from th e chain 
stores conducting business in the CBD of Fort Madison than there actually was 
Most of the merchants are not owners of their buildings, as is the 
case in most C BD 's Over 57 percent of the businesses responding to the 
survey stated that the premises were leased, 32 6 percent were owned and 
over 10 percent did not comment . 
As stated in the shoppers survey conducted in Fort Madison, the need 
for more parking was indicated. By answers provided by the merchants, 
only 10 2 percent provide off-street parking for their customers with a total 
of 59 parking stalls As to employee off-street parking, 34 .. 6 percent of the 
respondents provide 53 sta ll s for employee parking . From comparing percentages 
it appears that the employers give more attention to e mployee instead of 
customer parking This comparison provides brief answers to comments made 
by shoppers It also means that any improvement of the existing parking 
conditions will be the responsibility of the city. 
There is very I itt I e vacant land in the C BD for any expansion of 
existing buildings and 69 3 percent of the respondents verified the lack 
of ova i I ab iIi ty of vacant property. 
To th e question, ''If additional facilities were available, would you 
consider expansion?", almost 3 1 percent of the respondents answered that 
they would consider expansion of their businesses A "no answer" amounting 
to 41 percent was recorded for this question. This high percentage appears 
to ref I ect uncertainty as to expansion or a determined "no answer 11 approach 
to the question , 
It is felt by more than 7 1 percent of the respondents to the commercial 
survey that they have potential for growth under present conditions where 
they are now doing business If some of the suggestions made by the business-
men were undertaken and completed a fuller business potential could be realized. 
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It was noted by 75.6 percent of the respondents that they felt they 
could do more business under present conditions. To bring this to reality it 
will be necessary to develop more customer traffic to the CBD. 
According to the merchants their customers come from Fort Madison, 
Donnellson, Burlington, West Point, Nauvoo and other localities not identified. 
There is o strong similarity between comments mode about the CBD 
and possible recommendations for improvement of the city's prime retail 
area by shoppers and merchants. 
Example of such direct comments ore as follows: 
1 . Too many sma II stores - more I orge s teres; 
2. Modernize the CBD, 
3. Increase parking; 
4. Lack of certain I ines of consumer goods; 
5. Shopping center located elsewhere in the city; 
6. More traffic in stores; 
7. General cleaning; 
8. More appealing to the customers; 
9. Cooperation among businesses; 
10. Beautification; 
11 . Lorge deportment store; 
12. Wider streets; 
13. Enlarge trade area; 
14. Tear down old buildings; 
15. Lorge cleaner and better stocked stores; 
16. Long range pi an for development for 20 years; 
Since the merchants reflect apparent problems and needs for the area 
in which they maintain their business, then it should be a composite agree-
ment of the CBD businessmen to correct and improve any drawbacks that curtail 
customer traffic in the prime business area. 
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CONDITION OF STRUCTURES 
In January 1966, a survey was conducted in the central business 
district to determine the general condition of all structures. Many buildings 
in the CBD are old and beyond investing large sums of money tore-
habilitate or completely modernize. Some of the older buildings have had 
new fronts constructed, but this improvement extends only eight to 10 feet 
above the sidewalk. Some stores have undertaken interior remodeling, but 
have left the rest of the building in a deteriorating condition. 
The Condition of Structures map for the CBD shows the condition of 
each building in this area based on a exterior survey. Each building was 
evaluated from the exterior and placed in one of the following categories: 
Standard--Structures not in need of outside improvements at the time 
of the survey. 
Conservation--Structures having slight defects which are usually 
corrected during the course of regular maintenance. 
Examples of slight defects are lack of paint, damage to stairs; 
wearing away of mortar between bricks or other masonry; small cracks in 
walls or chimney; wear on doorsills, doorfromes, window si lis or frames; 
broken gutters and downspouts. Remedial and preventive conservation 
techniques include the enforcement of building and related codes. 
Rehabilitation--Deteriorating structures which demand more repairs 
than would be provided over a regular course of maintenance. These 
structures contain defects of an intermediate nature which must be 
corrected. 
Examples of intermediate defects are. open cracks, loose or missing 
materials over a small area of the foundation, walls or roof, stairs or railings. 
Such defects are signs of continued neglect which may lead to 
serious structural deterioration or damage if not corrected. Rehabilitation 
is necessary to restore such buildings to good condition. This may involve 
repairs, renovation, conversion, expansion, remodeling or reconstruction. 
Dilapidation-- Structures which are not safe and adequate in their 
present condition, and which endanger the health, safety and well 
being of occupants (both merchants and customers) and adjacent 
bui I dings. Such structures have one or more critical defects or a 
combination of intermediate defects in considerable number to require 
considerable repair or rebuilding; or are of inadequate original con-
struction. 
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Standard 
Conservation 
Deteriorating 
Dilapidated 
TOTAL 
Table 11 
RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES WITH IN CBD 
Single 
Family 
29 
16 
10 
3 
58 
Two 
Forni ly 
20 
9 
2 
1 
32 
88 
Multiple 
Forni ly 
9 
4 
-
13 
Number of 
Structures 
58 
29 
12 
4 
103 
Percent 
of Total 
28.2 
11 . 7 
3.9 
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Examples of critical defects are: holes, open cracks, loose and 
missing material (siding, bricks, concrete or tile) over a large area of the 
foundation, outside walls, roof or chimney; substantial sagging of walls or 
roof. 
The condition of business structures in the CBD is statistically presented 
in the following table: 
Standard 
Conservation 
Deteriorating 
Dilapidated 
Total 
Number of 
Structures 
5 
70 
32 
9 
161 
Percent 
of Total 
43.4 
19.8 
5.5 
100. 0°/o 
Ground 
Floor Area 
Feet 
175,275 
66,685 
16,370 
416,684 
Percent 
of Total 
38. Oo/o 
42.2 
16.0 
3.8 
100. 0°/o 
The resu Its of the ex terior survey accounts for 62 percent of the 
business structures that are in need of minor, major and clearance treat-
ment. This does not mean that the other 38 percent of the structures do 
not need modernization, improvements, or improved merchandising. 
Almost 20 percent of the existing business structures are in need of drastic 
attention because of the deterioration and dilapidated conditions. 
Building heights in the CBD are one, two and three stories. Third 
floor walk -ups are difficult to rent-- which is the dominent reason for the 
large percentage of vacancies. 
Some downtown buildings have had very little physical maintenance 
for many years. These are the buildings where complete rehabilitation would 
be econom i ca II y sound. 
In addition to business structures there are approximately 103 resi-
dential structures in the CBD consisting of single family, two family and 
multiple family. From the standpoint of the exterior structural survey, 56 
percent of the residential structures are standard and 44 percent are in some 
stage of needing improvement . Over 16 percent of the residential structures 
in the CBD are either deteriorating or dilapidated. 
From the standpoint of condition of structures of both business and 
residential type within the CBD there are many that could be removed for 
expansion or a complete modernization program including adequate and 
well located and organized off-street parking. 
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INDUSTRY 
In January 1967, a questionnaire survey was conducted covering 15 
industries in Fort Madison. Response to the survey was excellent with a 66 6 
percent return . 
The purpose of the survey was to attempt to evaluate significant 
industrial problems, expansion needs, any conflicts, transportation problems, 
etc . 
The executives were asked if they had any industrial problems. To 
this question, 26.6 percent of the respondents stated there were no significant 
operating industrial problems. The rema1ning stated the main problem was, 
in the order most frequently mentioned, labor supply and labor ski lis. 
Other significant tndustrial problems of equal concern are parking, 
local transportation, utilities and housing. Local financing does not appear 
to be a problem, as it was not mentioned. 
Labor supply, skills and financing are extremely important to the 
future industrial outlook for Fort Madison. Should the labor market become 
inadequate to the point where industry begtns to look elsewhere for help, 
it would create many problems for Fort Madison. If a decision has been made 
by the community to encourage industrial development within the Fort Madison 
planning area, it is the responsibility of the community as a whole to assist 
industry in meeting the demand for labor supply and skills. 
Another questton asked pertained to expansion plans. To this question 
53.4 percent of the answering industries did not answer this quest1on. Twenty 
percent of the industries responding to the question have expansion plans 
for Fort Madison. Expansion estimates range from five to 50 percent. The 
estimated time for expansion is in 1967 and 1968. 
The percentage of anticipated industrial expansion is further reason 
for the full cooperatron of the community to assist in meeting the labor supply 
and skills needed by such industry. A strong industrial tax basewdl result 
in many public improvements for Fort Madison and a faster realization of the 
intent of the comprehensive long-range community plan. 
Over 12 percent of the industries answering the questionnaire stipulated 
that "labor supply" is a significant problem which, for the present time, leaves 
expansion plans open to questions. One question asked of the industrial 
executives was to express an opinion as to whether or not they could operate 
more profitably elsewhere. To this question the answers were "no", with a 
noticeable lack of no answers provided. 
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When no answers were provided for this question, this could indicate 
indecision or reluctance to express an opinion at the time of the survey. 
Indecision to the question could reflect the problem of labor supply and the 
availability of labor skills. 
Industry located in the planning area of Fort Madison has all the 
physical improvements needed to meet its demands--from receiving the rO'N 
materials to shipping the furnished products to market. 
Rail facilities are available with the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe 
Railroad mainline. The Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad also 
provides service to Fort Madison. Major highways are both in an east-west 
and north-south direction. These are U.S. Route 61 and Iowa Routes 88 
and 103 
Fort Madison operates its own municipal airport equipped with an 
all-weather asphalt strip, landing lights, automatic beacon, wind cone and 
other necessary instruments. The airport is located a mile and a half from 
the downtown business district. 
The airport is available to industry and a study is underway to 
determine the need for direct air travel from Fort Madison to Chicago o•Hare 
Airport. Three daily non-stop round trips ore contemplated or equivalent 
in air freight between Fort Madison and Chicago. 
To establish such a freight schedule it is necessary to have a 
minimum of 10,000 passengers a year. Also, each daily flight must have 
not less than three passengers or the equivalent in air freight. Planes to 
be used wi II have a capacity for 11 passengers. 
At the present time there are no facilities for handling water-borne 
freight at Fort Madison. Petroleum products were once received by pumping 
from barges moored a considerable distance from shore. But continued 
silting in the river has made this operation impractical. 
The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers have recommended and supported 
an access channel to the Mississippi River. Initial prospective commerce 
throught the proposed Fort Madison access channel is estimated by the Army 
Corps of Engineers at 82,600 tons annually. The Corps estimates that the 
total prospective tonnage at the present time would amount to 107,913 tons 
annually. 
Recently, large industries have located in or near to the city and in 
· time the city wi II realize economic benefits because of new fami I ies and 
the increased gross sales reflected from spending spendable incomes in the 
city. 
The aggressiveness of the citizens of the city through local guidance 
w iII see that any existing industria I prob I ems w iII be improved and corrected ~ 
The city is aware of the economic results of having high type industries 
locate in the pi ann i ng area. 
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Table 12 
FORT MADISON SCHOOLS WITHIN THE PLANNING AREA 
Name of Schoo I 
High school 
Junior high 
Jackson 
Jefferson 
Lincoln 
Richard son 
Total Acreage 
Grades 
10-12 
7-9 
K-6 
K-6 
K-6 
K-6 
Student 1/ 
Population 
1966-1967 
769 
866 
215 
509 
439 
414 
1/ Fort Madison Community School District 
-
Estimated 
1967-1968 
800 
882 
210 
531 
444 
430 
Existing 
S1ze of Site 
in Acres 
27.0 
2.9 
.5 
3.5 
1 . 0 
2 .8 
37.7 
Recommended 2/ 
Minimum Size-
of Site in Acres 
38.0 
28.0 
12.0 
15.0 
14.0 
14.0 
121 . 0 
2/ NCSC Guide for Planning School Plants, Published by the National Council 
on Schoolhouse Construction, 2nd Printing, 1965. 
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COMMUNITY FACILITES 
SCHOOLS 
The Fort Madison Independent School District as known at the time 
of the 1959 plan report on schools was changed in 1960 to the Fort Madi son 
Community School District. Another reorganization enlarging the area of 
the district took place on July 1962 The third reorganization of the Fort 
Madison Community School District during July 1966. The Community 
School District covers approximately 240 square miles, thu s extending 
travel distance from the City of Fort Madison. 
The district has operated under a 6-3-3 school plan since 1957 
providing for kindergarten, six year elementary schoo l, a three year junior 
high school and a three year senior high schoo l. Thi s form of organization 
is recognized as best suited for separating the various age groups into 
functional divisions that can be taught effectively and efficiently. 
The standards for the size of school s ite have changed over the past 
years for several reasons but principally because of the single story rambling 
structures and th e importance of recreation. 
The following paragraphs are quoted from the 1965 issue of the 
NCSC Guide for Planning School Plants, publi shed by the National Council 
on Schoo I house construction. 
"The size of any school site should be de termined largely by the 
nature and scope of the contemplated educational program. Actual 
I ayou ts of the spaces needed by the various phases of the program 
should be made. While it is recognized that for many schools much 
larger areas are preferred, the acceptance of the following 
suggestions w iII be an improvement for many of the schoo Is through-
out th e country. 
1. For elementary schools, it is suggested that there be provided 
a minimum site of 10 acres plus an additional acre for each 100 
pupi Is of projected u I timate max imum enrollment. Thus a site 
of minimum size for an elementary schoo l for 200 pupi Is would 
12 acres. 
2 .. For junior high schools, it is sugges ted that there be provided 
a minimum site of 20 acres, plus an additional acre for each 
100 pupil s of projected ultimate maximum enrollment. Thus a 
site of minimum size for a junior high school of 500 pupil s 
would be 25 acres . 
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TABLE 13 
PAST TRENDS IN PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS 
Fort Madison, Iowa 
Total 
Year K1 ndergarten 1 to 6 7 to 9 1 0 to 12 K to 12 1/ 
-
1946-47 154 769 430 417 1770 
1947-48 197 799 444 413 1853 
1948-49 174 841 430 366 1811 
1949-50 163 925 398 396 1882 
1950-51 149 993 395 419 1956 
1951-52 226 988 407 373 1994 
1952-53 265 1026 441 335 2067 
1953-54 245 1128 468 348 2189 
1954-55 260 1055 487 358 2160 
1955-56 274 1128 481 407 2290 
1956-57 251 1065 470 426 2212 
1957-58 246 1120 432 472 2270 
1958-59 221 1132 463 483 2300 
1959-60 210 1133 535 490 2368 
2 I 1960-61 209 1200 649 455 2513 
- 2768 1961-62 345 1258 693 472 
1962-63 320 1348 805 614 3087 
1963-64 279 1207 785 730 3001 
1964-65 331 1186 795 783 3095 
1965-66 295 1203 813 769 3080 
1966-67 302 1275 866 769 3212 
1967-68 284 1355 889 811 3339 
1/ Does not include special education enrollment. 
2/ Updating of Public School Enrollment- 1960 through 1967 
-
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3. For senior high schools, it is suggested that there be provided 
a minimum site of 30 acres, plus an additional acres for each 
100 pupils of projected ultimate maximum enrollment. Thus a 
site of minimum size for a senior high school of 1, 000 pupils 
wou I d be 40 acres. 
"The site size problem varies with the needs of the type of school 
organization and in terms of the age and development status of the particular 
community or school district. Therefore, the recommended site size must be 
interpreted as minimum to which all should strive but most should exceed. 
It must be recognized that each type of situation has its own specific variations 
and conditions which must be studied before sites are chosen. 
PAST TRENDS IN ENROLLMENT 
The trend of enrollment in the Fort Madison Community School District 
over the past 21 years is shown on Table 13. Total enrollment since the 
1946-47 school year has shown a steady increase with only minor interruptions 
in 1948-49 and 1963-64. In the 1948-49 school year, the loss in total school 
enrollment was 42 students which was reflected in the kindergarten, 7 through 
9 and 10 through 12 grades, but not in the first through sixth grades. In the 
1963-64 school year the loss in the total school enrollment was 86 students 
which was reflected in kindergarten and the first nine grades. Although slight 
decreases occurred, the present enrollment is 3, 212" compared with 1, 770 
in 1946. The estimated enrollment for the 1967-68 school year is 3,297. It 
should be remembered that students population include a larger geographic 
area than in 1946. 
These figures do not include Denmark Elementary School because their 
facility is not included in the planning area. Although in the 1967-68 
school year it is estimated that 73 students from this school will attend junior 
high in the 1968-69 school year. Therefore, the student enrollment becomes 
important at this point. 
The kindergarten enrollment presents a more fluctuating picture than 
other grades. There is no set pattern of annual increases or decreases. The 
1961-62 schoo I year shows the I arg est kindergarten c I ass of 345 chi I d ren • 
The second largest class was in 1964-65 with 331 children. 
Elementary school enrollment has steadily increased since 1946 as 
shown on Table 14. There have been decreases of students but this has 
been slight. Both senior and junior high school enrollments have followed 
similar trends with pronounced increases taking place since 1955-56 school 
year. 
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Year Population 
1946- 47 141598* 
1948- 49 141776* 
1950- 51 141954* 
1952- 53 151 159* 
1954-55 151 364* 
1956- 57 15 569* I 
1958- 59 15, 776* 
1959- 60 151 979* 
-.o 1960 Census 151247 
C) 1960- 61 15, 500** 
1961 - 62 15 700** I 
1962- 63 15 900** I 
1963- 64 16, 1 00** 
1964- 65 16 400** I 
1965- 66 16 600** I 
1966- 67 161900** 
1967- 68 17 200** I 
1970 17,500** 
1980 19 000** I 
Table 14 
ESTIMATED FUTURE PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS 
Fort Madison 1 Iowa 
Total K-12 
Number Percent 
Kindergarten Grades 1-6 Grades 7-9 Grades 10-12 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
11770 12 . 1 °'c> 154 1 . 1 o/o 769 5.3 °/o 430 2.9 °/o 417 2.9°/o 
1 1 811 12.3 174 1 . 2 841 5.7 430 2.9 366 2.5 
11956 13.0 149 1 . 0 993 6.6 395 2.6 419 2 ·• 8 
21067 13.6 265 1 . 7 11026 6.8 441 2 . 9 335 2.2 
2,160 13.9 260 1 . 7 1 1055 6.9 387 3.2 358 2.3 
21212 14.2 251 1 . 6 11065 6.8 470 3.0 426 2.7 
21300 14.5 221 1 . 4 1 1 132 7.2 463 2.9 484 3. 1 
2,368 15.5 210 1 . 3 1 1 133 7. 1 535 3.3 490 3. 1 
2,513 16 .2 209 11200 649 455 
21768 17.5 345 11258 693 472 
3,087 19 .4 320 11348 805 614 
31001 18.6 279 11207 785 730 
3,094 18.8 331 1 1 185 795 783 
31080 18.5 295 11203 813 769 
31212 19 .0 302 1 1275 866 769 
31339 19.4 284 11355 889 811 
31900 22.6 
* Estimated October 1959. 
* * Estimated May 19661 Don C. Shafer & Associates . 
EXISTING SCHOOL FAC ILl TIES 
The four elementary schoo ls ore all located approximately equal 
distance from the river and the bluff to the north and their original service 
areas show remarkably little overlapping, indicating that when originally 
located, their sites were chosen with considerable wisdom. 
Wi th the enlarging of the school service areas, there is more over-
lopping than prev1ously d1scussed. The school service areas for elementary 
school has increased from one half mile to three quarters of a mile, for 
junior high one mile to one and a half miles, and for the high school to two 
m i I es. 
Table 15 shows certain information about the existing schools. A 
brief description of the present schoo ls follows: 
Jackson Elementary School, located at the northwest corner of Third 
Street and Avenue F occupies a site containing only six-tenths of an acre 
and is located in a completely developed residential block. The school was 
originally built in 1893, was rebui It in 1932, enlarged in 1949 and again in 
1954. The site of the present school is only one-half area which IS substantially 
udnersized as compared with present school site sizes of 12 acres for elementary 
schools. The present building is not expandable and it is recommended that 
is not be remodeled. 
The student enrollment at the time of the survey was 215 and the 
capacity of the building is 178 . The capacity of the school was exceeded 
more than 68 percent of the school years from 1950 to 1965-66. The specific 
school years in which the student capacity was exceeded ore 1952-53, 1953-
54, 1954-55, 1955-56, 1957-58, 1958-59, 1960-61, 1961-62, 1962-63, 
1963-64, 1964-65 and 1965-66. The 1962-63 sh coo I year had a toto I of 
241 students . The student enrollment estimate for 1967-68 is 210. 
A review of the preliminary su rvey shows that steps shou ld be taken 
by the citizens and the school district to relieve overcrowding of this school. 
Good education also includes the provision of adequate space within the 
classrooms for the student as well as open space for active recreation. 
Jefferson School, which occupies the greater part of the block bounded 
by Avenue F, Avenue G, 23rd Street and 24th Street was originally constructed 
in 1914 and was enlarged in 1949 to add eight more classrooms for a total of 
18 . The site of the Jefferson School is the largest of any of the elementary 
schools and contains 3.5 acres. 
The capacity of the school is 400 and the 1966-67 enrollment was 
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Schools 
Elementary 
Jackson 
~ Jefferson 0 
0 Lincoln 
Richardson 
Junior High 
Senior High 
Source: 
• 
Date 
Bu i It 
1893 
1914 
1936 
1917 
1923 
1957 
Date of 
Additions 
1949 
1954 
1949 
1954 
1949 
1959 
Table 15 
PUBLIC SCHOOL DATA 
Fort Madison, Iowa 
• 
Type of Rooms 
Kinder-
garten 
1 
1 
2 
1 
Classrooms 
7 
18 
12 
14 
15 
32 
Special 
Use 
l 
1 
1 
15 
1 
Data provided by the Fort Madison Community School District, 1966. 
Other 
l 
l 
4 
4 
Area of 
Site 
in Acres 
0 50 
3.50 
1 . 00 
2 .80 
2.90 
27.00 
Grades 
Taught 
K-6 
K-6 
K- 6 
K-6 
7- 9 
10-12 
509 students. The capacity has been exceeded each school year since 1957. 
The 1962-63 school year enrollment of 515 was the largest recorded from 1950 
to 1967 . The estimated enrollment for 1967-68 school year is 531 . This 
school has two portable classrooms. 
Lincoln School, located on a site lying between Avenue E and Avenue 
Feast of 14th Street, was built in 1936 consisting of six classrooms. It was 
enlarged by adding eight classroms in 1954. The capacity of the school is 
436 students and the 1966-67 enrollment was 439. The present school site 
consists of one acre which is far below today's school site standards. The 
estimated enrollment for the 1967-68 school year is 444 . This school has 
two portable classrooms. The building is expandable and it is recommended 
that the building be remodeled. 
Richardson School, located on the north side of Avenue L between 
33rd and 34th Streets, occupies a 2.8 acre site The school was built in 
1918 and enlarged in 1949. The school faces Avenue L which is State Highway 
61, a very heavily traveled thoroughfare. 
The 1966-67 capacity of the school was 414 with an estimated enroll-
ment in 1967-68 of 430 students. The capacity has been exceeded for many 
years . In fact, the student enrollment has been decreasing starting with 
the 1963-64 school year. In the 1953-54 school year the student enrollment 
was 487, or 73 students more than in the 1966-67 school year. This school 
has one portable classroom. 
The Junior High School, occupies the block bounded by Avenue F, 
Avenue G, 18th Street and 19th Street. The 2 .. 9 acre site is almost completely 
occupied by the bui !ding. The original bui I ding consisting of 32 classrooms 
was constructed in 1923 as the Senior High School. In 1959 an additional 
classroom was added. Within the 1959-60 school year the Junior High School 
plan changed from a two grade to a three grade system, thus the enrollment 
increased from 276 to 535 students. The capacity of the building is 600 with 
a 1966-67 enro II ment of 866, thus far exceeding the capacity. The 1967-68 
estimate is 882 students. The school has one seven-room relocatable building. 
The building is not expandable and it is recommended that it should 
be remodeled. Twenty acres are recommended for junior high school sites 
which is 9 . 1 acres larger than what now exists. 
The Senior High School was constructed in 1957 consisting of 32 
classrooms on a 27 acre site . The school has athletic and playfields and 
a fully developed football stadium, as well as a large outdoor swimming 
pool. The capacity of 700 students has been surpassed ever since (excluding 
the 1963-64 school year) . The enrollment was 769 during the 1966-67 
school year. The building is expandable and should be remodeled. This 
facility has three portable classrooms. 
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Table 16 
ENROLLMENT IN PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS 
Aquinas Total 
Scared To to I High a II 
Year Heart Grades St. Mary Grades St. Joseph Grades Elementary School Grades Schools 
1951-52 406 K-8 134 K-8 540 ---
1952-53 432 K- 8 123 K-8 -555 - -- -
1953-54 456 K- 8 - 149 K-8 605 - - -
1954-55 466 K-8 134 1- 8 600 - - -
1955-56 491 K- 8 - 133 1-8 624 195 9-1 2 819 
1956-57 500 K-8 141 1-8 641 206 9-1 2 847 
0 1957-58 532 
I'V 
K- 8 135 1-8 234 901 667 9-1 2 - -
1958-59 543 K- 8 - 133 1-8 676 228 9-1 2 904 
1959-60 536 K- 8 147 1-8 683 251 9-12 934 
1960-61 538 K- 8 320 K- 8 140 1-8 998 258 9-1 2 1256 
1961 - 62 479 1-8 280 1-8 135 1-8 894 274 9-1 2 1168 
1962- 63 430 l-8 299 1-8 148 1-8 877 309 9-1 2 11 86 
1963- 64 440 1-8 297 1-8 150 1-8 887 319 9- 12 1206 
1964-65 424 1-8 284 1-8 129 1-8 837 342 9-12 11 79 
1965-66 428 1-8 286 1- 8 117 1-8 831 346 9-1 2 1177 
.. 1966-67 335 1-6 221 1-6 187 7-8 743 - - -
PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS 
Over 38 percent of the school age children in Fort Madison attend 
parochial schools including a high school that was constructed in 1957. 
Table 16 shows the grades taught, number of students by school year 
and enrollments starting with the 1951-52 school year. 
Kindergarten grades were not taught in the Sacred Heart school in 
1961-62, St. Mary's in 1961-62 and St. Joseph's in 1954-55. Thi s change 
was the reason for the largest kindergarten class in the public schools in the 
21 years of recorded enro II men ts. 
In the 1966-67 schoo l year, the parochial elementary schools 
system changed to a 6-2-4 schoo l plan. A junior high school system including 
the seventh and eighth grades is located at St. Joseph's Parochial school. 
PROJECTION OF FUTURE ENROLLMENTS 
It is difficu It to project enrollments in the public schoo ls of the 
Fort Madison Community School District as there are many variable factors 
influencing the number of pupi Is enrolled in the pub I ic schools. One of the 
variables is the population growth of the city as well as increases in population 
in the communities in the district outside of the Fort Madison. Naturally, 
considerable increase in population will tend to affect school enrollment. 
Another variable factor may be a change in the rate of transfers from parochial 
schoo ls into public schoo ls . As yet, there is no indication of what this will 
be in the future. 
The following table attempts to indicate realistic figures for the 
enrollment during the next 10 years . It should be remembered that variables 
of population growth, change of birth rate, and transfers between public and 
parochial schools may change these figures. This table also anticipates the 
enrollment in September of each year. 
In order to make these predictions, the following factors were used: 
1 .. The kindergarten enrollment from 1967 to 1977 were estimated 
as 400. The figures on children under the age of four ore not 
accurate, and an estimate of 400 each year seemed reasonable. 
It may be higher, but likely to be much lower. 
2. Using enro llment figures for the past 10 years and making some 
adjustment for enrollment characteristics for the past two years, 
a "mean survi va I ratio 11 was established for each grade. For 
example, a mean survival ratio of 70 was used for the first 
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Table 17 
FUTURE ENROLLMENTS 
FORT MADISON COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Total J H 
4 5 6 S .E. Eiem . 7 8 9 Tot. 10 11 
H S Grand 
l 2 Tot . To to I 
1966- 67 437 286 269 265 266 268 272 26 2089 280 289 288 866 276 244 249 769 3724 
1967- 68 401 307 286 276 268 285 292 29 2138 293 288 308 889 302 265 244 811 3838 
1968- 69 411 283 299 274 266 270 274 28 2105 281 297 317 895 319 270 242 831 3831 
1969- 70 400 290 275 296 274 271 273 28 2107 284 295 315 894 317 296 261 874 3875 
. 
1970-71 400 282 281 272 296 280 274 28 2113 283 298 313 894 315 294 287 896 3903 
1971-72 400 283 274 278 272 302 283 28 2120 284 297 3 16 897 313 292 285 890 3907 
1972- 73 400 282 275 272 278 278 305 28 2 118 294 298 312 904 3 16 291 283 890 3912 
1973- 74 400 283 274 273 272 284 281 28 2095 317 308 3 13 948 312 293 282 887 3930 
1974-75 400 282 275 272 273 277 287 28 2094 292 330 326 948 313 290 284 887 3929 
1975- 76 400 283 274 273 272 278 280 28 2088 298 306 344 953 326 292 281 899 3940 
1976-77 400 282 275 272 273 277 281 28 2088 291 312 324 927 349 303 285 937 3952 
Source : 1966-1967 Annual Report 
Fort Mad1son Community School District 
grade. This means that 70 percent of the children enrolled in 
kindergarten will enroll in first grade the next school year. 
The mean survival ratios used for each grade is as follows: 
1st .70 7th 1 04 
2nd .97 8th 
3rd .99 9th 1 06 
4th 1 • 00 1Oth 1 • 00 
5th 1 .02 11th 93 
6th 1 • 01 12th .97 
Source: 1966-67 Annual Report 
Fort Madison Community School District 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following recommendations ore included in the 1966-67 Annual 
Report of the Fort Madison Community School District. 
The need for classroom space in this school district is a critical issue. 
This is evident in the previous tables showing enrollment and capacities 
of a school facilities. In December 1966, a junior high school bond issue 
was defeated. 
The school district has and is renting relocable classrooms because 
of the lack of space in some of the facilities. At this period of time, the 
school district is paying over $42,000 a year on lease rental. Classroom 
needs ore present in elementary schools, junior high school and high school. 
It is entirely possible to have 1,500 more people enrolled in public schools 
in 1977- 1978. 
Following ore recommendations for specific school facilities made in 
the Fort Madison Community School District 1966-67 Annual Report. 
Junior High: The most critical current need for space is at the 
Junior High School, but in four years the high school enrollment will reach 
the point where there will be more than 890 pupils enrolled in grades 10-
ll-12. A new junior high school to accomodate up to 1,250 students is 
recommended to relieve the over-capacity student conditions. 
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Another solution would be to construct a second junior high school 
for about 500 students and operate two junior high schools. 
Senior High School~ Additions ore needed to take core of immediate 
as well as future needs. Following are some special areas that need more 
room .. 
PARKS 
• 
a . Special education. 
b . Science. The next five years will show that four good science 
rooms wi II be needed. There ore only two at the present. 
c. Library and Instructional Materials Center: The present room 
is used for a study hall and 1S too small to be adequate for an 
instructional materials center for an enrollment of 900 
students. 
d. Art Room. The room used at present is i nod equate. It appears 
that two rooms wi II be needed in the future. 
e . Auditorium and Stage. Neither the high school nor the entire 
community has an adequate auditorium. It is recommended that 
an auditorium seating 1000 to 1200 is a serious need. 
f. Classrooms. Five or six regular classrooms, plus classrooms for 
special areas of science, auto mechanics, spectal education, 
art, etc. should be added. 
g. El ementory. The needs for space in the e I em en tory school 
continues to increase. The district should try to buy land 
as soon as possible for a new elementary school to take care 
of increased enrollments. Elementary schools must hove central 
I ibrories, small rooms for remedial reading, speech and hearing 
therapy, psychological testing, and other special services. 
Class sizes should be kept at 25 or less, especially in primary 
grades. 
The comprehensive plan is concerned with the location, size and 
adaptability of sites for parks and recreational uses rather than with the 
precise details of development or with the kind of recreational programs 
carried on within them. When properly located and adequate park sites 
are acquired, the use to which such areas may be put can be determined in 
accordance with the needs of the community and its financial ability 
to meet these needs. The primary function of the comprehensive plan is to 
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provide a guide to be followed in setting aside adequate recreational 
areas in the proper location and before urban development 1ncreases pro-
hibitively the cost of acquiring the sites. 
Plans proposed for the parks are long range and are to be developed 
over a period of severo I years in order to pro vi de the popu I ati on of the 
future with an adequate system of park and recreational facilities. The 
primary need is to be sure that as the city expands and new residential 
neighborhoods are created, each neighborhood wi II have a park designed 
primarly for use of the people I iving nearby. 
For a well rounded community life, it is essential to have adequate 
park and recreational areas for all citizens of all ages. The residents of 
Fort Madison are fortunate in having about 292 acres of city owned parks. 
This acreage comprises three percent of the total developed land area within 
the corporate I i m its. 
A well balanced park system, composed of playgrounds, playfields, 
athletic fields, play lots (tot lots) and naturalistic areas, should contain 
approximately one acre of open space for each I 00 persons of popu lotion. 
Using this rule of thumb, Fort Madison with its present estimated population 
of l 5, 600 shou I d have at I east l 56 acres of park and outdoor recreation a I 
area. The present park acreage theoretically would accomodate a city with 
a population of 29,200 people. 
Not only should a park system provide year-round recreational 
facilities for all age groups, but it should be integrated with other e lements 
of the comprehensive plan in terms of proper locations and size of families, 
ease and safe ty of access, and development. 
The play lot s (tot lots), or smal l children's play areas, are one of 
the facilities most frequently recommended by park and recreation specia li sts 
for built-up urban areas, yet it is the facility least often provided. Th e 
answer to the paradox is the simple fact that from an administrative, 
operational, and maintenance point of view, the larger recreation areas are 
much more efficiently managed. There is the typical tendency among 
operational staff to discourage these tot lots as being a "nuisance", "too 
difficult to maintain", "an unnecessary expense", etc . Actually, if 
properly designed, there is no reason why the tot lot shou ld be any sort 
of maintenance or operational problem From a neighborhood point of 
view they offer a wonderful facility where the small children with their 
monthers may gather and play on simp le equipment such as wading pool, 
sand box, teeter-totters and swings . 
The neighborhood park or playgound serves a broader range of age 
and activity level s and naturally requires a larger area and more elaborate 
deve lopment. These areas are intended to provide both passive and active 
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Facility 
Acreage 
Playground equip. 
Baseball diamonds 
Pi en i c areas 
Tennis courts 
Shelters 
Bond stand 
Small boot harbor 
Camping 
Ice ska ting rink 
Hiking trail s 
Rodeo 
Pork 
240.0 
X 
X 
X (7) 
X 
X 
* Facilities ore lighted. 
Table 18 
EXISTING PARK FACILITIES 
Old Settlers Central Victory 
Pork Pork Field 
3.2 3 .2 2 . 4 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X(2)* 
X X 
X 
X 
( ) I ndi cotes number of foe iIi ties in each pork . 
Source: City of Fort Modi son 1966. 
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Ivanhoe 
Pork 
10.4 
X 
X 
X 
X (2) 
X (2) 
X 
X 
Riverview 
Pork 
33 .0 
X 
X 
X 
Total 
292 .2 
recreation as well as to add beauty and interest to the neighborhood 
environment. Frequently these can be combined with school sites to provide 
an ideal combination of playground and park area serving a dual function. 
While the type of facility provided can vary depending upon the natural 
potential and character of th e site, the facilities should be basically oriented 
to serving the immediate neighborhood and not to attract visitors from other 
areas. While various size standards have been set by recreational and plan-
ning experts, it is actually a matter of local conditions and unique specific 
circumstances which dictate in each instance. Generally, such areas ore 
recommended to be at le a st five acres and ideally 10 acres in size. 
The community park and playfield are sometimes combined and 
sometimes developed separately, but both serve a broader community 
function than a neighborhood park. Typical standard for such areas 
recommend 40 acres minimum for a community park and 100 acres a s ideal. 
The community park will typically include special facilities which serve 
unique community wide function s such as sw imming pool and major athletic 
fields . These areas also require adequate parking facilities if they are not 
to become nu 1sances to the neighborhood. 
As the neighborhood areas further develop , the need for such park 
and recreational areas will become even more acute unless vigorous action 
is taken now to provide for such facilities. 
Existing Park Facilities: The present park sys tem of Fort Madison 
consists of six areas, containing a total 292 .2 acres . This is an increase 
of 52 .2 acreas over what was recorded in 1959. The increase in acreage 
was at Rodeo Park. The increase at this pork was from 190 to 240 acres. 
The parks in Fort Madison are under the jurisd iction of three individual 
commissions. Riverview Pork, consisting of 33 acres, is under the jurisdic tion 
of the Dock Commission; Victory Field consisting of 2.4 acres is under the 
supervis ion of the Recreation Commission; the remaining four parks consisting 
of 256.8 acres are under the supervision of the Fort Madison Park Commission. 
Fort Madison's 1960 population of 15,247 would require 152.5 acres 
of park. The projected popu I ati on of around 16, 000 by 1970 and 19, 000 
by 1985, would require 160 and 190 acres respectively. From the standpoint 
of population versus exis ting acres of park for Fort Madison, the standard 
is more than met. Otherwise, 292.2 acres of park shou ld be suffici e nt for 
a population of approximately 29,200. 
Even though there appears to be an excess of park acreage there 
actually is a shortage of parks from the s tandpoint of neighborhood parks 
and tot lots. Rodeo Park would be classified as a regiona l park due to 
location, size and existing facilities. It is also only accessible from the 
neighborhoods by automobile and not normally reached by walking. It is 
an outstanding facility and it is a trem endous asset to the city. 
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Riverview Park consisting of 33 acres provides a green front yard to 
the central business district and, here again, the city is very fortunate in 
having such a foci lity. This park provides passive not active recreation 
and because of its location and function should continue to be used this 
way. This then leaves 19.2 acres of active parks within the city, which 
would be cons1dered adequate for a popu lotion of 1 r 900. Therefore, 
the city needs ne1ghborhood parks and tot lots, which can be reached by 
walk1ng or other means than mainly by automobile. 
Areas along the tributaries are recommended for flood plain planning 
and therefore should be developed for walking and riding (not vehicular} trails. 
These tributaries should be cleaned up to allow for the natural flow of storm 
water drainage. Along these tributaries where available additional land should 
be acquired for open space and additional protection as flood plains. 
Such area is recommended along both sides of Dry Creek north of 
Richard Drive. This area is land locked as to residential development, 
but could be used for neighborhood open space. 
PUBLIC BUILDINGS 
The planning of public building 1nvolves a determination of the 
community's future needs for such structure and their proper location in 
relation to the other elements of the Comprehensive Plan, such as present 
and future population d1stnbution, existing land acres, zoning, major 
streets and topography. 
PUBLIC BUILDING LOCATION FACTORS 
No absolute criteria can be established to determine the need for 
public buildings and their proper location, as part1cular needs and existing 
conditions vary greatly 1n different communities. There are certain basic 
factors, however, that should be considered in public building planning. 
Basic Considerations: The following five factors should be given con-
sideration in the development of long-range plan for all types of public 
buildings: 
1 . Convenient location. Every public building should be 
conveniently located to the citizens who use it and to the 
employees working within it. 
2 Adequate site. The site for each building should be ample to 
provide for: (a) the space needs of the building and any probable 
future additions or enlargements, (b) parking space for vehicles 
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of both visitors and employees, and (c) sufficient open land-
scaped areas necessary for a satisfactory appearance of the 
building. 
3 Grouping of buildings. There are many advantages to grouping 
public buildings where such plans can be feasibly accomplished. 
Convenience to the public is enhanced; less land is needed for a 
group than for a number of separate structures, and a better and 
more imposing appearance is possible. Such groupings of 
centralized public buildings have been carried out in many cities 
and are ordinarily termed 11civic centers." 
4 Relation to commercial development. A central location within 
or ad joining the business district wi II insure the greatest con-
venience to the p~blic. The public buildings should not be 
located in the heart of the commercial areas, as such a building 
interrupts the continuity and retards the development of the 
business district. In addition, a site in the heart of the business 
district is expensive. Therefore, it is preferable to locate the 
buildings on the edge of the central area. 
5 ReI at ion to traffic and parking. Rem ova I of pub I i c bu i I dings to 
a location near but not within the central business area will 
reI i eve this areas of some parking demand and traffic • 
CENTRALIZED PUBLIC BUILDINGS 
There are numerous advantages in the grouping of centralized public 
buildings. This is not always possible, but when it can be accomplished, it 
adds to public convenience, improves efficiency and economy, and enhances 
the attractiveness of the community. 
Obviously, the grouping of these structures can be a great convenience 
to the citizens. It facilitates the transaction of public business and the co-
ordination of the activities of public agencies. Where public buildings are 
scattered, some ot them 1nvanao1y are round 1n 1ocat1ons Wh1ch are Incon-
venient, if not actually inaccessible. 
While public buildings are usually well designed architecturally, 
their appearance is substantially enhanced if a properly landscaped site of 
ample size is provided. A group of well-planned public buildings wi II be 
more impressive and attractive than several individually located buildings, 
particularly if arranged in a spacious setting. Such groups also will permit 
the provision of combined parking areas and other joint facilities that might 
otherwise be unjustified for a single structure. 
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LOCAL PUBLIC BUILDINGS 
The selection of a si te for a public building serving a local neighbor-
hood involves consideration of factors that are dependent upon the particular 
use of the structure. In thi s classification are branch libraries and fire stations . 
Branch Libraries. Ctties having a population of 25,000 or more often 
require branch libraries to serve outlying areas of the city. Such auxiliary 
facilities are an integral part of the library sys tem which is centered in the 
main library where all of the service facilities, such as classifying, cataloguing, 
and binding, are usually carried on. A branch library should serve the 
surrounding area within one and a quarter mile radius and be located in or 
ad1acent to a neighborhood commercial center, where the greatest number of 
persons in the neighborhood will have access to it in the course of their every 
day activities. 
Fire Stations . The location of fire stations is based primarily upon the 
character of districts to be protected and upon the need for speed and depen-
dability in answering alarms. Major commerctal or mdustrial areas shou ld be 
within three-fourth s o f a mile o f a fire station, and residential areas within 
on and one-fourth miles o f a station. Narrow stree ts and traffic congestion 
produce adverse foe tors. Fire stations should be located near the intersections 
of major streets and so spaced as to be able to cover a neighboring fire station's 
area., while the neighboring equipment and men answer on alarm. The number 
of companies and type of equ ipment placed at each station is determined by 
the c horae ter of the area served . 
EXISTING PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND FUTURE NEEDS 
Fort Madison possesses the usual complement of public buildings and, 
as in many cities, they have been built individually with no coordination or 
planning. Some are relatively new and wi II be adequate for many years, while 
others are entirely obsolete. Most of Fort Madi son 's public buildings, other 
than the school buildings, are located in the central area of the city. The 
locations of these bui I dings are shown on the Existing Land Use maps. 
City Hall. This building ts located on a small site at the corner of 
Avenue E and Eighth Street. The original building was erected in 1873, en-
larged in 1928, and extensively remodeled in 1956. The administrative 
wing of thi s building provides a council chamber, administrative office, city 
clerk's office, engineer's office, mayor's office and a vault . The police 
department is housed in the City Hall wi th offices and space for three squad 
cars. The City Hall also serves as the main fire station, with space for two 
fire trucks and the fire chief's car . 
Much of the present building is almost 90 years old and is structurally 
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obsolete. The present administrative offices and police and fire department 
operations are woefully overcrowded. AI though the bui I ding is not too 
convenient to the central business area, it is well located for fire protection 
to the central part of the city. It is desirable from the standpoint of public 
convenience that the municipal and county offices be in close proximity. 
The city assessor's office is not located in the City Hall. 
In the spring of 1967, steps were taken to remedy the crowded space 
problem in the ground floor of City Hall. The proposed plan is to double 
the present 4, 900 square feet of ground floor area. · 
The property to the north of the City Hall has been improved to 
provide off-street parking for employees and patrons of City Hall. 
Library. The Cattermole Memorial Library was erected in 1893, a 
gift to the city by the Cattermole family. While the site is small, its 
location on Seventh Street between F and G Avenues is convenient to the 
general public, especially those persons having business to transact in the 
central business district. The building was extensively remodeled and 
enlarged in 1954 in accordance with recommendations of the Mayor's Civic 
Planning Commission in 1947. 
The library's collection in 1958 consisted of 31,056 volumes or 
approximately two books per capita, which at this time was substantially 
higher than found in many cities. In 1958, the per co pi to number of books 
met the standards of the American Library Association. 
During a survey in the fall of 1967, the library had a basic book 
collection of 45,000 which is a substantial increase over 1958. The increase 
in number of books per capita now amounts to more than two books per capita 
which is less than recommended by the American Library Association. There 
are also 500 books that are available from changing collections. There are 
2,700 books purchased annually with 30 percent alloted for children and young 
adults. In addition, the library now receives 92 magazines and newspapers. 
The total floor space of the library amount to 6, 720 square feet with 
60 percent used for reading space with the staff occupying eight percent. 
1 here are 2, 565 I in ear feet of shelves or just 75 feet less than a half mile. 
The library site is completely occupied by the present building, thus 
precluding the provision of off-street parking and adequate landscaping. 
However, the building is in excellent condition and should be adequate for 
many years. Expansion of the present site would be desirable but surrounding 
development would be extremely expensive to acquire. 
Lee County Courthouse. Located at Seventh Street and Avenue F, 
the Courthouse occupies a small site conveniently located in relation to 
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the central business district. The original courthouse was built in 1841 . 
This building burned and was reconstructed in 1873, making the present 
structure 94 years old . 
The first floor is occupied by offices of the County Recorder, Clerk, 
Auditor and Treasurer. The second floor contains the courtroom and the 
County Judge's chamber, while the third floor is used for storage . The 
County Assessor's office occupies a wing of the main building, while the 
County Jai I and the Sheriff's office are in an adjoining bui I ding to the west. 
The County Annex is a remodeled residence on the south side of 
Seventh Street across from the Courthouse. This building provides space for 
the County Welfare Office, the County Superintendent of Schools, the 
County Engineer, and the Fort Madison City Assessor . 
While the present County Courthouse has some historical significance 
and architectural charm, it is completely inadequate for the efficient 
transaction of public business and presents a constant fire hazard . Its site 
is too small to prov1de off-street parking and cannot economically be 
enlarged. Serious consideration should be given to its replacement by a 
modern structure 1n the near future. The old Courthouse might be preserved 
for use as a museuum or some other pub I ic purpose . 
Post Office. The new Post Office located in the 1000 block of Avenue 
H was constructed in 1962 and is of modem design. Land is available for any 
future expansion of the present facilities. This could be both in on east and 
west direction. 
In a recent survey the Post Office has 36 employees. This facility 
will be able to provide services for a future population of 25, 000 . The 
service also mcludes two rural routes in addition to the city . 
Additional Post Office service is provided through substations 
located in the East and West ends of the city. 
Fire Stations. As previously mentioned, the main fire station 
occupies part of the City Hall. A second fire station 1s located in the 
western part of the city at the corner of 24th Street and Avenue L. 
The main fire station was constructed about 1873, and the second 
station was constructed in 1959. Both structures are in fair to good condition. 
The main station has two pieces of equipment and the second station houses 
four pieces of equipment. The equipment is modern and adequate to meet 
any foreseeab I e demands . 
These two sta t ions are well located to serve the en t ire city, no part 
of which would be more than one and a half mile from a fire station. 
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STREETS AND THOROUGHFARES 
The Transportation Planning Report for Fort Madison was published in 
September 1966. Pertinent details are included in this section. 
The existing facilities for the movement of traffic in the city of Fort 
Madison are illustrated in the street width, pavement width and pavement type 
maps. These maps contain the basic information about the characteristics 
of streets throughout the community. 
RIGHT-OF-WAY W IDTH 
The city stree t sys tem is laid out on a typical gridiron patterns with 
blocks varying in length from 400 to 1,000 feet. Block widths vary from 
250 feet without alleys to 375 feet with alleys. Such a street pattern always 
appears to encourage the formulation of short blocks and is a reflection of 
no street planning but merely an add-on of streets or subdivisions as they 
are developed. 
Short blocks cost the city additional monies by requiring more main-
tenance and snow removal. Short blocks are located between 31st and 33rd 
Stree ts, and from Avenue L to Avenue H, in addition to other sections of 
the city. 
Curvilinear streets provide the same function, but with efficient 
design, taking into account topography, the amount of lineal footage of 
streets would be less. 
The following right-of-way data is measured by neighborhoods , The 
neighborhoods are delineated on the General Development Plan. 
Right-of-Way Width 
50 Ft. 
Neighborhood or less 
A 3 ,1 50 
B 2,640 
c 3,660 
D 2, 820 
Total Feet 12,270 
50 to 
60 Ft •. 
6,030 
3,420 
13,800 
15, 180 
38,430 
115 
66 Ft. 
6,780 
82,470 
79,350 
64,620 
233,220 
67 to 
79 Ft. 
700 
2,430 
300 
-
3,630 
80 Ft. 
or more 
540 
1, 260 
6,450 
10,500 
18,750 
The largest amount of street right-of-way is 66 feet, of which the 
city is fortunate in having 233,200 lineal feet or over 48 miles of such 
right-of-way. 
PAVEMENT WIDTH 
The width of the city streets vary from less than 21 feet to more than 
46 feet. Three miles or more of the local streets are 21 feet or less with the 
largest amount of pavement width falling into the 28 to 35 feet category. 
Pavement Width 
21 Ft. 46Ft. 
Neighborhood or less 
22 to 
27 Ft. 
28 to 
33Ft. 
34 to 
39Ft. 
40 to 
45 Ft. or more 
A 9,360 
- -
B 2,340 
4,620 
19,830 
27,300 
9,690 
11 380 
25,260 
42,270 
411870 
180 
13,380 
6,840 
9,930 
2,280 
3,300 
3,480 
c 1,860 -
D 4, 320 - -
Total Feet 17,880 611440 110,730 20,400 15, 510 3,480 
The Institute of Traffic Engineers recommends in low density develop-
ments that 27 foot curbed streets be provided. Parking would be prohibited 
on one side of the street under certain conditions. This is based upon the 
assumption that the community has provided for mandatory off- street parking 
at each dwelling unit . 
For medium density developments pavement widths of 32 to 34 feet with 
curbs are recommended. In high density areas, frequently comprising apart-
ment developments, curb parking is more prevelent. Parking may be found 
on both sides of the street . Traffic volumes are also higher , with greater 
li kel1hood of two oppossing vehicles meeting one another adjacent to the 
curb parked vehicles. Therefore, 36 feet widths provide for continous 
movement at reosonab le rates of speed . 
Based on the above recommended standards, over 79,000 I ii1eol 
feet or 14.9 miles of pavement widths within the community should have 
wider pavements. 
PAVEMENT TYPES 
There are approximately 43 miles of imp~ved streets within the 
corporate limits of Fort Madison. The estimated amount of unimproved 
streets amounts to 18,780 lineal feet or over 3.5 miles. There is over 
79,500 lineal feet or 15 miles of streets that do not have hard surface. 
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Pavement Type in (Linear Feet) 
• 
Neighborhood Unimproved Dirt Gravel Brick Asphalt Concrete 
A 2,880 2, 580 240 - 5,130 5,550 
B 8,910 4,650 5,880 32,520 39,060 11' 1 00 
c 4,350 10,710 3,180 18,090 48,750 12, 5 10 
D 2,640 28,830 4,740 4,380 32,520 17 ,400 
Total Feet 18,780 46,770 14,040 54,990 12 5,460 46,560 
Such streets that do not have hard surfaces create prob I ems of snow 
removal and increases maintenance costs during the winter months from 
the standpoint of replacing gravel removed by snow removal, oiling, etc . .. 
EXISTING TRAFFIC VOLUMES 
A traffic flow map, graphically illus trating 1963 daily volumes, is 
shown on the following page. The highest count found at any location in Fort 
Madison was 11,900 vehic les on Avenue H at lOth Street. 
The volumes have been compared with State counts taken in 1958, at 
key entry points to the City. The growth in traffic, during the five-year period, 
is shown in Table 17. 
The percent annual rate is a relatively rapid growth, as compared with 
other cities. For example, the average annual growth found in eight Iowa 
cities in the population range of 10,000 to 25,000 persons is 2.2 percent. If 
sustained, the Fort Madison traffic volume rate would double in only 25 years. 
The growth has also been checked on other streets within the city. 
Traffic on Avenue E, west of 2nd Street, has increased by l 000 vehicles per 
day, which is over 50 percent. Traffic on Avenue F, west of 18th Street, has 
increased by nearly 200 percent, but thi s is an exceptional case. 
During the five-year period of traffic comparison, relatively little change 
has occurred in Fort Madison population. In all of Lee County, the total 20-year 
growth in population was 7.5 percent between 1940 and 1960, as compared with 
8.3 percent for Fort Madison. Lee County vehicular registration has, however, 
grown at an average rate of 3 percent per year between 1958 and 1963. From 
these figures, it is clear that population growth is not a rei iabl e measure for 
traffic projection. Even vehicle registration does not fully reflect the general 
increase in travel. 
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PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT AND RELOCATION OF U . S . 61 
The Iowa Highway Commission in December 1967 presented a new con-
cept for routing Highway through Fort Madison which would utilize the high-
ways present routing between the city limits at the top of the Prison Hill to the 
area of the in tersec ti on of Twe If th and Thirteenth Streets and Avenue H . 
From Thirteenth Street, the highway would be relocated south of Averue 
H and L. It has been estimated by the Iowa Highway Commission that a new 
route would carry between 7,000 and 10,000 vehicles per day. 
Under the new concept, parking would be prohibited on both sides of 
Avenue H between Twelfth and Second Streets as well as on Second Street north. 
Twelfth and Thirteenth Streets south of Avenue H would be reconstructed 
to handle one-way Highway 61 traffic. Thirteenth Street would take westbound 
traffic and Twelfth Street would handle eastbound traffic. The Twelfth and 
Thirteenth Street intersections with Avenue H would be equipped with auto-
matic signals. 
At a point near Fourteenth Street and Avenue M, the two one-way routes 
would converge into a four-lane relocated highway with a four foot median. 
The highway would run in the vicinity of Avenue M, 0 and P westward until 
it joined with present Highway 61 in the vicinity of Thirty-ninth Street. Much 
of the re loco tion west of Thirteenth Street wou I d be a long the C . B. and Q . 
rai I road tracks. 
In May 1968, the Iowa State Highway Commission approved the relocat-
ing of Highway 61 . Approval of the Federal Bureau of Publ1c Roods is awaited. 
The total estimated cost of the project is $3,752,450 mcluding nght-of-'v\Oy 
purchases which according to the present timetable will begin in 1971. 
A breakdown of the estimates would include $121,900 for earthwork, 
$1,059,050 for pavement, $2,312,000 for right-of-way, and $259,500 for 
structures. The highway commission has programed $1,700,000 for right-of-
way purchases in 1971 and 1972. 
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HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOOD ANALYSIS 
INTRODUCTION 
Every American community has an unique image which is reflected by 
its people and its pub I ic and private leadership . Fort Madi son has shown itself 
to be a community bent upon improving its soc i a I and econom ic status, and 
its civic character is progressive and determined in spirit. These character-
istics are important for a community which is in competition with other cities 
throughout the state and nation for the attraction of new industries, businesses 
and residents . Unfortunately, many of these civic attitudes are abstract in 
nature and not readily apparent to those who might be interes ted in locating 
in Fort Madison. 
Since there are so many cities and towns attempting to attract new 
industry and quality residents and since man y of them have the same 
locational amenities as Fort Madison, thi s city must endeavor to offer potential 
locators more than its competitiors. One tangibl e factor which can evidenE:e 
the progressive attitudes of the community and tran slate them from the abstract 
to reality, is the attractive physical appearance of the city. The composition 
and quality of the structures in a city can either enhance or deter the ful-
fillment of civic asperations and the attainment of th e community goals. 
Fort Madison is, on the whole, a clean and charming city, but like 
any community it does have areas which need improve ment. In some cases, 
these are private properties and require private action; in others, public action 
is demanded to rectify th ese conditions. Thi s sec tion of th e report is an 
analysis of the various neighborhoods in Fort Madi son, and the structures 
therein, and includes sugges ted programs to improve those in need and to 
conserve those of qua I i ty . 
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HOUSING CONDITIONS 
The condition of housing in Fort Madison ranges from sound to di lap-
ida ted. The existence of these variants in housing is eviden t in each neighbor-
hood in the city. 
According to the enumerations of the 1960 Census of Housing, there 
were 4, 909 housing units in Fort Madison and of these units more than 65 
percent were owner occupied and over 28 percent were renter occupied . The 
remainder were vacant . 
Number Percent 
All housing units 4,909 100.0 
Owner occupied 3,209 65.2 
Renter occupied 1 '392 28 .3 
Vacant 308 6.5 
Housing unit, by definition of the Bureau of Census, refers to any 
house, apartment, flat, trailer or room in a hotel, which constitutes a 
singular and separate living accomodation for any person or household . 
It was found that tn the last census, 79.6 percent of these housing units 
were sound; 17.4 percent were in the process of deterioration, and three 
percent were dilapidated. Therefore, over 20 percent of the housing in 
Fort Madison was considered substandard. The census statistics also, pointed 
out that nine percent of all housing units lacked proper plumbing facilities 
of this amount 28.3 percent were rented housing. In addition, as of 1960, 
eight percent of Fort Madison housing units were overcrowded, that is more 
than one person per room per unit. 
In February 1966, a condition of structure survey was undertaken in 
more deta i I than the previous surveys made during 1958-60. The 1966 survey 
shows the condition o f structures on a block basis as illustrated on •he map 
following. It was found that over 35 percent of the housing struc tures in 
the city to various degrees are substandard. This sta ti sttc does not take into 
consideration housing units in the central business district which are in 
commercial structures . The condition of structures in the central business 
di strict wi II be reviewed in thi s report . 
STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 
In the survey previously mentioned, each structure within the community 
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was evaluated from the exterior and placed in one of the following categories 
according to apparent need: 
Standard: Structures not in need of outside improvements at the 
time of the survey. 
Conservation: Structures having slight defects which are usually corrected 
during the course of regu lor maintenance. 
Examples of slight defects are. lack of paint, damage to the porch 
or stairs, wearing away of motor between bricks or other masonry, small 
cracks in walls or chimney, cracked windows, wear on doorsills, doorframes, 
window si lis or frames, broken gutters and downspots. 
Remedial and preventitive conservation techniques include the improve-
ment of building, housing and related codes. Other measures that might be 
used to conserve a neighborhood are the removal of bui I dings that have a 
deterious effect on the area and the establishment of city neighborhood or 
block clean-up fix-up campaigns. 
Rehabilitation - Deteriorating housing structures which demand more 
repairs than would be provided over a regu I ar course of rna i ntenance. These 
structures contain defects of an intermediate nature which must be corrected 
if the unit is to provide safe and adequate shelter. Examples of intermediate 
defects are: holes, open cracks, rotted, loose or missing materials over a 
small area of the foundation, walls or roof; shaky or unsafe proch, stairs, or 
railings; several broken or missing windowpanes; some rotted or loose window 
frames or sashes that no longer are rainproof or windproof; broken or missing 
stair treads, or broken loose or missing risers, balusters or railings of outside 
stair cases; deep wear on doorsills, doorframes, or porches missing bricks 
or cracks in a chimney; a makeshift chimney such as a stovepipe or other 
uninsulated pipe leading directly from the stove to the outside through a hole 
in the roof, wall or window. 
Such defects are signs of continued neglect which may lead to serious 
structural deterioration or damage if not corrected Rehabi I itation is necessary 
to restore such buildings to good condition. This may involve repair, 
renovation, conversion, expansion, remode I i ng or reconstruction • 
Dilapidation-- Structures which do not provide safe and adequate 
shelter; moreover in their present condition endanger the health, safety or 
wellbeing of occupants and surrounding areas. Such housing has one or 
more critical defects; or, has a combination of intermediate defects in suf-
ficient number to require considerable repair or rebuilding; or is of inadequate 
original construction. 
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Neighborhood 
A 
B 
c 
D 
To tal 
Examples o f critical defects are: ho les , open cracks or rotted, loose 
or missing material (clapboard siding, shingles, bricks, concrete, tile or 
fl oorboards) over a large area of the foundation, outsi de walls, roof or 
chimney; substantial sagging o f the porch, walls or roof; ex tens ive damage 
by storm, fire or flood. Examples of inadequate original construction are: 
Shacks and hu ts, or structures with makeshift walls or roofs or built of 
packing boxes, scrap lumber of tin; struc tures lacking foundations (walls 
rest directly on the ground); cellars, sheds, barns, garages or o ther places 
not originally intended for living quarters and inadequately coverted to such 
use. 
Redevelopment is necessary for structures of this nature. The defects 
are so critical or so widespread that the structure should be extensively 
repaired, rebui It or removed. 
The table following summarizes the condition of struc tures containing 
housing units on a block basis w1th1n each o f the delinea ted neighborhoods. 
Sound 
Uni ts 
9 .00 
24 .25 
50 .00 
30 .00 
11 3 .00 
Conservation - (Minor) 
Oo/o- 24o/o 25o/o-49o/o 50o/o & Over 
.50 
9.25 9 .00 13 .00 
16. 50 16.25 8 .50 
14. 50 6 .75 8 .00 
40.25 32 .00 30 .00 
Major Repairs & Redevelopment 
Oo/o- 24cro 2 5o/o-49o/o 50°/o & Over 
1 .00 .50 2.00 
7 .25 12 .00 12.25 
9.75 16.00 8.75 
17 .50 15 .25 15.00 
35 .50 43.75 38 .00 
In ca lcu lating the resu lts o f th e cond iti ons of struc tures survey on ly 
platted blocks or sma ll areas could readily be estimated as blocks were counted . 
Any acreage was not estima ted . 
From th e results of th is survey it is clearly pointed ou t that there is 
a need for improving dwelling structures in th e city. The ca lculations made 
by b locks or portions the reof undoub ted ly include stru c tures that may be 
sound or in need o f minor repair. 
As determined by the survey, 34 percent o f th e blocks have sound 
structures 30 .7 percent are in need of conservation or minor repairs and 35 .3 
pe rc ent need major repairs or redevelopment. Such a su rvey also indicates 
age of structures si nce years of tim e are needed for deterioration to take place 
to the ex te nt that a structure becomes dilapidated. 
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NEIGHBORHOOD ANALYSIS 
A neighborhood analysis is the first step in establishing a program for 
providing decent living conditions in a suitable environment. Such an 
analysis consists of an examination and assessment of the housing and environ-
mental conditions of each neighborhood within the community . This study 
records the type and extent of housing deterioration on a neighborhood basis 
and attempts to reveal the underlying causes of such deterioration. Struct-
ural deterioration and dilapidation are symptoms of blight and may influence 
its spread; however, they are not necessarily its cause. 
Some of the major causes leading to blighting of a neighborhood are: 
excessive land coverage, dense population in improperly designed structures; 
convergence of heavy traffic; i nod equate park and playground foci I i ties; 
over abundance of short blocks; major routes of transport and traffic; mixture 
of incompatible and, at times, i I legal land uses; unpaved streets; inadequate 
supplies of improved streets and lack of public utilities . Conditions such as 
these must first be eliminated if the spread of blight is to be controlled. 
There are several acceptable methods available for delineating 
neighborhoods in a community. A neighborhood may be composed of inhabit-
ants with similar ethnic, social and economic traits. It may come into 
existence because of geographic barriers such as rivers or railroad gradings 
which set an area aside from other parts of the community. A neighborhood 
might be bound together by the contiguity of physical patters, that is, age, 
condition and utilization of structures linkage of this nature is most evident 
in the central business district. Yet another type of neighborhood might be 
es tabli shed within artificial political boundaries such as ward lines. 
For th e purpose of this survey, the neighborhood boundaries in Fort 
Madi son other than the corporate limits or the river are the three tributaries 
a s indicated on the Condition of Structures map. With the exception of 
Neighborhood A, the other three are almost equal in size . 
HOUSING NEEDS 
Over the next 20 years, the demand for housing in Fort Madison will 
increase in proportion to the community's economic and popu I ati on ex pans ion. 
Moreover, housing units will be needed to replace those structure which are 
no longer suitable for habitation. In order to take complete advantage of the 
area's spiralling economy and favorable labor market, additional rental and 
purchase housing must be made available at both the moderate and higher income 
levels . All new housing shou ld be designed and constructed according to code 
standards. 
In 1960, there were 4,090 housing units in Fort Madison with 4,601 
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Structural Cond1tion 
by Block 
San i tory Sewer 
Storm Sewers 
Water 
Pavement Type 
Pavement Width 
Through Traffic 
EXHIBIT 4 
A NEIGHBORHOOD 
Sound 
69 .2o/o 
Information not available 
Conservation 
(Minor Repairs) 
Rehabi I i tation and 
Redevelopment (Major 
Repairs and Clearance) 
No problem: Improvements to the distribution system have been 
recommended by a consulting er.gtneer 
Equal amount of concrete and asphalt 
No affect on neighborhood 
No affect on neighborhood 
None· A transportation plan and report has been prepared fot Fort Madison 
with tmproved recommendations by a consul ting traffic engineer . 
OTHER USES OR COND ITION S IN THE NEIGHBORHOODS 
Schools None 
Parks None 
Symptoms of Blight Small pocket of poorly maintained structures . 
Causes of Blight 
Recommendations 
None 
1. Rehabilitate buildings that are deteriorating and remove all 
dilapidated structures . 
2 . Parks wi II be needed. 
3 . Adopt and enforce housing, bu i I ding and other necessary codes 
to bes t maintain proper housing structures . 
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Structura l Condition 
by Block 
San1tary Sewer 
Storm Sewers 
Water 
Pavement Type 
Pavement Width 
Through Traffic 
EXHIBIT 5 
B NEIGHBORHOOD 
Sound 
Information not avai I able 
Conservation 
(Minor Repairs) 
35 . 8o/o 
Rehab iIi tati on and 
Redevelopment (Major 
Repairs and Clearance) 
Improvements to the distribution sys tem have been recommended 
by a consulting engineer. 
Brick, aspha It, dirt, grave I, concrete 
Smallest amount of hard surface is concrete. Where no hard 
surface streets exist are structures classified as rehabilitation and 
red eve lopmen t. 
No affect 
Yes: Traffic is heavy on some streets. A transportation plan has been 
prepared for Fort Madison with improvements recommended by a 
consulting traffic engineer. 
OTHER USES OR CONDITIONS IN THE NEIGHBORHOODS 
Schoo Is 
Parks 
Neighborhood has two schools - e lementary and a junior high 
(see Schoo I Section in thi s Report) 
Lack of active recreational area (see Park Section in this report) 
Symptoms of Blight Substandard structures. Poorly maintained tributaries. 
Causes of Blight 
Recommendations 
Aged structures in need of repair, mixture of land uses, unpaved streets . 
l. Improve those streets in need. 
2 . Adopt and enforce housing, building and other necessary 
codes to best maintain proper housing standards . 
3 . Rehabilitate buildings that are deteriorating and remove 
all dilapidated structures. 
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S true tu ro I Condition 
by Block 
Sani tory Sewer 
Storm Sewers 
Water 
Pavement Type 
Pavement Width 
Through Traff1c 
EXHIBIT 6 
C NEIGHBORHOOD 
Sound 
40. Bo/o 
Information not available 
Conse rvoti on 
(Minor Repairs) 
30.5% 
Improvements to the distribution system have been 
recommended by a consu I tmg engineer. 
Asphalt, concrete, brick, dirt and gravel 
No affect on ne1ghborhood conditions 
No affect on neighborhood . 
Rehabi I itotion and 
Red eve lopmen t (Major 
Repairs and C lea ranee) 
28. 7o/o 
Yes: Throught traffic 1s heavy on some streets. A transportation 
plan and report has been prepared for Fort Madison with 
1 mprovement recommendations by a consu I ti ng traffic engineer. 
OTHER USES OR CONDITIONS IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD 
Schools 
Parks 
Symptoms of Blight 
Causes of Blight 
Recommendations 
Neighborhood has three shcools-1unior high, high school, 
elementary (see School Section of the report) . 
Victory Field--small for neighborhood (see Pork Section in this report) 
Substandard structures 
Mixture of land uses . Also non - residential uses within residential 
structures . Aged structures in need of repair . 
1. Rehabilitate buildings that ore deteriorating and remove 
dilapidated structures . 
2. Adopt and enforce housing, building and other necessary 
codes to best maintain proper housing standards . 
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Structural Condition 
by Block 
Sani tory Sewer 
Storm Sewers 
Water 
Pavement Type 
Pavement Width 
Through Traffic 
EXHIBIT 7 
D NEIGHBORHOOD 
-
Sound 
28 .Oo/o 
Information not available 
Conservoti on 
(Minor Repoi rs) 
Rehobi I itotion and 
Redevelopment (Mo jor 
Repoi rs and C learonce) 
Some areas do not have sewers . Improvements to the distributor 
system have been recommended by a consu It i ng engineer. 
Dirt, grovel, concrete, asphalt, unimproved. 
No affect on neighborhood. 
Yes: A transportation pi on and report has been prepared for Fort 
Madi son with improvement recommendations by a consulting traffic 
• eng 1 neer. 
I OTHER USES OR CONDITIONS IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD 
Schools 
Parks 
Symptoms of Blight 
Causes of Blight 
Recommendations 
One elementary schoo l. 
The largest city pork is located in this neighborhood. 
Some substandard structures. Aged structures in need of repair. 
Aged structures in need of repair, mixture of land uses, some 
unpaved streets . 
1 . Improve streets and sidewalks. 
2. Improve local utilities. 
3. Adopt and enforce housing, building and other necessary codes 
to best maintain proper housing standards. 
4. Rehabilitate buildings that ore deteriorating and remove all 
di lopidoted structures. 
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being occupied through housing 14, 072 people . Therefore, 1,. 17 5 were 
living in group quarters when the 1960 decimal census was taken . By 1965, 
there were an estimated 14,500 people l1ving in approximately 4,730 
housing units . 
By 196:>, there was an estimated 14, 500 people I ivi ng in approximately 
4, 730 housing units. Group quarters population are not mcluded in the 
housing inventory . Group quarters are considered as institutions, hospitals, 
nursing homes, rooming and boarding houses, military and other types of 
barracks, college dormitories, fraternity and sorority houses, convents and 
monasteries. Group quarters are also located in a house or apartment in 
which the living quarters are shared by the head and five or more persons 
unrelated to him . 
Approximate I y 79 percent of the housing i nven tory was bu i It prior 
to 1940. Within the next 20 years or less, much of that housing will have to 
be replaced . However, d1sregarding this fact, and retaining the existing 
4,909 housing units as an estimate base, an additional 1,265 residential 
un1 ts wJII be necessary to satisfy the hous1ng demands of 1985. The vacancy 
of 308 housing units in 1960 which was high undoubtedly mcluded a percentage 
of non livable household units . This would mean a minimum rate of construction 
of 63 housing units per year. The average construction rate for the five year 
per1od 1960-65 was about 26 housing units per year . Act1on at the community 
level must be taken to stimulate an 1ncreased rate of res1dential development 
if the city wishes to avert an impending housing shortage . 
In assessing the types of future housing units that will be required, 
the ex1sting housing 1nventory was examined in an att empt to 1dentify present 
occupancy preferences . As of 1960, 69 .7 percent of a I I housing units were 
owner-occup1ed and 30.3 percent were renta l units . The median value of a 
home was 9, 800 dollars and the median gross rent was 60 do l lars per month. 
This preference for owner-occupied units was overwhelming through 1965 as 
the majority of residential uni ts const ructed were single-family detached 
dwe IIi ngs . However, m the future , t he demand for rental units w iII mcrease. 
This market demand will be precipitated by a sizeable addition of sen1or 
cit1zens and young couples to Fort Madison's population composition. On a 
national average, these segments of society have an affinity for the con-
venience type living afforded by apartment living . 
There are two guidelines used by developers in assessing the amount 
of money a person is wil l ing to spend on a home or an apartmen t. Traditional ly, 
it has been es t imated that a potenti a l home owner is wi l l i ng to pay from two 
to two and a half times his year ly wage for a house of his choice . The 
Nationa l Housing Conference recommended a ratio for purchase o f hous i ng 
of 1 . 6 to 1 .7 times the annual income . This latter rati o agrees wi th the 
actual market performance in Fort Madison . For renta l units, i t is es ti mated 
tha t a person IS wi I I ing to have one week 's salary pay for a mon th 's gross rent . 
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In Fort Madison, 25 . 7 percent of the population made 3,999 dollars 
or less in 1960. Housing this income group will present the community with 
its greatest problem. It will be the responsibility of the private developers 
of the area to construct standard housing units for these people who are 
obviously limited in the disposition of their incomes. 
SUMMARY 
1. Fort Madison wi II need a total of about 5, 860 to 5, 870 units 
by 1985 to meet its housing demands. 
2. The 1ncrease in housing wi II have to account for new dwellings 
and the rep lacement of dilapidated ones. 
3. There will be a marked increase in the demand for rental units . 
4. Th e community wi II have to meet the demands for low cost housing . 
SUGGESTED REDEVELOPMENT AND FINANCING PROGRAMS 
There are a number of methods which can be uti I ized in establishing 
a redevelopment program. Two of the ways which have proven most successfu I 
are as follows: 
1. The organization and establishment of a private or municipally 
sponcored corporation which purchases, clears and rebuilds an 
area earmarked for redeve lopment . 
2. An urban renewal project which is financially assisted by the Federal 
government and executed by a local government authority. The 
cost of this program is shared on a three-fourths-one-fourth 
bases , with the city's share (one-fourth) payable in non-cash 
grants-in-aid. This would include any public improvements 
which would serve to enhance and upgrade the project area. 
The fact that Fort Madison is in the process of developing a 
comprehensive plan tends to qualify it for such Federal 
assistance. 
Though there are pockets of dilapidation throughout the city, the 
D Neighborhood has the greatest amount of concentrated deterioration in 
the area delineated by the corporate limits on the north, Santa Fe Railroad 
on the south , corporate limits on the west, and Dry Creek on the east. It 
is the consultants recommendation that consideration be given to redevelop-
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ment of this area under the Federal Housing Administration Insured 221 (d) (3) 
below market interest rote, low and moderate 1ncome housing program to 
provide for rental housing . 
Section 221 (d) (3) of the Notional Housing Act of 1961, as amended, 
provides o method whereby below market interest rote financing and insurance 
ore mode available to certain eligible sponsors for the development of moderate 
income rental housing. Eligible sponsors may be public agencies (except 
local housing authorities which obtain their funds exclusively for public housing 
from the Federal Government); o cooperative mortgager (o non-profit co-
operative ownership housing corporation approved by the FHA Commissioners); 
o limited dividend corporation formed exclusively for the purpose of providing 
housing and regulated as to rents, charges, rates of return and operating 
methods by the FHA; on investor sponsor mortgagor, which is o special type 
of lim1ted dividend corporation organized to build or rehabilitate o project 
and transfer it too cooperative. Throught the liberalized financing allowed 
under this program, the cost of rental housing is reduced for the occupant . 
This is accomplished by the extension of the mortgage period to, in some cases, 
o maximum of 40 years and reduc1ng the interest rote. 
Priorities for prospective tenants for such housing would be those: 
1. Displaced by government oct1on; 
2. Sixty-two years of age or older in the case of on individual . 
In the case of o fomi ly, the head who is, or whose spouse is, 
62 years of age or older, 
3. Physically handicapped; 
4. Occupying substandard housing . 
The execution of this program would accomplish two things for Fort 
Madison; first, the deteriorated structures would be removed; and second, it 
would provide the community with low and moderate housing which it needs . 
Further particulars on this program may be obtained by contacting the regional 
office of the Federal Housing Administration, located in Chicago, Illinois. 
In dealing with the problems associated with poor quality or aging 
and deteriorating structures in the community at Iorge, the fol lowing course 
of action for rehabilitation and conservation should be pursued . A program 
of intensive housing code inspection and enforcemen t shou ld be instituted . 
A community action program with citizen involvement aimed at encouraging 
property owners to upgrade their structures should be begun . Ultimately, 
what o city is and what it hopes to become rests in the hands of its inhabitants 
and their commitment to the goa ls of the community . For without active 
participation by the citizens , no comprehensive plan could be accomplished . 
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PLANNING RECOMMENDATIONS 
INTRODUCTION 
The way in which the land in a community has been used provides 
the basis for understanding the past development and projecting the future 
needs and requirements. The relationships between residential, commercial, 
public and industrial land uses have given the community its present form 
Fort Madison is dependent upon its central business district to offer its 
residents needed goods and services; on its industry to provide jobs for its 
residents; and on its residential areas to provide good, standard housing and 
a pleasant I iving environment. 
If the community is to grow and prosper, its value and economic 
health must be protected and promoted. If an industry, business or residence 
is not protected from encroachment by non-compatible uses, then the entire 
community suffers. Residential properties are devalueated, business becomes 
marginal and industries have no room for expansion. 
The General Development Plan for the city is intended to serve as a 
guide for the redevelopment of these areas of the community which have 
deteriorated because of age or neglect and for the development of those 
areas in and around the community where growth will take place. 
Before the elements of the land use plan are discussed certain basic 
assumptions must be noted. These are the historical or environment factors 
which form the basic ground rules of the land use plan. They are: 
1 . Most forms of land use have begun to utilize larger areas--
larger residential lots, expanded industrial plant sites and 
shopping areas with off-street parking are becoming accepted 
standards of land development. 
2. The city's population, industrial, and commercial economic 
base will continue to grow during the planning period. This 
is evidenced by the continuing popu lotion increase (even 
though slow it is steady), expansion of existing industries and 
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acquisition of new ones, and recen t commercial improvements . 
3 . Fort Madison's central business district and some of the older 
residential areas are in need of redevelopmen t. 
4. The excellent transportation facilities existing in Fort Madison 
will enhance i ts st rategic geographic position in relation to 
regional and national markets . 
5 . Intensi f ica tion o f usuage of land within Fort Madison is desirable 
because it improves the tax base of the city without requiring 
costly extension of all types of community services . 
An es timate of the genera l increase m land area devoted to the 
various use categories during the planning period is summarized as follows: 
Use 
Residential 
Commerc ial 
(Exclu ding CBD) 
Indust rial 
Streets and Alleys 
Pub I ic and Quasi -Pub l ic 
Existing Land 
Area in Acres 
753 . 0 
5 1 . 1 
292 . 9 
468.5 
2 19 . 7 
Proposed Land Inc rease or Decrease 
Area in Acres in Acres 
1,41 2 . 3 +659 . 0 
105.8 + 54.7 
2 I 7 48 . 0 1 I "1 2 I 455 . 1 
505 .2 + 36 . 7 
274 .1 + 54 . 4 
1/ Includ es 1, 920 acres of industrial area in the corporate area west of 
t he principal corpora te area of the ci ty . 
As these changes in area allocations take place the land use pattern 
will achieve the most advan tageous balance fo r th e community . These acreages 
should provide more t han adequate area for growth during the next 20 years . 
The projections contained in the Socio-Economic Factors for Plan-
ning report have been used in projecting the c hanges in land areas . 
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT 
The Socio-Economic Foe tors o f PI ann ing re port recommends a 1985 
population to exceed 19,000 of which 17 ,600 people are estimated to live 
in households . It is es timated that the prison populations and th e populations 
li v ing in group quarters, suc h a s retirement homes, by that time will amount 
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to 1 , 400 persons . 
In view of the foregoing analysis, it is estimated that by 1985 Fort 
Madison wi II have about 5, 860 to 5, 870 households vs. about 4, 600 in 1960. 
In the Comprehensive PI an prepared for the city in 1960, it was 
estimated that the popu lotion of Fort Madison would reach 25, 000 in 1980. 
A more conservative estimate for 1980 was 18,000 however, it was thought 
that the 25, 000 projection may be more nearly correct . 
Low Density Residential Areas: The predominent residential land use 
in Fort Madison, as in most cities, is in single-family homes or low density 
residential land in Fort Madison was devoted to residential use. This 
represents 679. 5 acres or 19.3 percent of the total developed area of the 
city. 
The direction of growth and development of Fort Madison as indicated 
in the comprehensive plan would be to the west, northwest and north. Any 
growth to the north or northwest would be limited due to extreme topographic 
conditions. Growth on higher elevation to the north of the city may have to 
have a separate water and sewer systems. 
The predominent growth area will be to the west stringing along the 
Mississippi River as has been the past trends . 
The future re5idential developments should be uninterrupted except 
for areas where grades are too steep to be econom i co lly developed and for 
intervening public and semi-public. 
Medium Density Residential Areas: The areas shown on the General 
Development Plan for Medium Density Residential development are generally 
located westerly from the central business district, between Avenues D and 
H on the north and south respectively and 11th to 15th Streets. Other medium 
density areas are proposed near industry or areas that have been previously 
zoned for their residential use. 
The medium density residential areas would include two-family housing 
units, although from a zoning standpoin t single-famil y structures are a 
permitted use in such areas. 
The medium residential areas would provide transitional land use as 
buffers between the CBD and also between single-family and industrial area. 
Future development in the area wi II consist of the conversion of older larger 
sing le-famil y structures into two-family dwellings and in the construction of 
new two-family housing units . New two-family construction on vacant lots 
and on lots I eft vacant by the remova I of substanda rd residences can be 
expected to increase during the planning period to fulfill the demand for 
rental housing. 
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High Density Residential Areas: High density residential development 
can be expected to take place in Fort Madison. The increase in the demand 
for multiple-family development will be the result of a number of factors--
the need for retirement housing, the demand from sing le persons such as 
schoo l teachers and nurses for suitable housing, and from young married 
couples who can not yet afford homes . 
• 
Multiple-famil y development are an important asset to th e community 
in that they provide the highest per acres income, including returns from real 
estate tax, motor fuel tax and sales tax. Mulhple-fami ly developments 
require less city services per capita than other residentia l developments. 
The prime high density area surrounds the central budiness district on 
the north, east and west which acts as a buffer to the central business di strict. 
Other high density areas are located between Avenue L and M and 
14th and 21st Streets as a buffer area near existing industry. 
The medium and high density land uses, in addition to providing a buffer 
or transitional land use between the central business district and the low density 
residentai I uses, wi II also increase the gross sa les of the trade center and 
further ass ist in developing its core area. 
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT 
The commercial uses as shown on the General Development Plan for 
Fort Madison have been divided into four general categories: 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
Primary retail and service business, including the central 
business district and a variety of uses normally associated 
with it 
General Business, including retail and service 
Service and wholesale uses, including such uses as 
agricultural impliment sa les and serv ices, book binding, 
building material s sales, etc. 
Highway oriented bu siness, including those uses normally 
found along primary and secondary thoroughfares, wuch as 
automobile serv ice stations, motels, garages, building equip-
ment sales, farm implem en t stores and garden supply stores 
Uses outside the central business district must be limited to highway 
oriented types providing special se rvices or goods to the customers, except 
in some instances where neighborhood convenience centers have their role in 
providing local res idents with daily incidental goods and services. Any new 
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retail outlets in the peripheral areas along U . S.Routes 61 and Iowa Routes 
88 and 103 should be discouraged because they would only 1nhibit the proper 
development of the central business district . 
The retail business picture of Fort Madison looks good for the years 
to come. The estimated 1985 population of 19,000 and projected gross 
retail soles volume of 36.4 million dollars will set the stage for a healthy 
business climate. To meet this increase in retail soles, on estimated 605,000 
square feet will be required by 1985. 
At the time of the land use survey the city hod 1,005,240 square 
feet (15.7 acres) in the city and 321,240 square feet (7.3 acres) concentrated 
in the central business district. 
The soles area covers about 70 percent of the total store area, 
therefore, the city hod 703,668 square feet of retail space at the time 
of the land use survey. There is a difference of 183,668 square feet 
difference between existing and recommended for 1985. The difference 
between existing and recommended amount of retoi I space including vacant 
space and the over amount of retoi I space not needed to accommodate the 
pro1ected population. There ore also small non-conformmg retail uses and 
structures within the city which hove been in existence for many years, 
prior to the adoption of the zon1ng ordinance and district mop . 
Based on a comparison of existing floor area the central business 
district accounts for approximately 47 percent of all the retoi I soles volumes 
of the ci ty . Efforts should be made to increase this ratio . If the central 
business district is improved, with emphasis on adequate parking and sound 
modernized structures, the main business d istrict con capture a minimum of 
55 percent or more of the re toi I business . 
The General Deve lopment Plan shows the loca tion of all business 
areas. The main business areas other than the CBD ore loca ted on Avenue L 
between 23rd and 27th Streets, a lso between Avenue L and U . S. Route 61 
and 40th Street and between Avenue L and the Sacred Heart Cemetery south 
of U.S. Route 61 . The business areas other than the C BD ore general, 
highway oriented, service and wholesa le uses . 
Future convenience cen ters ore not shown except where they now exist. 
These exis ting centers ore o ld and not comple te as to the truely neighborhood 
uses located a long U S . Rou te 6 1. As the c i ty deve lopes and the need arises 
fo r such convenience shopping uses , they can be inc luded in the designated 
highway oriented area because they are ac tua ll y a pa rt of a suggested 
nieghborhood. Proposa ls for deve lopmen t of the neighborhood conven ience 
areas should be presented to the Pl anning and Zoning Commission wi th 
support ing data as to 1 ts needs . 
The areas shown on the General Developmen t Pl an should be more 
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than adequate for the commercial need of Fort Madison through the planning 
period. 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
The ind ustrial climate in Fort Madison has been greatly improved in 
recent years through the development of an industrial park located approxi-
mately five miles west of the principal corporate limits. 
The industrial economy in the planning area consists of manufacturing 
industries, railroads, utilities and similiar organizations. As pointed out 
in the Socio-Economic Factors for Planning report such organ izations employ 
more than 3, 900 people. 
State leg islation permitting municipalities to issue revenue bonds for 
construction of faciliti es for corporation s,large and small, greatly helped 
the city in the location of a large industry within the corporate limit. There 
are 40 states that have much legislation so this wi II not be the stimu Ius for 
communities within Iowa to be the recipient of new or expanded industry. 
According to the plan that was prepared during 1958-60, a 50 .8 
percent increase in industrial area including railroads was projected to be 
reached by 1980, assuming an estimated population of 25,000. 
The surveyed and up-dated plan projects an increase of industrial 
area of 89 percent by 1985 based on a projected popu lotion of 19,000 . 
The projected industry should be of both the light and heavy classification. 
The land projected for industrial use is serv ed by various types of 
product carriers such as water, rai I and highway. 
UTI LITlE S 
Over the past several years the city has had prepared studies of the 
water system . 
As the resu It of studies of the Fort Madison water system made over 
the past 11 years, the following conclusions are drawn: 
1. Peak daily demand will reach 4.0 m .g .d. by about 1975 . 
2 . The present treatment plant is not able to supp ly th1s demand 
due to inadequate electric supply and inadequate treatment 
prior to filtration. 
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3 . 
4. 
5. 
The existing se ttl ing basin is in unsa ti sfac tory str uc tural 
condi ti on and is in urgen t need of repair . 
Clear well storage is suffic ien t for a 45 minute supply at 
a demand ra te of 4.0 m . g . d . This is inadequate . 
High service pumps have inadequate stand by capacity and 
cannot rapidly be reprimed . There is no high service supply 
in the event of a power failure . 
6 . Failure of the suction line between the river and the river 
and the treatment plant would put the supply out of service 
for a considerable time. 
7 . The treatment plant is loca ted on or near the edge o f extensive 
sand and gravel depon ts which underly Fort Madi son . Wa ter 
from this source may con tain iron and manganese which would 
require treatment . Prov tsion o f a we ll close to the ex isting 
plant would facilitiate treatmen t, afford a standby supp ly 
and provide be tter water quality at times when river water 
is difficult to trea t. 
8 . The exis ting dtstributton system cannot supply water for fire 
fighting to the western ha lf of the city at adequate residual 
pressure . 
9 . Existing high storage c apacity is I ess than that recommended 
by American Insurance Assoc iation standards. 
10. The total es timated project cost of all improvements required 
to es tabli sh an assured 4.0 m.g.d. su pply is $774,000. 
Pro1ected recommendations are as follow s : 
1. A new treatment plant containing two up-flow basins having 
a capacity of 3 m .g .d. each with new chemical feeders and 
bulk chemical s torage equipment will be in a new building 
to be built immediately north of the existing basins with 
prov isions made to utilize the existing rapid sand filters. 
This will prov ide the city with a capacity of 6 m.g .d. 
2. A 500,000 gallon above ground storage tank will be bu ilt 
no rth of the new treatment foci lities and will serve the dual 
purpose of providing filter wash wate r and a clear well for 
the high service pumps. 
3 . A new 1,200 g .p.m. h igh service pump will probably be 
installed but the gasoline auxiliary drive will be put on 
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one of the existing high service pumps which has provisions 
for such a connection. 
4. Extensive additions to the distribution system west of 14th 
Street in adequate size to serve the present and also the 
future,and a two million gallon storage reservoir will be 
built on the hills north of the west part of the city. 
5. The above improvements are to be started in 1968 and 
operative in part by the summer of 1969 and com pi eted by 
the end of this calendar year. 
Source: Fort Madison Municipal Water Works, May, 1968. 
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT 
INTRODUCTION 
The central business distnct has been the concern of the city for many 
years .. In 1947 , a report entitled "Improvement and Development Program 
Recommended for the City of Fort Madison by the Mayor's Civic Planning 
Committee 11 pointed out the problem of the CBD and made recommendations 
as to remedies that should be undertaken. 
The report stated , " It is highly important that every town be kept 
abreast of the times and reflect the tru e aspects of th e community and the 
people within it •.• We are also desirous of keeping out facilities at the 
highest possible standard, which wi II go far toward influencing our local 
people to spend their time and money at home. This is only good business. 
It is also a responsibility we have to the people of Fort Madison and to the 
community, for a city or town is often judged by the appearance of its 
business district • " 
• 
As to remodeling store fronts the following was noted: 11We cannot 
overemphasize the importance of remodeling or dressing up store fronts 
where needed. This is probably the finest and most profitable type of 
advertising that a business firm can do in addition to being a real contri-
bution toward making a more attractive business district. A clean, good-
looking modern store front wi II induce many more people to come into a 
place of business. In short, the merchant's store front portrays the type of 
establishment he operates. 11 
"In summarizing we make the following recommendations, all of 
which we classify as "urgent": 
1 • Rebuild store fronts where needed to reflect a harmony in 
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modern arch i tee ture; 
2. Clean and repaint those buildings needing same; 
3. Rebuild lighting systems, 
4. Improve the parking condition by clearing alleys; 
5. Provide waste paper receptacles; 
6. Establish a permanent business district planning committee 
in the Chamber of Commerce. 11 
PARKING 
The central business district 1S the focal po1nt for much of the traffic 
generated within the city and its environs. It is usually necessary for 
thi s traffic to stop for some period of time after reaching the central business 
distnct. Therefore, in addition to making the central area accessible to 
this traffic, it is also necessary to provide adequate parking fac1lities . 
Three general types of parking needs must be satisfied. Parking 
space must be provided for the short-time parker, or brief stop customers, 
typically parked for only a few minutes to purchase one or two articles or 
to ava1l himself of some simple service. He may not stop if he must walk 
more than one block. To attract this customer, park1ng space must be 
provided either off or on - stree t close to h1s destination. The medium 
time parker, or the average shopper, requires from one to two hours of 
parking time to make his purchases, which very li ke ly constitute the bulk 
of the business district sa les . He may seek a competitive business center 
if he must walk more than 400 to 500 feet from any parking facility to his 
destination. These shoppers must be provided with convenient ly located 
parking space preferably not more than two blocks from the main shopping 
area . The long-term parker, or all-day parker, is usually an employee 
in the central business area . He desires convenient parking space ar:d prefers 
to pay little or nothing for th e privilege of parking 1n the central business 
district. This parker should be prositively kept out of the spaces provided 
for both the short and medium time parkers . To accommodate him, attractive 
parking facilities must be provided on the fringe areas of the central 
business district with little or nor fee for eight to 10 hours of parking . 
A parking problem exis ts when customers or e mployees are unable to 
find parking space sufficiently near their destinations to sui t their convenience. 
Thi s parking problem may be caused by the lack of adequate space , or by 
inconvenient space . Thus, in providing parking space in the central business 
di strict, it is necessary not only to provide the space but also to educate 
the parker so that the space may be efficiently util1zed . 
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• 
An inventory of the existing parking facilities in the Central Business 
District was taken in March 1966. This information is shown on the Central 
Business District Land Use and Parking map and is summarized on page 106. 
The total number of on-street spaces in the CBD is 1, 802 of which more 
than 70 percent are unmetered. The number of off-street parking, both 
private and public spaces, is 971, with the total for both categories being 
2, 581 . 
In estimating the number of spaces necessary in the CBD by 1985, a 
ratio of car spaces to floor area was used . The following ratios were used: 
for retail business- a ratio of four cars per 1,000 square feet of floor area; 
for personal services - a ratio of three cars per 1, 000 square feet; and for 
office space - a ratio of two cars per 11 000 square feet. Based on these 
ratios and in order to maintain a healthy business district, it is estimated 
that a total of approximat~ly 21 000 to 21 300 parking spaces will be needed 
in the CBD by 1985. 
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTR ICT EXISTING PARKING 
Type of Space No . of Spaces Percentage 
On-street metered: 
10 minute 
12 minute 
2 hour 
Unrestricted 
Total on-street 
Off-street parking: 
Private customer and employee 
Municipal 
Total off-street 
Total All Spaces 
Source: Don C. Shafer & Associates 
Parking Survey, March 1966. 
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2 . l o/o 
8 . 3 
458 16.4 
11 334 48.1 
1' 802 64 . 9 
707 25 . 5 
264 9.6 
971 35 .1 
2,773 
The total 1985 requirement includes both public and private on-street 
parking . A portion of the estimated space needed by 1985 for parking will 
be provided by individual off1ce or retail development, but a majority of 
the space needed w iII require 1 ncreased effort on the part of the city in 
pursuit of their off-street parking program. 
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
The Central Business Development Plan for Fort Madison reflects a 
planned principal business area which it does not have at this time. This 
lack of a planned central business district is not unique in many other cities 
and villages the size of this city and larger and / or smaller. 
It is the horizontal spread of old, small front, unuseable buildings 
that modes the CBD look so ••run down 11 and unattract1ve. 
The Centaal Business Dastnct Development Plan may appear extreme, 
as Jt must be if the city is to retain and attempt to capture the retai I 
dollars that are being lost elsewhere. The city has not had a comprehensive 
plan of redevelopment prepared for the CBD, therefore, any plan of the future 
may appear extreme because nothing exists in order to make an adequate 
compar1son of extremes. 
The plan is des1gned to consolidate business land uses such as retotl, 
office and service 1n to fewer buildings with structures to be verticle instead 
of horizontally spread out with a mass of small front stores. 
Perhaps one of the most pressing problems m the downtown area 
is its dispersion of land uses . This lack of compactness not only tends 
to discourage pedestr1an movements but also creates visual unattractiveness. 
The importance of compactness cal"' not be over-emphasized . 
Concentrated locatio'1S of func t iona lly simi lar uses permit shorter walking 
d istances . This is sign1ficantly important in the " Retail Core . 
11 
The locatton 
of numerous non -retai I uses in the "Core 11 in terrupts the continuity of 
shopping fron tages and lengthens wa lking d istances . 
Compactnes5 encourages the deve lopment of centralized transportation 
faci l ities. Similarly, centra li z ing fea tures shou ld be encouraged to maintain 
compactness. Major retai l and o ffi ce bui ldings serve as centra lizing 
features . 
In consolidating land uses many square feet of land area can be put 
to greater re ta i I sa les space because of the remove I o f a II the unnecessary 
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walls supporting small store fronts. This concept is followed in the develop-
ment of regional shopping centers. 
This is a plan that can be envisioned if leadership and fortitude is 
expressed by the city of Fort Madison. It must be a united effort, not 
something that attempted by only a few . This requires the development of an 
action program with enough local enthusiam and vision to ultimately accompli sh 
the plan. 
More than any other portion of the city, the CBD wi II demand re-
development in order to maintain its position as the primary business and 
financial center of the area. More than anyother specific project, the 
successful revitalization and stablization of the CBD will contribute to the 
economic well being and continued identity of the city of Fort Madison. 
The Central Business District Development Plan shows generally the 
proposed redevelopment of this area to provide a better and more compact 
arrangement of space, improved circulation, increased attractiveness, and 
additional parking. Future expansion of retail and service business activities 
in the CBD should be promoted in the existing core area of the city through 
clearance of ex i ~ting subs tandard retail s tructure~ and the rehabilitation 
of those that are deteriorating. Rehabilitatio'"' o f buildings should not be 
limited to just remodeling the front. The entire structure should be improved, 
including the rear of the building with provi sions made for walkways, 
serv ice drivers, and rear en trances. 
Fort Madi son as recognized is a river town therefore, the redevelop-
ment plan should reiterate this and the redesign and redevelopment could 
be undertaken using this concept. This may be a novelity but such nove lities 
are being used elsewhere and are profitable . The use of gas lamps for 
public streets and in Riverview Park would fit with such a river tO'Nn concept and 
could replace electric street lights. 
Prime retail outlets are not the only uses in the CBD. Other uses 
are government buildings both city, county a11d federal, commercial 
recreation, some service business and high density residential land uses . 
Fort Madison fortunate in having two public park s within the delinated 
CBD. These are passive, not active recreational parks, and they should 
remain so. Future development in the CBD wi II make these parks even more 
usefu I . 
Since the city is anticipating improvemer'lh of the city hall to make 
it more efficient and useful for this present population and for future govern-
ment uses a new area i:, not recommended. The city hall will expand to the 
west and uti I i ze I a'1d area that presently has a old structure on it. Therefore, 
the city hall is northwesterly and across the street from the proposed public 
service land use block consisting of a new I ibrary, county bui I dings and a 
community center. 
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EXHIBIT 9 
SUGGESTED 
STREET 
FURNITURE 
Riverview Park which para II e Is the Mississippi River is considered the 
front yard and the asthetic green belt of the CBD. 
With the exception of a build-up of freight trains parallel to Avenue 
H the park and river is always visable as one travels south on the north-
south streets from 5th to 9th Streets inclusive. 
The build-up of freight trains in the front yard of the CBD may be 
changed by the anticipated constructio'1 of new facilities by the Santa Fe 
Railroad in the near future which will be further west of the passenger station. 
CIRCULATION 
The city initiated a one way street system as a recommendation made 
in the Comprehensive Plan for the city prepared during 1958-60 . In preparing 
the General Development Plan for the central business district the vehicular 
circulation patterns were studied in conjunction with the Transportation Plan 
report published in September 1966. 
Revitalization of the retail function in the business district requires a 
startling and dramatic treatment, completely changing the character of the 
present area. Consequently, the pi an recommends a "Pedestrian Plaza" 
along Avenue G between 6th and 1Oth streets. This would not be a complete 
mall however, the one way traffic would continue and there would be a 
limited amount of parking, and turnouts to pick-up and discharge passengers. 
The sidewalks would be widened to handle the plaza affect including 
street trees, benches and planting areas, to provide an aesthic experience 
so the shopper has a feeling of being wan ted. 
Development of a plaza separates the vehicular and pedestrian 
circulation thus providing a more leisure shopping atmosphere and creating 
an incentive for the property owners to improve their commercial structures. 
Any specific plan would hove to be designed for Fort Madison. 
COMMERCIAL 
The retail area as shown on the General Development Plan is 
generally located between 6th and 1Oth Streets and Avenue H and the first 
alley north of Avenue G. This would be the planned prime retail core area. 
The principal thoroughfare through the core area is Avenue G that 
is proposed for the development of a pedestrian plaza as previously discussed. 
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This street would become the magnificent avenue with new buildings and 
completely rehibilitated existing structures so improved to reflect a "New 
Orleans .. gas light business area . 
The improvement of aesthic features in the downtown area will 
encourage investments and new construction. Improved appearance and a 
better se lection of goods wi II encourage sti II more shoppers and the return 
of the shoppers now being lost to other cities, which in turn will stimulate 
business. Tax incentives given to owners improving their properties would 
help to develop a uniform agreed upon design. Future planning shou ld 
encourage homogenity of architecture and design. 
Other possible improvements measures include the clearance of 
obsolete buildings and the stimulation of new construction and remodeling 
projects; new store facades, and the design of street furniture, litter 
receptacles, stree t and dtrecttonal signs and lighting facilities . 
Amenities such as plazas for relaxation and sidewalk cafes could be 
encouraged . These focal points of interest would serv e to develop a distinctive 
personality for downtwon Fort Madison. 
OFFICE AND SERVICE COMMERCIAL 
The planned offtce area is generally located between the retai I core 
area and the publtc governmental service area. Such locations insure walk 
in trade for the retatl core and adequate and close-in parking for occupants 
of the office area. 
A community mailed walkway between the governmental serv 1ce 
area and the retai I core provides for adequate and efficient pedestr1an 
circulation between land uses and facilities . This also provides directness 
and protection as well for the pedestrian. 
PARKS 
The city and particularly the central business di strict is gifted by 
having public green space generally located at the three outside points of 
the principal business area. 
The Old Settlers and Central Parks provide mainly for passive 
recreation and this should continue with concentrated physical improvements. 
Riverview Park, which has a long history of development, is the 
grassed front yard to the central business district . The city should be duly 
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proud of what has been accomplished to date. 
It is recommended that a landscape development plan be prepared 
for Riverview Park and that a fu II beautification treatment be provided to 
focus on the exciting aesthetic value which the park brings to the central 
business district and to the community as a whole. This park should only 
be utilized for passive recreation. 
Federal money is available for the preparation of landscape plans 
and landscape improvements. Stnce partical financial assistance is available 
the city should file application for such assistance. 
ACTION PROGRAM 
The following three point program is recommended as a point of 
beginning to carry out the plan for the central business district. 
1 • Adopt the Plan. 
The General Development Plan of the Central Business District 
should be adopted by the Board of the Chamber of Commerce 
and by rhe Planning and Zoning Commissions and the City 
Counci I so that the plan becomes official. The plan would be 
a part of the updated Comprehensive Plan of the city which 
in total represents the official development plan for the city. 
This would give official recognition to the plan and establish 
it as the generally agreed upon objective for the redevelopment 
of the downtown area. 
2. Code Enforcement. 
Fort Madison should undertake building inspection in order that 
it may progressively inspect all of the downtown buildings and 
notify property owners of all instances in which existing buildings 
do not conform to the code, and instances in which remedial 
action is required. Some of the bui !dings are in such a poor 
condition that enforcement of the code should bring about their 
removal . 
An adequate code enforcement program wi II require city 
personnel. This will necessitate an increase in the city's 
budget for this department. Enforcement of the code provisions 
and removal of dilapitated buildings would have the further 
effect of reducing the cost of redevelopment of these areas. 
It will make it easier to assemble sites for new buildings at a 
resonab I e cost. 
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3. Function as o Shopping Center. 
A central bus iness district must be operated like a shopping 
cen ter in order to develop and maintain the necessary commercial 
vitality . This requires that: 
• 
• 
• 
Small land holdings be consolidated into larger ones in 
order to meet modern store operating needs; 
The central business district area be compact to better 
accommodate the pedestrian shopper or visitor; and 
It be hospitable in order to serve as the focal point 
not only for the community 1s center functions, but also 
for regular leisure time pursuits . 
If the q uestion o f revitalizing downtown Fort Madison con be discussed 
in terms of dollars and cents or 1n terms of benefits, quality, and prosperi ty . 
The prrce for the improvement program is high, although no t as high as the 
cos t will be in five or 10 or more years . The benef1 ts of o downtown improve-
ment program ore not just to the interests in the down town oreo--o mere han ts 
land, land owners- but to the entire community. A revitalized, healthy, 
prospersous downtown Fort Madison, developed with imagination, will 
attract new growth from o considerable distance away from Fort Madison and 
this will benefit the en ti re communi ty . 
The p lan ca ll s for numerous improvements that should be mode over 
the next few years . Key elements that will stimu late these activities 
ore th e program to improve the parking situa ti on and the cons truc tion o f 
th e pedestrian plaza on A venue G . Once these projects o re imp lemen ted, 
rejuvenation of the area wi II fo llow . 
As growth tokes place and the areas redevelop various portions of 
the plan sugges ted herein will undoubtedly be changed and modified. The 
down town plan, as o port o f the overa ll planning of the community, 
should not be looked upon as a one-time activity but as representing only 
the latest and best thinking that we now hove to apply to th is area . 
Succeeding groups , individuals and generati ons wi II contribu te new ideas 
and wi II be able to improve the plan and program. But a start must be 
mode now to reverse the cyc le o f deterioration and decline . 
If the downtown plan is to hove meaning, its po lic ies must be 
continuously fo llowed . It is not the exac t detail o f every recommendation 
that mus t be carried ou t, but at tainment o f th e plans genera l ob jec t ive 
is essenti o I to the development of on improved downtown Fort Mod ison 
The plan sugges ts ideas and concepts rather than rigid spec ifi ca ti ons , and 
portrays o practical des ign , requiring impl ementati on by bo th private 
deve le pers and pub I i c ogene i es . 
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PART FOUR 
IMPLEMENTATION 
AND 
ADMINISTRATION 

IMPLEMENTATION AND ADMINISTRATION 
Planning is a benefit to a community in that it enhances the aesthetic 
values and protects property values through progressive regulations of physical 
development. It establishes desirable standards for such basic community 
amenities as public utilities and schoo ls as well as recreational and cultural 
facilities . It minimizes friction between the residential and economic 
functions of the community through guidance and control of land use and 
traffic circulation, thus promoting a more healthy, safe and enjoyable 
community environment. It can aid in s tabilizing and stimulating the 
economic base by providing an inventory of strengths and weaknesses in the 
local economic and physical structure . Most important, it sets out a compre-
hensive but flexibl e blueprint of feasible and desirable goals, thus helping to 
organize and concentrate the drives for betterment wh ich are present in every 
community. 
THE OFFICIAL PLAN 
The basic tool s for the guidance of physical development in Fort 
Madi son are the General Development Plan and the Centeal Business District 
Development Plan and the Transportation Plan. These plans out! ine the 
proposed thoroughfare systems and the general pattern of land use. They 
include all planning proposals considered in relation to present and anticipated 
future conditions and organize them into a logical, coherent plan for the 
future growth and development of the community. 
Th e development plans, though serv ing as a guide for future develop-
ment of the community, have no binding force in accomplishing the planning 
proposals. They must be supplemented by regulatory ordinances and local 
initiative in construction and developmental activity, both public and private. 
If such forces influence and direct the evo luti on of the community in accord 
with the basic concepts of the development plans, a compatible and comple-
mentary arrangement of land uses, an efficient thoroughfare and traffic 
control system, and a generally better community environment can be achieved. 
The first step towards realizing these goals must be taken by the City 
Council. The plans and text included herein sha ll be adopted as the Official 
Development Plan of the City of Fort Madison, Iowa. This action gives 
legal status to the development plans and recognizes them as a proper basis 
on which other legislation and public action relating to city development 
should be predicated. The development plans have already been used as the 
basis for the i mpl em en ting recommendation prepared as part of the pi ann ing 
program--the land use recommendations. This report is a integra I and 
essential part of the updated comprehensive planning program. 
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LAND USE RECOMMENDATIONS 
The land use recommendations pro vi de standards for the use of land 
within the corporate limits of Fort Madison. The designation of the various 
districts and the division of the community into these districts was based 
on the land use planning presented in the development plans. This is the 
pri nc i pie means for guiding the orderly and compotib I e development of the 
city. Its existence, however, does not guarantee proper use of land. It 
must be administered and enforced judiciously and reasonably in the best 
interests of the community. 
The specific purpose of the land use recommendations is to designate 
the character of change of land use within the city so as to protect existing 
development and to effect the most proper location of future land uses. 
Among the many recommendations ore standards for off-street parking and 
loading; building height; bulk and lot coverage, specifications of minimum 
I ot dimensions and ore and signs . 
To accomplish a proper distribution of compatible land uses within 
the city, the corporate area has been divided into 12 districts. Listed 
below ore the districts provided by the land use recommendations: 
R-1 One-Family Dwelling District 
R-2 One-Family Dwelling District 
R-3 One-Fomi ly Dwelling District 
R-4 One-Family Dwelling District 
R-5 Two-Family Dwelling District 
R-6 Multiple-Family Dwelling District 
B-1 Business District, Limited Retail 
B-2 Business District, General 
B-3 Service and Wholesale District 
B-4 Highway Business District 
1-1 Industrial District, Limited 
1-2 Industrial District, General 
Two additional single-family districts hove been established to 
meet the varying demands for residential lots and home sizes. The main 
reason for recommending this variation in minimum lot size in single-family 
districts as well as all residential districts, is to limit residential densities--
families per acre--in accordance with the demand for different kinds of 
residential accommodations, and in conformity with decent minimum housing 
standards. 
There is a recognized need in Fort Madison for multiple-family 
housing. Therefore, two-family and multiple-family areas are recommended 
within the city. These two and multiple-family areas are for medium and 
high density residential uses, respectively. 
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The proposed recommendation for four business districts is based on 
the element of economic compatibility between various business uses. Intensive 
studies have shown that certain business uses are mutually complementary. 
That is, there is a natural tendency to interchange customers--thus benefitting 
the businessman in terms of increased patronage and the customer in terms of 
shopping convenience. 
Industrial uses have been limited to areas currently occupied by thi s 
type of use adjacent ot existing industrial uses. The principal industrial 
districts are located along the railroad tracks paralleling the Mississippi 
River. An industrial park is de veloping in a corporate area westerly from 
the pr inc i pIe city I i mit . 
ADMINISTRATION 
The updating of the long range comprehensive plan marks the begin-
ning of another phase of guiding the continued planning process in Fort Madison. 
The plan, of course, is of little or no value unless it is followed and its 
recommendations are carried out. 
The preparation of the updated plan has required a period of over 
two years. The amount of benefit that may be obtained from the Fort Madison 
comprehensive plan is almost incalculable. The degree of benefit, however, 
will depend almost entirely upon the success the community will have in 
administering the plan and seeing that its recommendations are followed and 
carried out. 
The city plan prov ides a carefully worked out "blueprint" or 
picture of the city as it might be 20 years from now with a population of 
19,000 persons . The plan has been based upon recognized planning and 
engineering principles. It does not include proposals for elaborate and 
unnecessary improvements but, rather, represents a scheme for the provision 
of that minimum standard of public services and facilities deemed reasonably 
necessary to serve a future community of this population. The plan calls for 
a step-by-step, gradual evolution of the city of the future out of the city 
of today. The plan is practical and in sufficient detail to be put to work 
as a guide for both the public and private improvements as each occur--
starting today. 
Each new house, each sewer or water main, each new land use is 
to be coordinated with this overall diagram for the city of the future. The 
problem is twofold: (1) to coordinate the public improvements to be built 
by the several local, state and federal agencies, and (2) to guide and 
direct the use of private property and the construction of buildings by 
private individuals, corporations and agencies. 
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Throughout the next 20 years, countless decisions of this type will 
be mode. No single group of men at a given time con possibly foresee the 
ramifications of all these many decisions. Many will, in effect, be improve-
ments, on the recommendations of the comprehensive plan. The comprehen-
sive plan, consequently, will require changes and modifications in the future 
in order that it always represents the latest and best thinking for the future 
development of the city. Nevertheless the basic principles remain; both 
public and private improvements must be coordinated with some single, 
overall scheme if a satisfactory community is to be built, even though 
this scheme be changed or modified from time to time. 
/ 
COORDINATION OF PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS 
For many years the State of Iowa has hod legislation providing 
for the creation of a Planning and Zoning Commission, outlining powers 
and duties of such commission, and enabling the preparation and adoption 
of comprehensive city plans. The City Council of Fort Madison created a 
Planning and Zoning Commission by ordinance and provided for its powers 
and duties in accordance with state legislation. 
The state act (Chapter 373 of the State Code) gives the Planning 
and Zoning Commission wide powers to make recommendations in connection 
with all pub I ic improvements. The agency erecting the public improve-
ment, whether it be the city itself, the county, the school board, etc., 
can, of course, override on adverse recommendation of the Commission. 
However, the requirement that all these improvements be reviewed before 
they are built gives an opportunity for the Planning and Zoning Commission 
to call the attention of the appropriate pub I ic officials to the need for 
conformity to the comprehensive plan. It also gives a period of time 
wherein public opinion can be brought to bear upon this point. It is the 
only method that has been found where official agencies con be kept 
advised of the city plan. It assures the public that the city plan is taken 
into consideration in the design of all pub I ic improvements. 
The state planning law provides that the comprehensive plan is to 
be adopted by the Planning and Zoning Commission by a vote of not less 
than two-thirds of the members of the Commission. Prior to such adoption, 
the Commission must hold at least on public hearing. Not less than 10, 
nor more than 20 days notice must be given of this hearing. After the 
plan is adopted by the Planning and Zoning Commission, on attested copy 
is certified to the City Council after which the Council approves the plan 
and the plan becomes the official city plan of the municipality. (See 
Sections 373.18, 373.19 and 373.20 of the State Code). The comprehen-
sive plan of Fort Madison should be adopted by this process and become 
the official plan of the city as soon as possible. 
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DIRECTION OF PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT 
By and large, our cities are collections of private buildings. 
Public improvements such as schools, sewers, streets, etc. are service 
facilities designed to serve the private development . Fundamental to 
carrying out a comprehensive plan are regulatory measures that will direct 
the development of private lands in accordance with the comprehensive 
plan. 
Regulatory measures have been dealt with extensively during the 
preparation of the comprehensive plan. A new comprehensive zoning 
ordinance has been submitted to the Planning and Zoning Commission 
and public hearing will be held. All of these measures are essential to 
the corrdinated control of private development in accordance with the 
comprehensive plan. 
It is the enforcement of these regulations that is particularly 
important, however. None of them means a thing unless accompanied by 
equitable and thorough enforcement. Admittedly, good enforcement is 
difficult. It requires a vigorous and conscientious official. In addition 
to the zoning administrator, the police department should be alert to the 
general nature of these regulations, at least to the extent that they can 
inform the zoning administrator's office of any apparent violations or of 
any building that they find taking place with out a building permit. 
One of the major tasks of the Planning and Zoning Commission 
is the administration of these regulatory measures and particularly the 
administration of the zoning and subdivision control ordinances. There 
will be numerous petitions and requests for changes in the zoning or-
dinance in the future. Each of these must be studied. Where there is 
merit in the petition, a public hearing must be held. Amendments to 
the ordinance must receive the same carefu I consideration in much the 
same manner as did the original preparation of the ordinance. Control 
of land subdivision should receive equally careful consideration. Once 
recorded it is not likely that a subdivision plat will be changed for 
many years. It is worth a little time to see that it is as correct as 
possible in the first instance. 
In all of these matters, however, the Planning and Zoning 
Commission should not become a body that apparently is just saying 
"no" to every request. The Commission should work with private groups 
and individuals cooperatively and sympathetically, recognizing the 
basic fact that these are the persons that are actually building the city. 
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PLANNING AS A DAY-TO-DAY OPERATION 
The members of the Planning and Zoning Commission are busy persons 
who have little time to devote to the technical aspects of city planning. 
In a city the size of Fort Madison, a full-time city planner cannot be 
justified although highly desirable. Under the circumstances the services 
of a planning consultant should be made available whenever necessary 
to assist the Commission. In some cities arrangements are made for con-
sulting services on an annual retainer basis. 
With some technical assistance, the members of the Planning and 
Zoning Commission can determine a general, overall policy and make 
decisions on questions coming before them in much the same manner as 
the board of directors of a corporation. 
A major task of the Commission should be to keep the city plan up-
to-date. Basic data, such as traffic volumes and land use, need to be 
brought up-to-date periodically, as growth of the city demands. However, 
copies of up-to-date plans and the zoning district map should be made 
available to the public. In addition, the comprehensive report, when 
officially adopted, should be published and given wide distribution. One 
of the greatest impediments to carrying out a comprehensive plan is 
ignorance of the proposals on the part of the general public. 
In many communities, experience has indicated that other pub I i c 
agencies are quite likely to resent activities of an active planning com-
mission. This is only natural as, on the surface, it would appear that 
the planning commission is endeavoring to usurp powers and responsibili-
ties placed in the hands of other officials. Diplomacy and tact can do 
much to overcome this resentment. Frequent consultation with other 
public officials on the part of the planning commission itself will also 
be of great assistance in this regard. 
The Planning and Zoning Commission should occupy a position of 
leadership in relation to the general public. It should be the first to be 
aware of important trends affecting the city; of the needs of new industry; 
of the fact that the central business district is in difficulty, and of other 
i mprotan t trends of this type. Measures that should be undertaken right 
away to overcome any difficulties, or to obtain a marked economic 
advantage for the community should be recommended. Attendance on 
the part of members of the Commission at national conferences or meetings 
on planning and urban development will be helpful to keep the character. 
It is also improtant that the Planning and Zoning Commission be a service 
organization and wherever possible be of assistance to both private and 
public agencies in their dealing with current problems. 
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PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING AND SUPPORT 
It is essential that the citizens understand the many problems 
confronting the city as revealed by the planning program, how the plan 
can assist in solving these problems, and the many advantages that all 
citizens will derive therefrom. No matter how effective the legal pro-
cedures that are made available for carrying out the plan, the admin-
istration cannot be completely successful unless the plan is understood by 
and has the support of, the public. 
Publication and distribution of the comprehensive plan is the first 
important means of familiarizing the public with the Commission's activities. 
The mere printing of the comprehensive plan, however, will not be an 
adequate means of securing proper pub I ic understanding. Many people 
wi II not read such a report and many will not remember the large amount 
of data and recommendations contained therein. It is essential that the 
educational program be more of a visual nature with pictures, cartoons 
and simple drawings used to tell the planning story. Displays in down-
town retail stores, talks over the radio and before audiences, and news-
paper stories are all effective means of appraising the public of the facts 
and advantages of the plan. It is particularly desirable that someone 
experienced in advertising and public relations assist in the educational 
program. 
The Planning and Zoning Commission should inaugurate an educa-
tional program within the near future and such program must be continued 
long enough to afford the public a thorough understanding of what has 
been done and what can be accomplished. Educational activities must be 
continuous, for a single program, even though intensive, is quickly for-
gotten. The PI ann ing and Zoning Commission should pub I ish annual reports 
as well as any special studies of city-wide interest, and these should be 
thoroughly publicized. In addition, it should summarize and publish 
annually the accomplishments that have been made under the comprehen-
sive plan. 
Finally, a strong and active citizens' planning committee should 
be organized. Such a committee should be representative of all sections 
and groups in the city, but without domination by any. An association 
of this type should be directly under the direction of the Planning and 
Zoning Commission in continually presenting the planning program to the 
citizens of Fort Madison . 
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PART FIVE 
CAPITAL WORKS 
PROGRAM 

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM 
The most direct results of the city planning program are seen in the initiation and completion 
of capital works In order to successfully bring about such public works, it is necessary to 
formulate an orderly program of improvement projects, with priorities gi ven to those either 
most needed or easiest for the community to accomplish The program should be planned and 
coord1nated with programs of other public agencies- su ch as federal, state and county 
programs Individual projects should be so designed and organized to take advantage of 
funds available from cooperating agencies " 
One of the major considerations in formulating a program of capital works is the financial 
ability of the community to pay for the proposed projects. This ability is affected in part 
by the amount of present debts and other commitments or liabilities, the amount of income 
which the city expects to receive in the future, and the possibility of obtaining capital 
from other sources such as participating agencies or organizations, pri vate land developers 
and government grants 
The pnncipal means of financing needed public works- other than through the use of 
general taxes, license fees and revenue from community foci lities - is through the 
issuance of general obligation bonds, revenue bonds or special assessment bonds. Receipts 
from toad use tax funds are another 1mportant source of revenue " 
In establishing a program for capital improvement~, especially as it applies to financing 
the improvements, Fort Madison should adopt a financial policy which is suitable to the 
type of rmprovement included in the porg ram For example a capital improvement such 
as the expansion of water and sewer facilities is revenue-producing and should, therefore, 
be financed by means of revenue bonds Such bonds are paid for out of revenue received 
from the consumers of the services provided by the facilities 
When improvements benefit only certain persons or certain areas, they can be financed 
through special assessment bonds, whereby the persons benefitting are liable for the 
payments on the bonds. 
If the improvements are to be installed in a newly developed area and serve only that area, 
the improvements should be installed by the land developer. 
Table 19 clearly indicate the ability of Fort Madison to finance the capital improvements 
which have been recommended The table relates growth potential of the city in terms of 
assessed valuation and the dollar amounts which could be obtained through issuance of 
general corporate obligation bonds. 
Fort Madi~on recei ves annual financial aid and shared taxes from the State of Iowa These 
include Road Use Tax Refund and Liquor Profits The total amount received from the state 
for these aids and shared taxes for 1965 was $159,004 and for 1966 was $168,643 ,, These 
funds are presently used for general community expenses including capital works improvements 
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Table 19 
ASSESSED VALUAT ION, BONDS, BONDING LIMITS AND AVAILABLE BONDING CAPACITY. 
PAST TRENDS AND FUTURE ESTIMATES 
Fort Madison, Iowa 
Bond Avai I able 
Assessed 5°/o General General Obi igation General Obi igatton Revenue Bonds 
Valuation Obi igation Due Outstanding Bonding Capacity Due Outstanding 
Year ( $000's) Bond Limit ( $000's) ( $000's) ($000's) ($000's) ($000's) 
-
Past 
Trends 1962 28,326 1 1416 38 618 798 25 200 
1963 291 110 l 1455 38 698 757 25 175 
1964 30,500 11525 43 655 870 25 150 
1965 34,484 11724 41 614 1 1 110 25 125 
1966 36,379 1 1818 40 574 11244 25 100 
Future 1967 38, 140 11907 40 534 11 373 25 75 
Estimates 1968 39,900 11995 46 488 11 507 25 50 
1969 41 f 660 2,089 46 442 11647 25 25 
1970 43,320 2,166 44 398 11 768 25 
1971 45,080 2,254 46 352 11902 
1972 46,840 2,342 46 306 2,036 
1973 48,600 2,430 51 255 2,1 75 
1974 50,360 2,518 52 203 2,315 
1975 52, 120 2,606 47 156 2,450 
1976 53~880 2,694 37 119 2,575 
1977 55,640 2, 782 42 77 2, 705 
1978 57,400 2,870 15 62 2,808 
1979 59, 160 2,958 20 42 2,916 
1980 60,920 3,046 20 22 3,024 
1981 62,680 3,134 22 22 3, 112 
1982 64,440 3,222 3,222 
1983 66,200 3, 316 3,316 
1985 67,900 3, 395 3,395 
* Pro 1 ec ted va luaf o., based on average annua I increase from 1962 to 1966 
Sources; 1962-1964 Inclusive, Auditors Reports, Drish and Zimmerman, Ottumwa, Iowa 
1965-1966 Inclusive, Auditors Reports, Campbell and Hershberger, Fort Madison, Iowa 
967-1985 lnclusive1 _istimate~by Don C . Shafer and Associates 
There are many advantages to be gained by a city when a capital works program is developed, 
a dopted and adhered to by the community To formulate a list of the advantages of a capital 
works program is useful not only to encourage programming, but to use as a guide and measur-
ing device in the process itself Following is a partial listing of some advantages to be 
g a ined from a capita I works program. 
• 
G 
• 
.. 
(' 
• 
VALUATION 
In conjunction with the comprehensive plan of the ~ommunity, programming 
insures the functional utilization of public improvements and eliminates the 
possibility of expending public monies on "white elephant" projects, which 
have only a limited long range value and which must eventually be replaced 
or duplicated 
Programming allows for stabilization of the tax rate over a period of years 
It also allows for stabilization of personnel demands ~ Personnel require-
ments can be realisticall y planned and this, in turn, permits better train-
• 1 ng 
Programming and advance planning call attention to the deficiencies of 
the community and stimulates the action necessary to correct them . 
Programming aids in assuring that projects are not undertaken before the 
need arises or after land costs are inflated 
The very nature of the entire procedure protects the community against 
influence of pressure groups . 
It will enable the city to take better advantage of federal and state 
grants-in-aid Plans can be prepared for in advance, and matching 
money made a vai I able to take advantage of anticipated and potential 
grants-in-aid 
It will also enable the city to undertake additional projects scheduled 
for later years in a period of surplus revenues, shou ld such a situation 
• anse 
Programming insures that funding can be organized in advance in a logi-
cal manner 
Evaluating the financial status of Fort Madison is necessary for determining the city's 
ability to undertake physical improvements during the time the comprehensive plan is being 
carried out. For this purpose it was essential to review the last five annual audits between 
1962 and 1966. 
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SOURCE 1962-1966 CITY ANNUAL A UDIT REPORTS 
1967-1975 PROJECTIONS BY DON C SH AF'ER a ASSOCIATES 
The f1ve annual audits show a continued steady increase in assessed valuations. The increase 
in the assessed valuation rose from $28,326,000dollars in 1962 to $36,379,000dollars in 1966. 
The greatest boost in the actual valuation was between 1964 and 1965 which increased from 
30, 500, 000 dollars to 34,484,000 dollars. 
To determ1ne an average assessed valuation for future estimates, the five annual audits were 
reviewed and evaluated The projected assessed valuation in Table 19 is based on average 
annua l increases of 1, 762,000 dollars between 1962 and 1966 The money to be received 
by Fort Madison for Road Use Tax has been projected for each year to 1975 It is important 
to note that the amount of money to be received from the state is sizeable This annual 
income could range from 194,500 dollars to 228,000 dollars by 1975 
From a review of the five annual audits, it appears that Fort Madison does not have any 
major financial problems As the community continues to grow and develop, physical im-
provements which involve large amounts of capital will have to be made and will have to be 
financed by some type of bonds 
Prior to any contemplated large bond issues, the city shou ld obtain the services of a municipal 
finance specialist in order to safeguard against creation of financial problems which could 
limit any future physical improvements " 
SUGGESTED WORK SCHEDULE OF CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT ITEMS 
Table 20 includes estimated costs of projects recommended for consideration during the five 
year period ending December 1973, with suggested methods of financing ~ 
The program is divided into two categories according to the comprehensive plan items-
Thoroughfare Plan and Community Facilities Plan .. These two plans are all part of the 
General Development Plan 
The costs are estimated and can change, but they do provide the City Council with a 
measuring stick for the amount of money to be considered for any or all specific improvements 
The schedule of work projects is shown according to priority, based on when the items will be 
needed as the city develops 
FEDERAL GRANTS AVAILABLE TO ASSIST IN CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS 
Grants for Basic Water and Sewer Facilities 
Federal grants are available to local public bodies to finance spec ific projects for basic 
public water facilities (including works for the storage, treatment, purification and distribu-
tion of water), and for basic public sewer facilities (other than 11 treatment works 11 as defined 
in the Federal Water Pollution Control Act) 
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The amount of any grant shall not exceed 50 percent of the development cost of the project 
(Housing and Urban Development Act of 1965, Title VII- Community Facilities, Section 702) . 
Grants for Neighborhood Facilities 
Grants are available to assist in financing specific projects for neighborhood facilities The 
amount of any grant made under the authority of this section ~hall not exceed 66 2/ 3 percent 
of the development cost of the project for which the grant is made (Housing and Urban 
Development Act of 1965, Title VII- Community Facilities, Section 703) 
Advance Acquisition of Land 
Grants are available to assist in financing the acquisition of land planned to be utilized in 
connection with the future construction of public works (Housing and Urban Development 
Act of 1965, Title VII- Community Facilities, Section 703) 
CAPITAL WORKS PROGRAMMING 
-------------------------------
Long-range capital works programs are developed by specialists on the basis of technical 
criteria The capital budget, however, must be decided by top management on the basis of 
policy criteria concerning not only the relative urgency of public works, but also considera-
tion of tax and debt limitations A carefully prepared long-range capital works program 
should take into consideration the level of resources that would be made available by manage-
ment revenue policies A realistic capital improvements program can, therefore, be of 
considerable help to management in capital budgeting 
The capital budget cannot be formulated and enacted without considering it in conjunction 
with the operating budget as part of the complete governmental financial plan Capital 
investments must not only be weighed against operating costs in allocating limited financial 
resources; the demands that new facilities will make upon future operating and maintenance 
costs mu~t also be considered 
To assist city officials in realistically looking at a capital works program, the following 
exhibits are submitted as examples that may be studied and reviewed by the city officials 
and formulated to provide assistance in actually detailing a capital works program 
Budget Form A is to be used for recording capital projects, i e , construction projects and 
their equipment, including purchases of land, major alterations and major repairs to exist-
ing buildings, or grading and development of land For a building construction project, 
equipment and furniture may be included, if required Ordinary repairs to a structure are 
not to be recorded as a capital project 
Each department within the city administration that is associated with the capital works 
program should complete these forms 
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Each pro ject described in Budget Form B should be I isted in Budget Form A , All columns 
shoul d be filled out and any supporting remarks should be added Each project should be 
given a priority number The major criteria for considering each .project in order of import-
ance are: 
1 Protection of life; 
2 Maintenance of public health; 
3 Protection of property; 
4. Provi sion of public services, including convenience and comfort; 
5 Reduction of operating costs 
Only projects requi red during th e next five years should be included, with the expenditures 
entered in the appropriate year . 
Column K, Additional Annual O peration Cost for Completion, should show the amount of 
money needed for the project after the five year period shown, provided the project is 
begun or approved and the financing extends beyond 1973 It is important to complete this 
column whenever a project extends beyond 1973 Any continuing annual expense may 
constitu te a serious burden on the city and must be carefully considered 
Budget Form B is for recording the more detailed information as to costs and the supporting 
reasons for e ach project entered on Form A Each item should be fully completed, but 
the descrip tions and su pporting reasons should be as brief as possible 
Pictures, drawings, or both, of the project or of similar projects, should accompany Form 
Bon a loan basis if necessary 
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TABLE 20 
ESTIMATED COST OF PROJECTS RECOMMENDED FOR CONSIDERATION DURING THE 
FIVE YEAR PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER 1973 AND SUGGESTED METHODS OF FINANCING 
Total 
Estimated 
Cost 
Year of Expenditure 
Project 
THOROUGHFARE PLAN: 
(According to Priority) 
Widen Pavement 6' 
34' to 40' 
Widen Pavement 6' 
34' to 40' 
Widen Pavement 6' 
34' to 40' 
Widen Pavement 6' 
34' to 40' 
Widen Pavement 11' 
37' to 48' 
Widen Pavement 15' 
33' to 48' 
Widen Pavement 15' 
33' to 48' 
Widen Pavement 
34' to 48' 
Widen Pavement 10' 
32' to 42' 
Locat1on 
7th Street\ 
Avenue E to F 
8th Street 
Avenue E to F 
9th Street) 
Avenue E to F 
1Oth Street 
Avenue E to F 
Avenue E, 
2nd to 4th Street 
Avenue E, 
4th to 11th Street 
Avenue E, 
11th to 12th Street 
Avenue E, 
20th to 24th Street 
Avenue E, 
French Creek Bridge 
nw••••• 
Suggested 
Fmancmg 
Road Use Tax 
Road Use Tax 
Road Use Tax 
Road Use Tax 
Road Use Tax 
Road Use Tax 
Road Use Tax 
Road Use Tax 
Road Use Tax 
·--
6,000 
6,000 
6,000 
6,000 
12,000 
32,000 
8,400 
25; 000 
10,000 
-
1969 1970 1971 1972 
6,000 
6,000 
6,000 
6,000 
12,000 
32,000 
8,400 
-
25.000 
10,000 
- -
... 
-
1973 
- -
Project 
Resurface Street 
Widen Pavement 13' 
31' to 44' 
Resurfacing 
Widen Pavement 12' 
18' to 30' 
Acquisition of 70' 
Right-of-Way 
Street Construction 
44' Pavement 
Acquisition of 70' 
Right-of-Way 
Street Construe tion 
44' Pavement 
Acquisition of 70' 
Right-of-Way 
Street Construction 
44' Pavement 
Acquisition of Additional 
Right-of Way to 70' 
Street Construction 
44' Pavement 
Location 
- - --···-··-·-·-
Avenue G, 
2nd to 5th Street 
Avenue L, 
17th to 23rd Street 
Avenue F, 
1Oth to 18th Street 
Avenue L, 
36th to 46th Street 
40th Street, 
Avenue C to L 
40th Street, 
Avenue C to L 
40th Street, 
Avenue 0 to 
River Road 
40th Street 
Avenue 0 to 
River Road 
46th Street, 
Avenue C to L 
46th Street 
Avenue C to L 
46th Street, 
Avenue L to 
U .S.Route 61 
46th Street, 
Avenue L to 
U.S. Route 61 
Tota l 
Suggested Estimated 
Fi nane ng Cost 
Road Use Tax 
8,000 
Road Use Tax 
37,800 
Road Use Tax 
24,000 
State Funds 
67,200 
Road Use Tax 
Spec i a I Assessment 1 0, 000 
Road Use Tax 
Special Assessment 47,000 
Road Use Tax 
Special 
Assessment 
Road Use Tax 
Special 
Assessment 
Road Use Tax 
4,800 
20,300 
Special Assessment 12,000 
Road Use Tax 
Special Assessment 160,000 
Road Use Tax 
Special 
Assessment 
Road Use Tax 
Special 
Assessment 
3,000 
28,000 
Year of Expenditure 
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 
8,000 
37,000 
24,000 
67,200 
10,000 
20,000 27,000 
AWAIT U.S. 61 IMPROVEMENTS 
AWAIT U.S. 61 IMPROVEMENTS 
PRIOR TO ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT TO AREA 
PRIOR TO ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT TO AREA 
PRIOR TO ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT TO AREA 
PRIOR TO ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT TO AREA 
.. 
Project 
Acquisition of 70' 
Right-of-Way 
Street Construction 
44' Pavement 
Widen Pavement to 
30' & Resurface 
Widen Pavement 30' 
18' to 48' 
W1den Pavement 14' 
30' to 44' 
Widen Pavement 1 0' 
34' to 44' 
Widen Pavement 6' 
38' to 44' 
Widen Pavement 26' 
22' to 48' 
Widen Pavement 14' 
30' to44' 
Widen Pavement 17' 
27' to 44' 
Acquisition of 60' 
Right-of-Way 
Street Constructton 
30' Pavement 
Location 
46th Street, 
U . S . Route 61 to 
R1ver Road 
46th Street 1 
U . S . Route 61 to 
River Road 
Avenue A and C 
Chalk Ridge Road 
to West 
Iowa Route 103 
North of Avenue D 
18th Street, 
Avenue D to F 
18th Street, 
Avenue F to G 
18th Street, 
Avenue G to H 
Iowa Route 88 
North of Avenue B 
15th Street 
Avenue B to E 
15th Street, 
Avenue E to H 
33rd Stre~t, 
Avenue C to D 
33rd Street 1 
Avenue C to D 
Suggested 
Financing 
Road Use Tax 
Special 
Assessment 
Road Use Tax 
Special 
Assessment 
Road Use Tax 
Special 
Assessment 
State Funds 
State Funds 
State Funds 
Road Use Tax 
State Funds 
Road Use Tax 
State Funds 
State Funds 
Road Use Tax 
State Funds 
Road Use Tax 
Special 
Assessment 
Special 
Assessment 
Total 
Estimated 
Cost 
6,000 
961000 
29,000 
45,000 
9,800 
5,000 
5,000 
181000 
16,800 
161800 
3,000 
201000 
Year of Expenditure 
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 
PRIOR TO ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT TO AREA 
• 
PRIOR TO ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT TO AREA 
PRIOR TO ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT TO AREA 
45,000 
9,800 
5,000 
5,000 
181000 
161800 
161800 
3,000 
20,000 
Project 
Street Reconstruction 
30' Pavement with Curb 
Street Reconstruction 
30' Pavement with Curb 
Widen Pavement 
to 44' 
Street Construction 
44' Pavement 
Street Construction 
44' Pavement 
Comprehensive Speed 
Zone Studies 
Comprehensive Speed 
Zone Studies 
Comprehensive Speed 
Zone Studies 
Convert Traffic Signals 
to Semi - Actuated Type 
Comprehensive Need for 
Four- Way Stop Sign Study 
Location 
33rd Street, 
Avenue D to G 
33rd Street 
Avenue L to Q 
River Rood Route 
33rd Street to 
City Limits 
River Road Route 
from City Limits to 
1/ 2 mile west of 
Corporate Limits 
River Road Route 
46th to City Limits 
West City Limits 
to 1Oth Street 
1Oth to 6th Streets 
6th to 2nd Streets 
North to E Street 
Avenue L at 33rd 
Street Avenue E at 
23rd Street 
Avenue G of 23rd 
Avenue I at 23rd 
Avenue E at 24th 
Avenue F at 4th 
Suggested 
Financing 
Spec 1 ol 
Assessment 
Special 
Assessment 
Rood Use Tax 2) 
Special 
Assessment 
2) 
Road Use Tax 
Special 
Assessment 
Rood Use Tax 2) 
Special Assessment 
General 
Funds 
General 
Funds 
General 
Funds 
General 
Funds 
General Funds 
General Funds 
General Funds 
General Funds 
Total 
Estimated 
Cost 
36,000 
51,000 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
1969 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
Y·eor 
1970 
of Expenditure 
1971 1972 1973 
36,000 
.. 
Pro1ect 
COMMUNITY FACILITY 
PLAN: 
Utilities- Water 
500,000 gallons above ground 
storage tank also 1, 200 g .p.m. 
h 1gh service pump. 
Extensive additions to the 
distribution system for present 
&future. 
Two mi ll1on gallon water 
storage reservoir. 
Utilities - Sewers 
. 
Location 
North of 
Treatment Plant 
West of 14th Street 
Bluff area north 
of west section of 
City . 
Comprehensive existing sewer Entire City 
study and analysis including 
mapping all sanitary and 
storm sewers. 
Parks 
Improve Landscaping 
in Old Settlers Park 
Improve Landscaping 
in Central Park 
Landscape Development 
PI an for Riverview Park 
Between 4th and 
5th Streets and 
Avenues E and F 
Between Avenues 
E and F and 9th 
and 1Oth Streets 
Between the 
Mississippi River 
and Avenue H 
Suggested 
Financing 
Water Funds 
Revenue Bonds 
Water Funds 
Revenue Bonds 
Water Funds 
Revenue Bonds 
General Funds 
General Funds 
Total 
Estimated 
Cost 
651 ooo3) 
' 
510,000 
155,000 
2,000 
Federal Beaut1 f 1cation 
Program 3, ooo4) 
General Funds 
Federal Beautification 
Program 3, 0004) 
General Funds 
Federal Beautification 
Program 2, ooo4) 
Year of Expenditure 
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 
651,000 
510,000 
155,000 
1,000 1 '000 
750 750 
750 750 
2,000 
Project 
Landscape lmprovemen t for 
Riverview Park 
Acquisition to increase 
Ivanhoe Park 
Acquire Park Land 
Acquire Park Land 
Acquire V .F .W. Park 
Public Building 
-
City Hall 
Parking Ramp 
TOTALS 
. 
Locatron 
Between the 
Mississippi River 
and Avenue H 
Avenue Land 
40th Street 
Suggested 
Fi nancr ng 
General Funds 
Total 
Estimated 
Cost 
Federal Beauti f icatron 
Program 6, ooo4) 
Federal Open 
Space Program 12, ooo4) 
Bordering Dry Creek Federal Open 
l 0, 0004) at Richards Drive Space Program 
Between Avenues 
L & Nand 34th 
and 35th Streets 
Between 33Fd 
Street and Avenue I 
8th Street and 
Avenue E 
Avenue F 
Between 7th and 
8th Streets 
F edera I Open 
Space Program 
Schoo I Funds 
Federal Open 
Space Program 
G .0 .Bonds 
General Funds 
G .0. Bonds 
Public Parking 
40, ooo4) 
20, ooo4) 
3oo, ooo5) 
Facilities (Act of 
61st General 
600 ooo6) Assembly). I 
3,548,200 
Year of Expenditure 
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 
2,000 1, 000 
3,000 3,000 
2,500 2,500 
4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 
2,000 2 ,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 
15,000 15,000 15,000 
30,900 30,900 30,900 
1, 391, 900 90,550 232, 100 126,150 146,100 
1) "Transportation Planning Report" prepared for Don C. Shafer and Associates as part of the updated Comprehensive Plan by Paul C. Box, Traffic 
Engineer Consultant, Skokie, Illinois, September, 1966 . 
Comprehensive improvements of U . S . Route 61 is not included because of the anticipated complete state route improvement. At the preparation 
of this report the Iowa State Highway Commission has approved their recommendations . Approva~ of project by the U .S . Bureau of Roads is 
awaited prior to scheduling the improvements. -
.. 
2) Future recommendations for this proposed thoroughfare is based on final relocation and construe tion of U.S .Route 61 • 
3) Estimated costs do not mclude engineering, financ1ng costs, resident engineers fees and legal fees. 
4) The federal government wi II con tribute 50 percent of the cost through the open space and/ or beautification program. 
5) If a new city hall is constructed the G . 0. Bonds would mature in 20 years at about 15,000 annually. This estimated cost does not 
include acquisition of add1tionol land, architects and legal fees or razing of present city hall and any additional aged structures. 
Therefore, the following 17 years would be included in future capi to I works programs . 
6) If general obligation bonds were used to finance this proposed ,structure they would mature in 20 years at approximately 30,900 annually. 
Therefore, the following 17 years would be included in future capitol work programs . 
GR 
sc 
AB 
GO 
RB 
FA 
SA 
RA 
SR 
we 
Code--Recommended Financing 
General Revenue 
Service Charge 
Special Assessment Bonds 
General Obltgatlon Bonds 
Revenue Bond 
Federal Aid 
State Aid 
Road Aids 
Special Reserve for Cap. Exp. 
Working Capital or Revo lving Fund 
A 
Name and Priority 
Location of Pro feet Number 19 
-·-- --- -
List ln order of priori ty for each year. 
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-19 
BUDGET FORM A 
FIVE YEAR PROGRAM OF CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS 
Year In Wh ich Expenditure is Needed 
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Method of to to to to 
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Status of Plans 
Plans Not Needed 
The Report Only 
Surveys Completed 
Work on Plans Scheduled 
Sketch Plan In Preparation 
Sketch Plan Completed 
Detail Plans In Preparation 
Detail Plans and Speclftcatlons 
I J 
Additional 
Annual 
Status Operation Cost 
of Plans After Completion 
-··- - -- ·-
1. Deportment 
3. Description of Project: 
a. Nome, physical description, location. 
b. Purpose: 
c. Shown on mop bttoched 
(Yes or No) 
4. Need for pro1ect (Use separate sheet if necessary): 
BUDGET FORM B 
INDIVIDUAL PROJECT ESTIMATE 
FIVE YEAR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS 
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Dote: 19 
9. Est1mated Constrvct1on Penod 
10 Status of Plans and Specifications (place check mark opposite proper status): 
0 Plans not needed 
--1 Nothmg done except this report 
--2 Surveys completed 
3 Work on plans scheduled 
--4 Sketch plans in preparation 
--5 Sketch plans completed 
--6 Detoi I plans in preporot1on 
--7 Detai I pions and speci fi cations com pi eted 
--
5. Relation to Other Projects, where applicable· 
6. Estimated Cost: 
a. Planning (Totals (1), (2): 
(1) Architects services 
(2) Engineering 
--------------------------------
-----------------------------------
b. Land 
~~----~------------------------------------(1) Site is secured 
(2) To be secured -------------------------------------
c . Construct i on (To t-o lr-s-.(~1 ) ..... ,-(=2"~"'") -, or.( 3:T') : 
(1) Labor -----------
• (2) Non-looor 
---------------------------------------(3) Inspection 
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(2) Fumi ture 
e. Other -----------------------------------------
Total Estimated Cost: 
7. Future Burden Resulting from Project: 
a • Annual cost· Mo i ntenonce , repo-:-i r....,.&~OI:""p_e_r_o~ti::-o-n---------
b. Annual estimated cost of new staff required 
~~-----------------c. Future Expenditure for additional equipment not 
mcluded m project cost 
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Income for Pro1ect (estimated annual, direct & indirect) 
11. Proposed Manner of Construction {contract or day labor): 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Project Expend! tures by Years: 19 
Priority Rating: 
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Year Recommended for Construction: 
Recommended Financing: 
General Revenue 
Service Charges 
Uti I ity Revenues 
General Obligation Bonds 
Federal Aid 
State Aid 
Revenue Bonds 
Special Reserves for Capital Expenditures 
Working Capitol or Revolving Fund 
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